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Foreword by the Chairman of 
the Executive Board

From a strategic standpoint, it is absolutely essential for us to position Han
nover Re in the market in such a way that we can operate successfully in the 
prevailing more challenging business climate. In so doing, we must consider 
not only the necessary short-term success, but also lasting success from the 
medium- and long-term perspective. This was a point of emphasis in formu
lating our vision for the new strategy cycle 2015 to 2017 – "Long-term suc
cess in a competitive business".
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Foreword by the Chairman of the Executive Board

Ladies and gentlemen,

The 2015 financial year was an exceptionally successful one for our 

company. The Group net income of EUR 1,150.7 million was the high

est to date in company history and surpassed the one billion mark for 

the first time. Our two business groups of Property & Casualty and Life 

& Health reinsurance contributed in equal measure to the result. This 

performance is all the more gratifying because market conditions for 

Reinsurers remained challenging in the year just ended and, further

more, the protracted low level of interest rates limited our potential re

turns on the investment side. Particularly in property and casualty 

reinsurance, the market environment was notable for its intense com

petition and associated rate reductions. Of crucial significance here 

has been the fact that losses due to natural catastrophe events were 

lower than anticipated over the last four years, prompting a growing 

inflow of capacity into the markets both from traditional reinsurers

and in the form of so-called alternative capital from pension and hedge 

funds as well as other investors. Our very good market position, our 

long-standing stable customer relationships and our robust financial 

strength ratings have nevertheless enabled us – even in this difficult 

climate – to continue to write business selectively and at conditions 

that meet our margin requirements.

From a strategic perspective, it is absolutely essential that we position 

Hannover Re in the market in such a way we can operate successfully 

in the present more challenging business environment. In so doing, 

we need to have an eye not only to the necessary short-term success, 

but must also strive just as much for sustainable success over the 

medium and long term. This was a primary point of emphasis in defin

ing our vision for the new strategy cycle 2015 to 2017 – "Long-term 

success in a competitive business".

Our Sustainability Strategy for the years 2015 to 2017 – elaborated as 

a complement to our Group Strategy – has been drawn up on the basis 

of a materiality analysis. It defines four action fields and additionally 

specifies 14 concrete goals and 42 measures. In 2015 we have already 

taken the first steps towards achieving the goals that we set ourselves:

As far as our core business is concerned, in the growing market for 

microinsurance products we intensified our cooperation with primary 

insurers in Pakistan, the Philippines and Indonesia. Furthermore, the 

protection of agricultural production is of considerable relevance to 

the development of more deprived regions. In the year under review, 

therefore, we continued our cooperative efforts with government and 

international organisations to expand agricultural insurance. We have 

encouraged the development of products in response to climate 

change, such as weather insurance and coverage for energy-saving 

warranties, inter alia by supporting the extension of energy-saving 

warranties to other European countries. Through our activities in the 

area of Insurance-Linked Securities (ILS) we take an active part in the 

development of index-based Disaster Finance concepts, which guaran

tee rapid financial aid for countries in South America and Asia in the 

aftermath of natural disasters. In this way we are responding system

atically to changing global risk structures and we are playing a vital 

role in helping to increase insurance density, not only in mature but 

also in developing and emerging markets.

In life and health reinsurance demographic changes around the world 

are leading to stronger demand for reinsurance in the area of 

longevity solutions. We are also seeing rising demand for so-called 

lifestyle insurance products, where the premium is linked to an 

insured's healthy lifestyle (e.g. fitness and nutritional habits). Demand 

for these products, which are similarly reinsured by Hannover Re, is 

particularly lively in Australia, South Africa and the United States.

Economic, environmental and social sustainability forms the corner

stone of our Group's continued stable business development and is 

crucial to the expansion of our position as one of the leading globally 

operating reinsurers. In addition to keeping a close eye on growth op

portunities and the insurability of emerging risks (such as cyber risks 

and renewable energies), the industry is increasingly turning its focus 

to new competitors and innovative business models (InsurTechs).

"Journey Re", the project launched as part of our Global Management 

Forum 2015, takes aim at just such future topics. One of the project 

objectives is to identify new and profitable growth sources in both 

business groups of Property & Casualty and Life & Health reinsurance 

and to work in concert with young specialists from various countries at 

the Berlin, Boston, Dublin und Johannesburg locations on the develop

ment of innovative and disruptive business models for reinsurance.

We also set great store by sustainability in the management of our in

vestments. With this in mind, in the year under review we appointed a 

responsible ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) officer on 

the investment team. Not only that, the existing ESG Investment Policy 

was refined and supplemented with a best-in-class investment ap

proach. Altogether, around 90% of our investments are screened half-

yearly on the basis of ESG criteria.

Our staff are crucial to the success of our company. We have made it 

our goal to support their health, foster their skills and qualifications 

and encourage their diversity. The setting up of two new working 

groups to arrange counselling opportunities for employees experienc

ing personal crises and to ensure re-entry into the workplace after ill

ness is just one example of this aspiration. In addition, we have em

barked on another round of our mentoring programme for women, 

which is intended to enable female employees of our company to play 

an active part is shaping their future career path.

The reduction of environmental impacts from our business activities is 

another of our goals. We wanted to operate on a climate-neutral basis 

by the year 2015. We achieved this goal to a level of 97% both 

through concrete measures such as the changeover to green energy 

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=36&letterShow=G
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=79&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=68&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
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and by paying offsets for all business travel. The remaining 3% de

rives from the use of district heating that has not yet been offset as 

well as from our paper consumption. Continuous improvement in this 

field is an integral component of our Environmental Management Sys

tem. The latter was successfully recertified in the year under review in 

accordance with the international standard ISO 14001. For the current 

2016 financial year we are planning to change over to an environmen

tal statement in conformity with the more extensive EMAS (Eco-Man

agement and Audit Scheme) guidelines including appropriate valida

tion.

With the release of the present Sustainability Report on the 2015 fi

nancial year Hannover Re is publishing information on social, environ

mental and governance issues within the Group for the fifth year in 

succession. Our report was once again compiled on the basis of the in

ternationally recognised guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative 

(GRI) including the supplementary Financial Services Sector Disclo

sures – for the first time this year in accordance with Version 4.0 (G4) 

and its greater focus on "materiality" for the reporting organisations. 

The current report therefore reflects even more clearly than before the 

topics and challenges that are material to our sustainable develop

ment.

I hope you will enjoy reading this report and would welcome your en

gagement in a dialogue with us.

Yours sincerely,

Ulrich Wallin

Chairman of the Executive Board



Organisational Profile

Hannover Re, with gross premium of more than EUR 17 billion, is the third-
largest reinsurer in the world. We transact all lines of property & casualty 
and life & health reinsurance and are present on all continents with roughly 
2,500 staff. Established in 1966, the Hannover Re Group today has a network 
of more than 100 subsidiaries, branches and representative offices world
wide. The German business of the Hannover Re Group is transacted by our 
subsidiary E+S Rück.
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Company portrait

About us

Hannover Re, with gross premium of more than EUR 17 billion, is the 

third-largest reinsurer in the world.

We transact all lines of property & casualty and life & health reinsur

ance and are present on all continents with roughly 2,500 staff. Estab

lished in 1966, the Hannover Re Group today has a network of more 

than 100 subsidiaries, branches and representative offices worldwide. 

The German business of the Hannover Re Group is transacted by our 

subsidiary E+S Rück.

The rating agencies most relevant to the insurance industry have 

awarded both Hannover Re and E+S Rück very good financial strength 

ratings: Standard & Poor's "AA-" (Very Strong) and A.M. Best "A+"

(Superior).

Hannover Re can look back on 50 successful years in the reinsurance 

business. Along with our excellent financial strength ratings, our high 

degree of diversification and balanced risk management ensure that 

we can enjoy lasting success even in a competitive market. The re

spected UK insurance magazine "Reactions" named us "Reinsurance 

Company of the Year" for the second time in a row this year. Going 

forward, too, we intend to respond to new developments and chal

lenges with innovative ideas and concepts. This year, for example, as 

part of the project entitled "Journey Re" we have launched a competi

tion in which talented and dedicated career starters in the reinsurance 

industry have the opportunity to inject fresh momentum into our busi

ness operations.

Our vision: Long-term success in a competitive business.

More information on the topic at

AR 2015: Business development

AR 2015: History

Website: Journey Re

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=68&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=24&letterShow=D
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/602020/business-development.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/602020/business-development.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/8530/history.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/8530/history.html
http://www.journey-re.com/
http://www.journey-re.com/
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Hannover Re at a glance
• Worldwide reinsurance, transacting all lines of property & 

casualty and life & health reinsurance

• Gross premium volume of EUR 17.1 billion with growth of 

18.8% year-on-year

• Roughly 2,500 employees

• Over 5,000 insurance clients in some 150 countries

• More than 100 subsidiaries, branches and representative 

offices worldwide

• Operationally and financially independent – despite majority 

shareholder: 50.2% held by Talanx AG

Hannover Re, with gross premium of around EUR 17 billion, is the 

third-largest reinsurer in the world. We transact reinsurance business 

in our business groups of Property & Casualty and Life & Health rein

surance. The strategy pursued in both these business groups supports 

our Group's paramount mission: "Long-term success in a competitive 

business".

Our profit and growth targets are pivotal to the Group strategy. Prof

itability and value creation are the foundations of our sustainable de

velopment in the interests of our clients, shareholders, employees and 

business partners. With this in mind, our goal is to achieve economic 

success while at the same time acting in accordance with the needs of 

our staff and the company and giving due consideration to protection 

of the environment and conservation of natural resources. The targets 

set are regularly analysed and adjusted as necessary according to a 

three-year cycle. Non-financial targets are specified in concrete terms 

in, inter alia, the sustainability strategy.

Our integrated enterprise management system "Performance Excel

lence 2.0" supports Hannover Re in the accomplishment of its strate

gic objectives. In this regard, each organisational unit of the Hannover 

Re Group defines its own contribution to the Group strategy. In this 

way we ensure that all initiatives and measures within Hannover Re 

are rigorously linked to our corporate strategy.

We generate competitive advantages to the benefit of our clients and 

shareholders by conducting our insurance business with the lowest 

administrative expenses in our industry. This is made possible by, 

among other things, lean organisational structures, a uniform global 

IT infrastructure, centralised underwriting in property and casualty 

reinsurance, the efficient allocation of capital and the use of hybrid 

capital in order to optimise our cost of capital. In this way we deliver 

above-average profitability while at the same time being able to offer 

our customers reinsurance protection on competitive terms.

Guided by a clearly defined risk appetite, our risk management steers 

the company so as to be able to act on business opportunities while 

securing our financial strength on a lasting basis.

Through the acceptance of reinsurance risks with largely little or no 

correlation in our Property & Casualty and Life & Health business 

groups across all lines of business and based on our global presence, 

we are able to achieve efficient risk diversification. In conjunction with 

our capital management, this is the key to our comparatively low cost 

of capital.

We transact primary insurance in selected market niches as a comple

ment to our core reinsurance activities. In this context, we always 

work together with partners from the primary insurance sector.

More information on the topic at

Strategy and Management

AR 2015: Business model

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=68&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=37&letterShow=H
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=37&letterShow=H
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=24&letterShow=D
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/601010/business-model.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/601010/business-model.html
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Organisational profile

The operational Group structure

The Hannover Re Group is organised according to strategic business 

groups, i.e. split into Property & Casualty and Life & Health reinsur

ance.

Of the total gross premium of EUR 17.1 billion written in 2015, 55% 

was attributable to property and casualty reinsurance and 45% to life 

and health reinsurance.

In property and casualty reinsurance we assume risks in accordance 

with our margin-oriented underwriting policy from our clients, thereby 

enabling our clients to reduce their underwriting risks. Reflecting the 

areas of Board responsibility, we break the business group down into 

the following three subsegments:

1. target markets, which we have defined as Continental Europe 

and North America,

2. specialty lines, i.e. marine, aviation, credit, surety and political 

risks, facultative reinsurance as well as the United Kingdom, 

Ireland, London Market and direct business,

3. global reinsurance, i.e. worldwide treaty reinsurance, natural 

catastrophe business as well as structured reinsurance and 

Insurance-Linked Securities.

Hannover Re reports the business that it writes in life and health rein

surance split into the categories of financial solutions and risk solu

tions. The latter category is, in turn, differentiated according to the 

risk types of longevity, mortality and morbidity. In addition to life and 

health insurers, our clientele in the Life & Health reinsurance business 

group includes banks, sales companies and pension funds.

In addition to the regional and treaty divisions, the main departments 

of Hannover Re are Business Opportunity Management and Risk Man

agement, Controlling, Finance and Accounting, Information Technol

ogy, Investments, Human Resources Management, Group Legal Ser

vices and Compliance, Group Auditing, Corporate Development, Cor

porate Communications and Facilities Management.

 

Our operational Group structure

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=68&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=31&letterShow=F
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=21&letterShow=D
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=62&letterShow=O
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=33&letterShow=F
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/groupstructure_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/groupstructure_no-header.svg
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The Group's worldwide presence

Hannover Rück SE operates globally and is represented by a network 

of 130 subsidiaries, affiliates, branches and representative offices with 

a total workforce of 2,568 (valid: 31 December 2015). In addition to 

the Home Office in Hannover (52.1% of the workforce), our major lo

cations are in the United States (11.0% of the workforce) as well as 

the United Kingdom and South Africa (each accounting for 6.1% of 

the workforce).

The registered office of the Group company International Insurance 

Company of Hannover SE, London (Inter Hannover SE), was relocated 

from the United Kingdom to Hannover, Germany, in the 2015 financial 

year. Inter Hannover SE has been licensed to commence insurance op

erations in Germany and was entered in the commercial register in 

January 2015.

Further material changes in the Group structure of Hannover Re are 

listed in the Group Annual Report 2015. These include the major ac

quisitions and new formations, disposals and retirements as well as 

other corporate changes.

 

The Group worldwide

A complete list of our shareholdings is provided on page 160 et seq. of the Annual Report 2015.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/the_group_worldwide_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/the_group_worldwide_no-header.svg
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600402/4_2-consolidated-companies-and-complete-list-of-shareholdings.html
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Shareholder structure

The long-standing principal shareholder of Hannover Re is Talanx AG. 

It is majority-owned by "Haftpflichtverband der Deutschen 

Industrie" (HDI). As a mutual insurance company, HDI's long-term ori

entation contributes to attainment of our goal of sustainable value cre

ation.

 

More information on the topic at

AR 2015: Life & Health reinsurance

AR 2015: Property & Casualty reinsurance

AR 2015: Notes 4.3

AR 2015: Notes 4.4

AR 2015: Notes 4.5

Website: Shareholder structure

http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/shareholder_structure.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/shareholder_structure.svg
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60204020/life-_amp_-health-reinsurance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60204020/life-_amp_-health-reinsurance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60204010/property-_amp_-casualty-reinsurance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60204010/property-_amp_-casualty-reinsurance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600403/4_3-major-acquisitions-and-new-formations.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600403/4_3-major-acquisitions-and-new-formations.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600404/4_4-major-disposals-and-retirements.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600404/4_4-major-disposals-and-retirements.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600405/4_5-other-corporate-changes.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600405/4_5-other-corporate-changes.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/199713/shareholder-structure
https://www.hannover-re.com/199713/shareholder-structure
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Product portfolio

Property & Casualty reinsurance

In property and casualty reinsurance Hannover Re assumes risks from 

primary insurers in accordance with its margin-oriented underwriting

policy. This risk transfer enables our clients to reduce their underwrit

ing risks and optimise their capital requirement. In this way, our 

clients can increase their underwriting capacity and take on additional 

attractive risks.

Based on its prudent reserving policy and low expense ratio, Han

nover Re is one of the most profitable property and casualty reinsurers

in the world. Our value proposition encompasses:

• Customised solutions: Comprehensive range of products that 

can be tailored to the needs of our customers

• Solution-driven: Constant monitoring of the markets in order 

to identify promising future trends and lines of business

• Flexible organisation: Utilisation of all sales channels, i.e. 

both direct contacts and through intermediaries

• Fair and accessible: Short communication channels to our 

clients facilitate quick solutions

A centralised underwriting policy combined with local talent is the key 

to our success; it ensures consistent underwriting decisions. Our ef

fective cycle management with a focus on profitability constitutes the 

basis for selective growth: we expand our market shares only during 

hard market phases or following market-changing events.

Key figures for Property & Casualty reinsurance

in EUR million 2015 +/–
previous year

2014 2013 20121 2011

Gross written premium 9,338.0 +18.2% 7,903.4 7,817.9 7,717.5 6,825.5

Net premium earned 8,099.7 +15.5% 7,011.3 6,866.3 6,854.0 5,960.8

Underwriting result 432.2 +23.0% 351.5 335.5 272.2 (268.7)

Net investment income 945.0 +12.0% 843.6 781.2 944.5 845.4

Operating result (EBIT) 1,341.3 +12.6% 1,190.8 1,061.0 1,091.4 599.3

Group net income 914.7 +10.3% 829.1 807.7 685.6 455.6

Earnings per share in EUR 7.58 +10.3% 6.88 6.70 5.68 3.78

EBIT margin2 16.6%   17.0% 15.5% 15.9% 10.1%

Retention 89.3%   90.6% 89.9% 90.2% 91.3%

Combined ratio3 94.4%   94.7% 94.9% 95.8% 104.3%

1 Adjusted pursuant to IAS 8
2 Operation result (EBIT)/net premium earned
3 Including expenses on funds withheld and contract deposits

Life & Health reinsurance

In life and health reinsurance Hannover Re offers its customers rein

surance concepts and solutions that are tailored to their needs. By giv

ing them access to our extensive databases we assist primary insurers 

with, among other things, medical underwriting and pricing. This en

ables our customers to write their business sustainably. We support 

promising start-ups with financing to cover their initially high business 

acquisition costs.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=29&letterShow=E
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
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Hannover Re acts responsively, flexibly, efficiently and undogmati

cally, making it one of the leading life and health reinsurers with a 

global presence. Our value proposition encompasses:

• Financial solutions: Includes both standardised solutions and 

tailor-made reinsurance structures to optimise efficient capital 

and liquidity management for our customers

• Risk solutions: Competitive conditions, capacity and 

reinsurance solutions for all types of underwriting risks

• Longevity ( longevity risks, annuities)

• Mortality

• Morbidity (health and disability products)

• Service offer: customised services, e. g. to optimise sales and 

underwriting processes

We offer reinsurance concepts and solutions with a clear focus on 

growth markets, underserved end consumers in the life and health in

surance market, alternative sales channels, risks that are difficult to 

quantify as well as companies in transition. We cultivate our customer 

relationships as long-term partnerships with the goal of developing 

needs-based solutions for the individual requirements of our cus

tomers.

Key figures for Life & Health reinsurance

in EUR million 2015 +/ -
previous year

2014 2013 20121 2011

Gross written premium 7,730.9 +19.7% 6,458.7 6,145.4 6,057.9 5,270.1

Net premium earned 6,492.4 +20.0% 5,411.4 5,359.8 5,425.6 4,788.9

Investment income 709.2 +15.5% 614.2 611.5 685.1 512.6

Claims an claims expenses 5,459.0 +17.7% 4,636.2 4,305.7 4,023.5 3,328.6

Change in benefit reserve 101.1 28.6 146.5 529.4 619.7

Commissions 1,075.1 +13.6% 946.4 1,169.0 1,098.0 985.8

Own administrative expenses 197.3 +12.3% 175.7 156.7 144.1 130.6

Other income/expenses 35.9 +43.1% 25.1 (42.9) (36.7) (19.2)

Operating result (EBIT) 405.1 +53.6% 263.8 150.5 279.0 217.6

Net income after tax 289.6 +41.3% 205.0 164.2 222.5 182.3

Earnings per share in EUR 2.40 +41.3% 1.70 1.36 1.84 1.51

Retention 84.2% 83.9% 87.7% 89.3% 91.0%

EBIT margin2 6.2% 4.9% 2.8% 5.1% 4.5%

1 Adjusted pursuant to IAS 8 
2 Operating result(EBIT)/net premium earned

More information on the topic at

Product responsibility

Website: Property and casualty reinsurance

Website: Life and health reinsurance

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=33&letterShow=F
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=49&letterShow=L
https://www.hannover-re.com/60720/propertyandcasualty
https://www.hannover-re.com/60720/propertyandcasualty
https://www.hannover-re.com/58543/life-and-health
https://www.hannover-re.com/58543/life-and-health
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Key figures
Based on the year-end closing price of EUR 105.65 the market capitalisation of the Hannover Re Group as at the end of the financial year 

amounted to EUR 12.7 billion and was thus EUR 3.7 billion or 40.9% higher than the previous year's figure of EUR 9.0 billion.

Key figures

Figures in EUR million 2015
+/-

previous year 2014 2013 20121 2011

Results

Gross written premium 17,068.7 +18.8% 14,361.8 13,963.4 13,774.2 12,096.1

Net premium earned 14,593.0 +17.5% 12,423.1 12,226.7 12,279.2 10,751.5

Net underwriting result 93.8 (23.6) (83.0) (96.9) (535.8)

Net investment income 1,665.1 +13.1% 1,471.8 1,411.8 1,655.7 1,384.0

Operating result (EBIT) 1,755.2 +19.7% 1,466.4 1,229.1 1,393.9 841.4

Group net income 1,150.7 +16.7% 985.6 895.5 849.6 606.0

 

Balance sheet

Policyholders' surplus 10,267.3 +0.3% 10,239.5 8,767.9 8,947.2 7,338.2

Equity attributable to shareholders of 
Hannover Rück SE

8,068.3 +6.9% 7,550.8 5,888.4 6,032.5 4,970.6

Non-controlling interests 709.1 +1.0% 702.2 641.6 681.7 636.0

Hybrid capital 1,489.9 -25.0% 1,986.5 2,237.8 2,233.0 1,731.6

Investments (excl. funds withheld by 
ceding companies)

39,346.9 +8.6% 36,228.0 31,875.2 31,874.4 28,341.2

Total assets 63,214.9 +4.6% 60,457.6 53,915.5 54,811.7 49,867.0

 

Share

Earnings per share (basic and diluted) in 
EUR

9.54 +16.7% 8.17 7.43 7.04 5.02

Book value per share in EUR 66.90 +6.9% 62.61 48.83 50.02 41.22

Dividend 572.8 +11.8% 512.5 361.8 361.8 253.3

Dividend per share in EUR 3.25 + 1.502 +11.8% 3.00 + 1.252 3.00 2.60 +0.40 2 2.10

Share price at year-end in EUR 105.65 +40.9% 74.97 62.38 58.96 38.325

Market capitalisation at year-end 12,741.1 +40.9% 9,041.2 7,522.8 7,110.4 4,621.9
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Ratios

Combined ratio (property and casualty 
reinsurance)3

94.4% 94.7% 94.9% 95.8% 104.3%

Large losses as percentage of net 
premium earned (property and casualty 
reinsurance4

7.1% 6.1% 8.4% 7.0% 16.5%

Rentention 87.0% 87.6% 89.0% 89.8% 91.2%

Return on investment (excl. funds 
withheld by ceding companies)5

3.5% 3.3% 3.4% 4.1% 4.1%

EBIT margin6 12.0% 11.8% 10.1% 11.4% 7.8%

Return on equity (after tax) 14.7% 14.7% 15.0% 15.4% 12.8%
1 Adjusted pursuant to IAS 8
2 Dividend of EUR 3.25 plus special dividend of EUR 1.50 for 2015, EUR 3.00 plus special dividend of EUR 1.25 for 2014 and EUR 2.60 plus special dividend of EUR 0.40 for 2012
3 Including expenses on funds withheld and contract deposits
4 Hannover Re Group’s net share for natural catastrophes and other major losses in excess of EUR 10 million gross as a percentage of net premium earned (until 31 December 2011: 
in excess of EUR 5 million gross)
5 Excluding effects from ModCo derivatives and inflation swaps
6 Operating result (EBIT) / net premium earned

Key personnel indicators of the Hannover Re Group and at the Hannover location

2015
+/-

previous year 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008

Hannover Re Group      

Number of employees 2,568 1.3% 2,534 2,419 2,312 2,217 2,192 2,069 1,812

Women 1,313 0.8% 1,303 1,243 1,192 1,156 1,139 1,090 943

Men 1,255 1.9% 1,231 1,176 1,120 1,061 1,053 979 869

Hannover location      

Number of employees 1,337 3.7% 1,289 1,219 1,164 1,110 1,089 1,032 963

Age structure      

Up to age 29 165 3.1% 160 149 141 140 157 165 133

Ages 30 to 49 864 1.1% 855 814 789 754 743 698 677

Aged 50 and over 308 12.4% 274 256 234 216 189 169 153

Proportion of women in management 
positions

16.0% 1.0%p 17.0% 15.6% 16.8% 15.5% 12.3% 12.0% 11.8%

Average number of training days per 
employee

6.1 41.9% 4.3 3.7 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.5 8.0

Staff turnover rate 2.5% +1.0%p 1.5% 2.8% 2.8% 4.3% 1.9% 2.3% 3.3%

Absenteeism 3.8% +0.2%p 3.6% 3.4% 3.5% 3.4% 3.0% 3.2% 2.7%
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Asset allocation of the Hannover Re Group as at 31 December 2015
~90% of investments are subject to Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) criteria

Book value 2015: EUR 39.8 billion

Investments gemäß ESG-Kriterien: around 90%

Fixed-income securities: 87%

Listed equities: 1%

Short-term investments and cash: 5%

Real estate and real estate funds: 4%

Private Equity: 2%

Other: 1%

Key environmental indicators of Hannover Re at the Hannover location

20151
+/-

previous year 20141 20131 20122 20113

Total workforce 2,568 +1.3% 2,534 2,419 2,312 2,217

Employees at the Hannover location 1,337 + 3.7% 1,289 1,219 1,164 1,110

Electricity (in kWh) 8,868,345 -1.1% 8,969,975 9,114,482 8,802,262 8,214,917

Heat (in kWh) 2,746,698 -0.1% 2,748,014 3,359,694 2,319,854 1,859,119

Water (in l) 17,088,000 +12.6% 15,176,000 15,778,000 14,961,000 14,464,500

Paper (in sheets) 6,600,810 -12.6% 7,551,200 8,502,060 8,766,000 9,172,180

Waste (in kg) 156,880 -19.0% 193,760 214,250 205,790 257,400

Business trips (in km) 20,530,043 +0.4% 20,447,867 18,185,062 16,654,504 17,658,598

CO2 emissions4 (in kg) 8,581,000 +10.0% 7,798,000 7,203,000 4,984,000 8,123,000

Data capture percentage of the 
environmental indicators (in % of Group 
employees)

52.1% +1.2%p 50.9% 50.4% 50.3% 50.1%

1 All premises at the Hannover location (Karl-Wiechert-Allee 50 and 57, Roderbruchstraße 21 and 26 as well as infant daycare centre)
2 All premises at the Hannover location (Karl-Wiechert-Allee 50 and 57 (pro rata), Roderbruchstraße 21 and 26 as well as infant daycare centre)
3 Karl-Wiechert-Allee 50, Roderbruchstraße 21 und 26 as well as infant daycare centre, Hannover
4 Karl-Wiechert-Allee 50, Roderbruchstraße 26 as well as infant daycare centre, Hannover
5 Radiative Forcing Index: 2.7
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Executive Board
The Executive Board of Hannover Re is comprised of 7 members. Ap

pointed by the Supervisory Board, they ensure the elaboration and im

plementation of a consistent business policy in keeping with the 

company's strategic objectives. With shareholders in mind, impor

tance is expressly attached to an organisation that facilitates cost-effi

cient, quick and unbureaucratic decision processes. Open and trusting 

cooperation geared to the collective interest is the cornerstone of suc

cess. In this context, the members of the Executive Board bear joint 

responsibility for the overall management of business. Irrespective of 

their shared responsibility, each individual member of the Executive 

Board leads their assigned area of competence at their own responsi

bility within the bounds of the resolutions adopted by the Executive 

Board.

From left to right: Roland Vogel, Ulrich Wallin, Claude Chèvre, Dr. Klaus Miller, Sven Althoff, Dr. Michael Pickel, Jürgen Gräber
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More information on the topic at

Ulrich Wallin
Chief Executive Officer

Business Opportunity Management

Compliance

Controlling

Human Resources Management

Internal Auditing

Risk Management

Corporate Development

Corporate Communications

Roland Vogel
Finance and Accounting

Information Technology

Investment and Collateral Management

Facility Management

Claude Chèvre
Life & Health Reinsurance

• Africa, Asia, Australia / New Zealand, Latin America, 

Western and Southern Europe

• Longevity Solutions

Dr. Klaus Miller
Life & Health Reinsurance

• United Kingdom / Ireland, North America, Northern, 

Eastern and Central Europe

Dr. Michael Pickel
Group Legal Services

Run-Off Solutions

Target Markets in Property & Casualty Reinsurance:

• North America

• Continental Europe

Sven Althoff
Speciality Lines Worldwide

• Marine

• Aviation

• Credit, Surety and Political Risks

• United Kingdom, Ireland, London Market and Direct 

Business

• Facultative Reinsurance

Jürgen Gräber
Global Reinsurance

• Worldwide Treaty Reinsurance

• Catastrophe XL (Cat XL)

• Structured Reinsurance and Insurance-Linked Securities

Coordination of Property & Casualty Reinsurance Business Group

Quotations

Retrocessions

Management structure

AR 2015: Declaration on Corporate Governance

Website: Executive Board

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
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Supervisory Board
The Supervisory Board of Hannover Re is comprised of nine members. Six members are elected by the shareholders at the Annual General Meet

ing, three members are appointed by the Employee Council. In accordance with its role, the Supervisory Board appoints the members of the Exec

utive Board and performs its oversight and supervisory functions. The Articles of Association of Hannover Rück SE, supplemented by the Rules of 

Procedure of the Executive Board, define the specific matters that require the consent of the Supervisory Board or its Chairman.

The following shows the details of memberships of legally required supervisory boards and comparable control boards at other domestic and for

eign business as of 31 December 2015.

Herbert K. Haas1,2,4

Burgwedel

Chairman

Chief Executive Officer of Talanx AG

Chief Executive Officer of HDI Haftpflichtverband der Deutschen Industrie V.a.G.

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of E+S Rückversicherung AG, Hannover

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of HDI Global SE, Hannover

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of HDI Kundenservice AG, Cologne

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Talanx Deutschland AG, Hannover

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Talanx International AG, Hannoverer

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Talanx Systeme AG, Hannover

• Member of the Advisory Board of Norddeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale, Hannover

Dr. Klaus Sturany1

Ascona, Switzerland

Deputy Chairman

Former member of the Executive Board of RWE AG

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Bayer AG, Leverkusen

• Member of the Administrative Board of Sulzer AG, Winterthur/Switzerlandz

Wolf-Dieter Baumgartl1,2,4

Berg

Former Chief Executive Officer of Talanx AG and HDI Haftpflichtverband der Deutschen Industrie V.a.G.

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• Member of the Advisory Board of E+S Rückversicherung AG, Hannover

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Talanx AG, Hannoverer

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of HDI Haftpflichtverband der Deutschen Industrie V.a.G., Hannover

• Member of the Administrative Board of HDI Assicurazioni S.p.A., Rome/Italy

Frauke Heitmüller5

Hannover

Employee

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• No additional mandates
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Otto Müller5

Hannover

Employee

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Talanx AG, Hannover

Dr. Andrea Pollak4

Vienna, Austria

Independent management consultant

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• Chairwoman of the Advisory Board of Kuchen-Peter Backwaren GmbH, Hagenbrunn/Austria

• Member of the Advisory Board of Industrie Holding GmbH, Vienna/Austria

Dr. Immo Querner
Celle

Member of the Board of Management of Talanx AG

Member of the Board of Management of HDI Haftpflichtverband der Deutschen Industrie V.a.G.

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• Member of the Supervisory Board of E+S Rückversicherung AG, Hannover

• Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Talanx Asset Management GmbH, Cologne

• Chairman of the Administrative Board of Talanx Finanz (Luxemburg) S.A., Luxembourg

• Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board of AmpegaGerling Investment GmbH, Cologne

• Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Talanx Immobilien Management GmbH, Cologne

• Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Talanx Reinsurance Broker GmbH, Hannover

• Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Talanx Service AG, Hannover

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Talanx International AG, Hannoverr

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Talanx Systeme AG, Hannover

• Member of the Board of Directors Talanx Re (Ireland) Limited, Dublin/Ireland

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Caplantic GmbH, Hannover

• Member of the Supervisory Board of BÖAG Börsen AG, Hannover

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Tertia Handelsbeteiligungsgesellschaft mbH, Cologne

• Member of the Stock Exchange Council of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange (Deutsche Börse AG), Frankfurt/Main

Dr. Erhard Schipporeit2,3

Hannover

Independent management consultant

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• Member of the Supervisory Board of HDI Haftpflichtverband der Deutschen Industrie V.a.G., Hannover

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Talanx AG, Hannover

• Member of the Supervisory Board of BDO AG, Hamburg

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Deutsche Börse AG, Frankfurt/Mainn

• Member of the Supervisory Board of Fuchs Petrolub SE, Mannheim

• Member of the Supervisory Board of SAP SE, Walldorf

• Member of the Board of Directors Fidelity Funds SICAV, Luxembourg
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Maike Sielaff5

Burgwedel

Employee

Additional mandates held on supervisory boards/comparable control boards:

• No additional mandates

1 Member of the Standing Committee
2 Member of the Finance and Audit Committee
3 Independent financial expert on the Finance and Audit Committee
4 Member of the Nomination Committee
5 Staff representative

More information on the topic at

Management structure

AR 2015: Report of the Supervisory Board

AR 2015: Declaration on Corporate Governance

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/8010/report-of-the-supervisory-board-of-hannover-rueck-se.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/8010/report-of-the-supervisory-board-of-hannover-rueck-se.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html


Strategy and Management

Our vision: Long-term success in a competitive business. Excellent solutions 
for our business partners are the basis to strengthen and further expand our 
position as a leading, globally operating reinsurance group. This will enable 
us to deliver a long-term sustainable profitability and being one of the most 
profitable reinsurers worldwide. We enlarge the scope of our business by 
creating new business opportunities from emerging risks.
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Strategy and Management

Our vision: Long-term success in a 
competitive business

Excellent solutions for our business partners are the basis for 

strengthening and further expanding our position as a leading, glob

ally operating reinsurance group. They enable us to deliver long-term 

sustainable profitability and assert our position as one of the most 

profitable reinsurers worldwide.

We are passionate about reinsurance and chart our own course. We 

are quick, flexible and undogmatic and we strive for excellence in our 

actions. We consistently enlarge the scope of our operations by creat

ing innovative business opportunities from emerging risks. With our 

organisation geared to efficiency, we offer our business partners an at

tractive value proposition.

As a leading player in the reinsurance industry, the commercial suc

cess of Hannover Re is crucially dependent on the correct assessment 

of present and emerging risks. In the process of evaluating risks we 

are faced today with growing complexity as a consequence of the in

creasing importance attached to various aspects of sustainability. In 

some instances these also have direct strategic and operational rele

vance to our reinsurance products and the management of our invest

ments.

Our goal, therefore, is to achieve economic success on the basis of a 

profit-oriented business model – while at the same time acting in ac

cordance with the needs of our staff and the company and giving due 

consideration to protection of the environment and conservation of 

natural resources. Sustainable action is not something which is static; 

rather, it must take place dynamically and in accordance with chang

ing environmental circumstances. In conformity with our Group Strat

egy, therefore, we also define sustainability goals and implement ap

propriate measures.

More information on the topic at

Website: Group Strategy

Website: Sustainability Strategy

AR 2015: Strategie

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
https://www.hannover-re.com/135441/group-strategy-at-a-glance
https://www.hannover-re.com/135441/group-strategy-at-a-glance
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/50/our-vision_-long-term-success-in-a-competitive-business.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/50/our-vision_-long-term-success-in-a-competitive-business.html
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Corporate strategy
Our corporate strategy encompasses ten strategic principles for ensur ing the realisation of our vision "Long-term success in a competitive 

business" across business units.

1. We have ambitious profit and growth targets

• Generate an IFRS return on equity of at least 900 basis points above the risk-free interest rate

• Achieve profitability targets and generate a profit clearly in excess of the cost of capital

• Grow the premium volume (by more than the market average)

• Outperform the Global Reinsurance Index (GloRe) over a three-year period

• Consistently pay an attractive dividend

2. We are a preferred business partner

• Offer an attractive value proposition that makes us the preferred business partner for our clients

• Foster customer relationships to both parties' mutual benefit irrespective of the size of the account

3. We aim for successful employees

• Offer attractive workplaces

• Foster the qualifications, experience and commitment of our staff

4. We strive for an optimal balance between the stability and yield of our investments

• Achieve the target return – risk-free interest rate plus cost of capital

5. We manage risks actively

• Ensure protection of capital through quantitative risk management

• Ensure protection of capital through qualitative risk management

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=79&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=68&letterShow=P
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We implement the goals of our corporate strategy in accordance with 

our holistic management system Performance Excellence 2.0. For de

tails please see "Value-based management".

More information on the topic at

6. We maintain an adequate level of capitalisation

• Ensure that requirements for equity resources (economic capital model, solvency regulations, etc.) are met

• Optimise the overall cost of capital

7. We ensure low costs through an efficient organisational set-up

• Ensure a lower expense ratio than our competitors

8. We use information technology to achieve a competitive advantage

• Information and communication systems assure optimal support for business processes in light of cost/benefit considerations

9. We are committed to sustainability, integrity and compliance

• Ensure conformity with all legal requirements

• Encourage sustainable actions with respect to all stakeholders

• Support considered and pragmatic principles of corporate governance and recognise their central role in guiding our 

activities

10. We strive for Performance Excellence and continuous improvement

• Ensure the rigorous derivation of strategic objectives across all areas of the company

Value-based management

Website: Group Strategy

https://www.hannover-re.com/135441/group-strategy-at-a-glance
https://www.hannover-re.com/135441/group-strategy-at-a-glance
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=29&letterShow=E
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
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Equity story
Going about things differently to others – that is exactly what sets us 

apart. And it has done from the very outset. With lean structures and 

an efficient organisation, it has taken the company just 50 years to 

grow into a well-diversified, globally operating reinsurer of above-av

erage profitability.

Hannover Re, with gross premium of around EUR 17 billion, is the 

third-largest Reinsurer in the world. It transacts all lines of proPERty & 

casualty and life & health reinsurance and is present on all continents 

with around 2,500 staff. Established in 1966, the Hannover Re Group 

today has a network of more than 100 subsidiaries, branches and rep

resentative offices worldwide. The Group’s German business is written 

by the subsidiary E+S Rück.

Somewhat different

Right from its earliest days Hannover Re was a somewhat different 

reinsurer: it had to secure a footing in a market dominated by long-

standing players; it operated with tight capital resources and recruited 

its staff on a thin labour market. Drawing on our quick, flexible and 

undogmatic business approach, we evolved into a professional rein

surer with extensive specialist expertise. To this day we still operate 

with the lowest administrative expense ratio in the industry – a com

petitive edge that enables us to persevere even in protracted soft mar

ket phases. Long embodied in our daily practice, the claim to be 

"somewhat different" has served as an expression of the entire Han

nover Re Group’s self-image since 2005.

In order to grow Hannover Re had no choice but to break new ground. 

It took on a pioneering role in many areas. It was one of the first com

panies in Europe to receive an S&P rating and the first German rein

surer to adopt capital-market-oriented accounting principles in its fi

nancial reporting. In 1994 it was the first reinsurer to securitise nat

ural catastrophe risks for the capital market.

In 2015 the Hannover Re Group received approval from the Federal Fi

nancial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) to calculate its solvency require

ments on the basis of its internal capital model upon implementation 

of Solvency II. In contrast to a standard model, our internal capital 

model enables us to optimally map the risk structure of our reinsur

ance business. We are thus in a position to identify attractive business 

while at the same time optimally allocating capital to business groups, 

regions and lines and leveraging potential avenues for diversification. 

In so doing, we remain able to efficiently fulfil our supervisory capital 

requirements under Solvency II.

Our ideas and know-how make it possible for our partners to open up 

new markets. Energy-saving warranties in building rehabilitation and 

bonus programmes for a healthy lifestyle may be cited as just two ex

amples.

A highly profitable reinsurer

A special hallmark of our business philosophy is that we do not fall 

back on standardised reinsurance solutions. We offer our clients fi

nancing solutions and customised concepts designed to provide relief 

for capital and reserves that are individually tailored to their needs.

For the benefit of our clients and shareholders we achieve competitive 

advantages by transacting our insurance business with lower manage

ment expenses than our peers. This enables us to deliver a profit that 

is above the average for the sector, while at the same time providing 

our clients with reinsurance protection on competitive terms.

By assuming risks through the largely uncorrelated activities of our 

Property & Casualty and Life & Health business groups in all lines of 

business and based on our global presence, we enjoy optimal diversifi

cation. Besides our capital management, this is the key to our compar

atively low cost of capital.

In order to ensure our long-term financial strength, we steer our busi

ness towards maintaining a capital base in line with our long-term 

business opportunities. We achieve this goal by managing the annual 

volatility of our earnings through the practice of vigorous risk manage

ment.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=68&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=24&letterShow=D
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Long-term success in a competitive business

Hannover Re's vision is "Long-term success in a competitive busi

ness". In this context, we ensure a long-term economic orientation and 

successful realisation of our vision through our strategy. Ten princi

ples form the basis of our strategic actions. We are supported in oper

ational implementation by our holistic management system Perfor

mance Excellence 2.0. We use key indicators in our target matrix to 

map the status of goal accomplishment. Details are published in the 

respective chapters of the Sustainability Report 2015 and in our Strat

egy Brochure.

More information on the topic at

Hannover Re's business model

Hannover Re at a glance

Organisational profile

Strategy and Management

Corporate strategy

Value-based management

Website: Group Strategy

Website: Company presentation

http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/business_model_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/business_model_no-header.svg
https://www.hannover-re.com/135441/group-strategy-at-a-glance
https://www.hannover-re.com/135441/group-strategy-at-a-glance
https://www.hannover-re.com/122688/investors
https://www.hannover-re.com/122688/investors
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Value-based management
Our holistic management system performance Excellence 2.0 ensures 

implementation of the corporate strategy across the various areas of 

business. Based on the Excellence Model of the EFQM (European 

Foundation for Quality Management), it has a clear strategic focus: 

each organisational unit of the Hannover Re Group defines and exam

ines its own contribution to the Group strategy with the aid of the in

ternal Strategy Guide and our Strategy Cockpit tool. In this way, we 

ensure that all initiatives and activities within Hannover Re are rigor

ously linked to the corporate strategy.

 

Target Matrix

Our integrated system of enterprise management constitutes the basis 

for accomplishment of our strategic objectives. Located at its core are, 

first and foremost, our profit and growth targets, which are sum

marised for the Group and its business groups in the so-called target 

matrix. In addition to traditional performance indicators geared to the 

IFRS balance sheet, our system of strategic targets also includes eco

nomic targets derived from our certified internal capital model. The 

targets are analysed annually and adjusted in the context of the regu

lar strategy review (every three years). Our focus here is on long-term 

target attainment.

System of value-based management: 
Performance Excellence(PE) combines the strategic and operational levels

http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/value-based_management_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/value-based_management_no-header.svg
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Target attainment

Business group Key data Targets for 
2015

Target attainment

2015 2014 2013 Ø 2013-20151

Group Investment return2 ≥ 3.0% 3.5% 3.3% 3.4% 3.4%

Return on equity3 ≥ 10.2% 14.7% 14.7% 15.0% 14.8%

Growth in earnings per share 
(year-on-year comparison)

≥ 6.5% 16.7% 10.1% 5.4% 10.6%

Value creation per share4 ≥ 7.5% 13.6% 34.4% 3.6% 15.5%

Property & Casualty reinsurance Gross premium growth 3–5%5 8.1% 1.2% 3.5% 4.2%

Combined ratio ≤ 96%6 94.4% 94.7% 94.9% 94.7%

EBIT margin7 ≥ 10% 16.6% 17.0% 15.5% 16.3%

xRoCA8 ≥ 2% 7.4% 10.7% 4.7% 7.6%

Life & Health reinsurance Gross premium growth 5–7%9 9.5% 4.9% 5.1% 6.5%

Value of New Business 
(VNB)10

≥ EUR 180 
million

EUR 543 
million

EUR 448 
million

EUR 309 
million

EUR 433 
million

EBIT margin7

Financial Solutions/Longevity
≥ 2% 11.0% 5.0% 5.2% 7.2%

EBIT margin7

Mortality/ Morbidity
≥ 6% 3.6% 4.8% 1.2% 3.3%

xRoCA8 ≥ 3% 8.9% 7.5% 8.4% 8.3%

1 Average annual growth, otherwise weighted averages
2 Excluding effects from ModCo derivatives and inflation swaps
3 After tax; target value: 900 basis points above the 5-year average return on 10-year German government bonds
4 Growth in book value per share including dividend paid
5 Average over the reinsurance cycle; at constant exchange rates
6 Including major loss budget of EUR 690 million
7 EBIT/net premium earned
8 Excess return on allocated economic capital
9 Organic growth only; annual average growth (5 years); at constant exchange rates
10 Based on a cost of capital of 6% (until 2014: 4.5%)

Especially in terms of its return on equity, Hannover Re has performed 

very favourably in recent years despite the intensely competitive envi

ronment. Our return on equity target of 900 basis points above risk-

free – which is enshrined in the corporate strategy – thus already rep

resents a substantial target value creation. Through our business oper

ations on all continents and the diversification between our Property & 

Casualty and Life & Health reinsurance business groups we are able to 

effectively allocate our capital in light of opportunity and risk consider

ations and generate a higher-than-average return on equity. The fol

lowing chart shows that the annual return on equity generated by 

Hannover Re in recent years comfortably surpassed the set minimum 

targets.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=24&letterShow=D
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Return on Equity: yearly Return on Equity: average

* After tax; target: 900 bps above 5-year rolling average of 10-year 

German government-bond rate (“risk free”)

More information on the topic at

Business performance
In the 2015 financial year Hannover Re generated gross premium in

come of EUR 17.1 billion, an increase of 18.8% compared to the pre

vious year. The operating profit (EBIT) stood at EUR 1.8 billion (EUR 

1.5 billion). Earnings per share amounted to EUR 9.54.

The company distributed altogether around 50% of its Group net in

come to shareholders. The amount paid out totalling EUR 572.8 mil

lion was divided into a regular dividend of EUR 3.25 and a special divi

dend of EUR 1.50 per share.

The equity attributable to shareholders of Hannover Re rose by 6.9% 

relative to the previous year to reach EUR 8.1 billion (EUR 7.6 billion). 

The total policyholders’ surplus (including non-controlling interests 

and hybrid capital) also grew by a modest 0.3% to EUR 10.3 billion 

in %

12.8 %

15.4 % 15.0 % 14.7 % 14.7 %

12.1 % 11.5 % 11.3 % 10.7 % 9.7 %
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Sustainbility management

Website: Group Strategy

Website: Company presentation

Website: Fact sheet

Website: Hannover Re at a glance

Website: Hannover Re 1966-2016

Website: 50 years somewhat different

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=79&letterShow=R
https://www.hannover-re.com/135441/group-strategy-at-a-glance
https://www.hannover-re.com/135441/group-strategy-at-a-glance
https://www.hannover-re.com/122688/investors
https://www.hannover-re.com/122688/investors
https://www.hannover-rueck.de/7588/investors
https://www.hannover-rueck.de/7588/investors
https://www.hannover-re.com/
https://www.hannover-re.com/
https://www.hannover-re.com/
https://www.hannover-re.com/
https://www.hannover-re.com/
https://www.hannover-re.com/
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=68&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=37&letterShow=H
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(EUR 10.2 billion). The book value per share increased accordingly to 

stand at EUR 66.90 (EUR 62.61). The return on equity remained un

changed year-on-year at 14.7%.

Personnel expenditure on wages and salaries amounted to EUR 246.4 

million (EUR 224.7 million) in the last financial year, a modest in

crease relative to the previous year.

Hannover Re's indirect economic impacts are linked to the product-re

lated goals and measures of our Sustainability Strategy and Group 

Strategy and fall, in common with our investments in local communi

ties, within the scope of responsibility of the Executive Board.

More information on the topic at

Hannover Re at a glance

AR 2015: Key figures

AR 2015: Other information

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/10/key-figures.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/10/key-figures.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60206045/other-information.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60206045/other-information.html
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Sustainability Strategy
For Hannover Re, sustainability means a commitment to responsible 

and transparent corporate governance geared to lasting success. With 

this in mind, in 2011 we drew up a sustainability strategy for Han

nover Re that reflects in concrete terms the higher-order corporate 

strategy of the Group and in which we explicitly commit to our strate

gic objective of sustainable value creation.

In 2014 we reviewed our corporate and sustainability strategy in keep

ing with our three-year strategy cycle. In conformity with the Group 

Strategy, the sustainability goals that had been set for the strategy cy

cle just ended were therefore similarly revisited and modified in light 

of a materiality analysis and to reflect the current need for action. Sus

tainability goals that had still to be achieved were carried over to the 

new strategy cycle. Our current Sustainability Strategy for the years 

2015 to 2017 defines the following four action fields and specifies 14 

concrete goals and 42 measures:

 

Governance and Dialogue

We are committed to responsible and transparent corporate gover

nance geared to lasting success. In this context, we seek an active and 

continuous dialogue with our stakeholders, whose trust is a vital pre

requisite for our entrepreneurial success.

The considerable importance attached to the issue of sustainability is 

also reflected in the associated responsibility within the enterprise. 

The Executive Board of the company jointly bears responsibility for 

and tracks implementation of the sustainability strategy. The German 

Corporate Governance Code and our own company’s Corporate Gover

nance principles are the foundations of our responsible actions. From 

our employees – and especially from managers – we expect systematic 

compliance with our Code of Conduct, which is applicable worldwide. 

Through our high ethical and social standards we ensure integrity in 

dealings with our business partners, employees, shareholders and the 

public at large both as part of our company’s strategic orientation and 

in day-to-day business.

Product Responsibility

Our reinsurance offerings are geared to the needs of the market and 

our clients. In view of changing social challenges, we shall increas

ingly offer products designed to protect against new economic, social 

and ecological risks. We attach special importance to protection 

against risks resulting from climate change as well as insurance cover

age for socially vulnerable groups.

The responsible management of our investments is a high priority. In 

the interests of our clients and shareholders, our investment strategy 

strives to generate a commensurate market return. In accordance with 

our sustainability strategy this is done by incorporating environmental, 

social and governance (ESG) criteria into our investment policy.

Employees

Given that our employees are a crucial factor in the success of our 

company, we have defined strategic principles for human resources 

Our Sustainability actions fields

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/sustainability_fields_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/sustainability_fields_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=71&letterShow=P
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management. In order to ensure that we are consistently perceived as 

an attractive employer by both existing staff and potential new recruits 

alike, we pay special attention to their skills enhancement and further 

development. With this in mind, we offer our employees the best pos

sible framework conditions and foster both their professional and per

sonal growth.

The health of our employees is an essential prerequisite for the sus

tainable development of our business and for safeguarding our high 

quality standard. Hannover Re's company physicians advise employ

ees on matters of health protection and health promotion. The focus is 

on the prevention of diseases, e.g. through medical check-ups, work

place inspections, advice and treatment on matters of general medi

cine as well as vaccinations and vaccination advice.

Along with skills and dedication, a high level of diversity ranks among 

the cornerstones of our successful business operations. The diversity 

of our workforce assures our high global quality standard.

Environment and Society

We take our responsibility to the environment and the social sphere in 

which we operate very seriously and we have made a worldwide com

mitment.

The focus of our environmental efforts is on reducing the CO2 emis

sions associated with supplying energy and heat to our premises as 

well as those caused by our business travel. Above and beyond this, 

we strive towards the economical and environmentally friendly use of 

(raw) materials and resources such as paper and water in our offices. 

In the context of procurement we pay close attention to compliance 

with social and environmental standards when it comes to choosing 

products and selecting our suppliers. Our social involvement extends 

beyond our Home Office in Germany to include our subsidiaries, 

which conduct their own specific projects targeting social concerns in 

the individual countries. In terms of content, our efforts are concen

trated on the areas of research, learning and art as well as on support

ing the voluntary social engagement of our staff.

More information on the topic at

Materiality analysis

Website: Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017

https://www.hannover-re.com/171542/strategy-and-management
https://www.hannover-re.com/171542/strategy-and-management
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Materiality analysis

G4-18, G4-19

The major sustainability issues for Hannover Re can influence the 

company's commercial success in the short, medium and long term. 

With this in mind, we carried out an internal materiality analysis in 

2014. In the context of several workshops held with the involvement of 

representatives from all relevant specialist units and led by an external 

consulting firm, we identified relevant topics for Hannover Re along 

the value creation chain, compulsory and voluntary standards as well 

as long-term trends. We then weighted the topics using an evaluation 

tool to determine their materiality.

Core issues associated with ESG ratings and UN initiatives have a spe

cial relevance for Hannover Re. In 2015 we therefore expanded our list 

of material issues to include additional topics relating to ESG ratings 

and UN initiatives. Hannover Re also includes environmental issues 

and social concerns, despite their minimal relevance to reinsurance 

business. This is a reflection of our comprehensive approach to sus

tainability and makes allowance for requirements in connection with 

(future) regulations.

Subsequent clustering then adds to the discriminatory power of the 

selected topics and helps to avoid duplications. In this way, Hannover 

Re has identified 15 material sustainability issues for the company:

Action field Clustering of material issues

Governance and Dialogue

Responsible corporate governance

  Compliance

  Risk management

  Stakeholder dialogue

Product Responsibility

Risk expertise

  Sustainable insurance solutions

  ESG in asset management

  Customer orientation and satisfaction

Employees

Executive development / Employee advancement

  Employee retention

  Diversity

  Co-determination

Environment and Society

  Operational environmental conservation

  Supplier management

  Social commitment

In the context of the materiality analysis Hannover Re also identified 

nine material issues in the area of financial performance. These are 

covered by the corporate strategy. Hannover Re reports extensively on 

the progress of goal achievement in its Annual Report 2015.

More information on the topic at

Value-based management

AR 2015: Sustainability at Hannover Re

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60302010/the-sustainability-strategy-of-the-hannover-re-group.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60302010/the-sustainability-strategy-of-the-hannover-re-group.html
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Sustainability strategy and goals

Table of goals for 2015-2017 (Sustainability goals and measures)

The goals defined under our Sustainability Strategy complement and / 

or specify in greater detail the ten objectives set out in our Group 

Strategy – especially the ninth objective: "We are committed to sus

tainability, integrity and compliance ".

I. Governance and Dialogue

Goals and measures Contribution to goal achievement 2015

Compliance

Goal: Expansion of compliance concepts and guidelines in relation to specific topics

• Extension of compliance 

requirements in IT

Ongoing measure

• Expansion of the international 

compliance network

Holding of an annual meeting in the context of the European Compliance Officer Meeting and three 
teleconferences at periodic intervals.

Review of the compliance requirements under Solvency II

Responsible, value-based enterprise management

Goal: Value creation for our shareholders

• Our goals and performance 

indicators for value-based enterprise 

management are set out as part of 

our Group strategy.

See also

Goal: Attractive investment for sustainability-minded investor groups

• Active dialogue with rating agencies 

for sustainability with a view to 

ongoing inclusion in at least one 

recognised sustainability index as 

well as maintaining the oekom 

"Prime" rating

Regular, active dialogue conducted with rating agencies. In 2015 we were again listed in the 
FTSE4Good Index and retained the "Prime" rating from oekom research.

• Enlarge on rating-specific 

sustainability topics

In the context of the online Sustainability Report 2015 we have been more responsive to the 
information requirements of rating agencies and included critical issues such as sanctions and 
taxes.

Value-based management

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60102010/value-based-management.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60102010/value-based-management.html
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Transparency and Disclosure

Goal: Expansion of reporting on sustainability issues

• Changeover to GRI G4 reporting, 

"Core" level

Changeover completed in 2016 with the compilation of the Sustainability Report 2015

• Bringing forward of the publication 

date of the Sustainability Report

Ongoing measure

• Setting up of a sustainability 

competence team and appointment 

of a sustainability officer

The competence team has already been set up and meets at least annually to reconcile strategic 
goals and measures and at shorter intervals in sometimes smaller constellations depending on 
matters at hand

• Expansion of the sustainability 

information provided on the website

Ongoing measure

• Extension of ESG (environmental, 

social and governance) data 

collection to include the Group's 

international locations

Ongoing measure

• Group-wide recording of 

sustainability projects

Ongoing measure

Goal: Purposeful stakeholder dialogue

• Systematic expansion of the 

stakeholder dialogue, e.g. with 

investors practising socially 

responsible investment (SRI) 

through participation in SRI 

conferences / roadshows, with rating 

agencies and by means of regular 

stakeholder surveys

Participation in SRI conference planned for November 2016. Regular dialogue with SRI investors 
and rating agencies

• Compilation of a fact sheet on 

sustainability at Hannover Re

Ongoing measure
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II. Product Responsibility

Goals and measures Contribution to goal achievement 2015

Customer orientation / satisfaction

Goal: Step up our dialogue with customers

• Expand avenues for international 

dialogue

Further expansion of the Building Bridges seminar series with the workshop "Customer 
expectations for a reinsurer" Conduct of multiple customer surveys (Italy, worldwide and Australia)

Sustainable insurance solutions

Goal: Development and expansion of "sustainable" products

• Closer cooperation with primary 

insurers to develop and expand 

sustainable products

Expansion of cooperation with primary insurers in Pakistan, the Philippines and Indonesia in the 
growing market for microinsurance products

• Development of products that 

promote, for example, renewable 

energies

Expansion of the coverage solution for energy-saving warranties to include additional European 
countries. Development of index-based disaster finance concepts for countries in South America 
and Asia

• Further expansion of 

microinsurance products

In India we have played an active part in the microinsurance sector from the outset with a growing 
business volume. We also work together with primary insurers in less mature markets such as 
Pakistan, the Philippines and Indonesia to provide suitable products for the expanding 
microinsurance market

• Expansion of the dialogue on 

emerging risks

Ongoing measure

ESG criteria in asset management

Goal: Extension of ESG guidelines for asset management

• Signing of the UN Principles for 

Responsible Investment (PRI) to be 

reviewed

Ongoing measure

• Refinement of the ESG Investment 

Policy incl. development of positive 

screening

The existing ESG Investment Policy was refined and supplemented with a best-in-class investment 
approach

• Appointment of an ESG officer on 

the Investment Team

In April 2015 we appointed an ESG officer on the Investment Team
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III. Employees

Goals and measures Contribution to goal achievement 2015

Health management

Goal: Preserve and restore the performance capability of our staff

• Continuation of existing health 

programmes / check-ups

Ongoing measure

• Development of a counselling 

service for professional and personal 

crises (“Employee Assistance 

Programme” at the Hannover 

location)

Elaboration in a dedicated working group

• Implementation of Occupational 

Integration Management for 

employees returning after illness

Elaboration in a dedicated working group

• Continuation of the offered family 

services

Ongoing measure

Employee development / Employee advancement

Goal: Expansion of further training measures for specialist and executive staff

• Continuation and 

internationalisation of the executive 

development programme

Ongoing measure

• Expansion of the training 

programme, e. g. through blended 

learning

Ongoing measure, 2015: Creation of new specialist seminars for experienced staff at the Hannover 
location and roll-out of the Hannover Re Academy as a seminar administration and booking tool.

• Internationalisation of the surveys 

on employee satisfaction

Worldwide employee survey conducted

Diversity

Goal: Promoting diversity and a work / life balance

• Continuation of the mentoring 

programme for female employees 

with the aim of increasing the 

proportion of women in 

management positions

Ongoing goal in 2015: another round successfully launched, programme is to be further expanded.

• Training / awareness-raising of 

executives

Executive seminar held on "Gender-specific communication"

• Expansion of the care services 

provided for employees’ children at 

the company’s infant daycare centre

30 places available, childcare support to be expanded as necessary, no additional requirement 
existed in 2015
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IV. Environment and Society

Goals and measures Contribution to goal achievement 2015

Environmental protection

Goal: Ongoing reduction of CO2 emissions as well as carbon neutrality at Hannover Home Office by 2015

• Recertification according to ISO 

14001 at Hannover Home Office

Recertification was completed in November 2015. Our environmental certificate is thus valid for a 
further 3 years. From 2016 onwards we shall additionally undertake validation as per the EMAS 
Directive and publish an annual environmental statement.

• Progressive worldwide rollout of the 

transition to renewable energies

Ongoing measure

• Staff training in environmental 

protection

Annually through online training for all staff at Hannover Home Office

• Creation of an international network 

of Hannover Re environmental 

managers

Ongoing measure

• Extension of environmental data 

collection to include the Group's 

international locations

Ongoing measure

Supplier management

Goal: 100 % of relevant suppliers are measured by environmental and social standards

• Clustering of (groups of) suppliers 

into ESG risk categories

Clustering is complete. Suppliers evaluated critically in an ESG risk category are blacklisted and no 
further orders are placed with them

• Ongoing selection and evaluation of 

suppliers according to 

environmental and social standards

Review of virtually all new suppliers at the Hannover location in accordance with the established 
procedure for self-reporting. Ongoing requirement for suppliers to comply with the Code of 
Conduct for Suppliers

• Adoption of supplier evaluation in all 

areas of the company at Hannover 

Home Office

Review of virtually all suppliers at the Hannover location in accordance with the established 
procedure for self-reporting. Suppliers evaluated critically in an ESG risk category are blacklisted 
and no further orders are placed with them

• Green IT: Development of IT 

purchasing guidelines and minimum 

standards

Ongoing measure

Social commitment

Goal: Group-wide coordinated guidelines and recording of social activities

• Review and as necessary refine 

uniform Group-wide guidelines for 

donations and sponsorship ("Social 

Activity Guidelines")

In the context of our engagement in society an internal national and international Donations 
Guideline ensures that our social activities primarily benefit the common good.

• Group-wide recording of donations 

and sponsorship activities

Ongoing measure

More information on the topic at

Website: Sustainability Strategy

https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
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Sustainbility management
At Hannover Re responsibility for the topic of sustainability rests with 

the entire Executive Board. The Environmental Management Officer, 

the Compliance Officer and a member of staff entrusted with the cor

porate governance function report on a regular basis to the Executive 

Board. In addition, the sustainable value creation of Hannover Re is 

further ensured by a comprehensive risk management system with ap

propriately established reporting structures.

In its business operations Hannover Re is guided by voluntary and 

binding guidelines such as those contained in our Code of Conduct, 

which was revised in the year under review and is applicable Group-

wide. We take our lead from the guidelines of the International Labour 

Organization (ILO) and the principles of the United Nations Global 

Compact, most importantly with respect to the observance of human 

rights and in the management of our investments. By requiring our 

suppliers to comply with our Code of Conduct for Suppliers, we are 

seeking to promote sustainability throughout our entire value creation 

process.

The CSR competence team takes responsibility for preparing Han

nover Re's strategic orientation in matters of sustainability and for 

defining appropriate operational measures. Based at the Hannover lo

cation], it is composed of representatives of various specialist depart

ments. The members come together as a whole for the annual strategy 

review and they also meet in various constellations on a case-by-case 

basis depending on the tasks to be dealt with. Each member has com

mitted to advancing the goals of the Sustainability Strategy within his 

or her specialist area.

In accordance with our holistic management system of Performance 

Excellence 2.0, each organisational unit of the Hannover Re Group de

fines its own contribution to the Group Strategy with the aid of the in

ternal Strategy Guide and the Strategy Cockpit tool. The most impor

tant working document used by all organisational units for the compi

lation of strategy contributions is the Strategy Guide. The Strategy 

Guide sets out in detail the goals that are pursued by the Hannover Re 

Group and the contributions that organisational units are expected to 

make to individual goals and in which areas of topical emphasis. The 

sustainability goals and measures of the Hannover Re Group are also 

embedded in this document. In this way, we ensure that all initiatives 

and activities within Hannover Re are rigorously linked to the Group 

Strategy and Sustainability Strategy and that strategic innovations cas

cade further to reach all actors. Documentation of the strategy contri

butions and regular implementation controlling are carried out by the 

organisational units in the Strategy Cockpit. Corresponding reporting 

to the Executive Board is carried out on a regular basis by the respon

sible department.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
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Management approaches to specific topics in the areas of “product responsibility”, “employees” as well as “environment and society” are dis

cussed in the relevant chapter.

More information on the topic at

Performance Excellence

Product responsibility

Employees

Environment and Society

Value-based management

http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/performance_excellence_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/performance_excellence_no-header.svg


Governance and Dialogue

A Chinese proverb says: “To open a shop is easy; to keep it open is an art”. 
Rightly so: regulatory hurdles and intense competition have long made China 
a challenging target market. Yet Hannover Re has been involved in this mar
ket for more than forty years, with its oldest treaty dating back to 1971. It has 
had a local presence for some 25 years: in Hong Kong since 1990 with a ser
vice office and since 1999 with a branch, and also in Shanghai since 2008 
with another branch. Today, our staying power is paying off: Hannover Re 
has expanded vigorously in China over the past ten years.
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Governance and Dialogue
As an internationally operating company, Hannover Re bears responsi

bility in various senses. This is true of its compliance with relevant 

laws and regulations, but also applies to its relationship with staff, 

shareholders, the public at large and the cultures within which the 

company operates. Hannover Re publishes an annual Declaration of 

Conformity with the German Corporate Governance Code (DCKG) in 

this regard. Compliance with our high ethical and legal standards is 

also enshrined in our Code of Conduct, which we updated in 2015.

In accordance with applicable company law, the two-tier governance 

structure of Hannover Re – the management of business by the Execu

tive Board and the provision of oversight and advice by the Supervi

sory Board – contributes to responsible corporate governance.

Our compliance structures support adherence to laws and directives, 

e.g. governing respect for human rights, prevention of corruption, ob

servance of sanctions and protection of customer data. Regular train

ing and communication activities keep Hannover Re staff informed 

about relevant regulations.

Hannover Re's proven risk management contributes to the long-term 

success of our company. It encompasses the early detection, assess

ment and examination of risks associated with not only financial mat

ters but also non-financial issues, such as climate change. Through es

tablished structures and responsibilities we ensure the correct evalua

tion of the risks that we enter into.

Given that the trust of our stakeholder groups and an immaculate rep

utation support the success of our company, we also make every effort 

to cultivate an active dialogue with representatives of the capital mar

ket and society as a whole as well as with our clients and staff. In the 

present Sustainability Report 2015 we are again reporting on our 

achievements as a responsible enterprise. In so doing we follow the 

currently applicable and internationally recognised guidelines of the 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). That our sustainability communica

tion also fulfils the transparency requirements of ESG rating agencies 

is reflected in a favourable rating: in 2015 Hannover Re’s sustainability 

performance was again evaluated by the rating agency Oekom Re

search; our company was awarded "Prime" status in recognition of its 

above-average fulfilment of industry-specific requirements. In addi

tion, in June 2015 Hannover Re received confirmation of its inclusion 

in the worldwide FTSE4Good Index Series from the FTSE Environ

mental, Social and Governance Advisory Committee.

More information on the topic at

AR 2015: Corporate Governance

AR 2015: Compliance

AR 2015: Opportunity and risk report

Website: Philosophy Hannover Re

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501010/corporate-governance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501010/corporate-governance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501050/compliance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501050/compliance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/140221/philosophy-somewhat-different
https://www.hannover-re.com/140221/philosophy-somewhat-different
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Responsible enterprise management
State-of-the-art corporate governance is embodied by Hannover Re as 

a matter of course. In addition to constant engagement with changing 

legal framework conditions, we provide annually a Declaration of Con

formity with the German Corporate Governance Code that can be ac

cessed on the company’s website. Furthermore, the Corporate Gover

nance Principles of Hannover Rück SE undergo regular updating and 

reflect the recommendations contained in the latest version of the Ger

man Corporate Governance Code as amended. The rules defined in 

our Code of Conduct also reflect the high ethical and legal standards 

that guide our actions worldwide.

As a listed European joint-stock company (SE) based in Hannover, 

Hannover Re is subject to SE-specific laws – as well as German laws 

governing stock corporations and the capital market – and laws on co-

determination, especially the participation agreement concluded with 

the employees. The three governance bodies of Executive Board, Su

pervisory Board and General Meeting make up the governance struc

ture of the undertaking. Their cooperation is regulated by law and by 

the company's Articles of Association.

More information on the topic at

AR 2015: Declaration on Corporate Governance

Website: Corporate Governance

Website: Declaration of Conformity

AR 2015: Remuneration report

Website: Compliance

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/200775/corporate-governance
https://www.hannover-re.com/200775/corporate-governance
https://www.hannover-re.com/200801/declaration-of-conformity
https://www.hannover-re.com/200801/declaration-of-conformity
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/141342/compliance
https://www.hannover-re.com/141342/compliance
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Management structure
As a European Company (Societas Europaea – SE) based in Germany, 

the formal structure of corporate governance at Hannover Re is deter

mined by national law. The fundamental hallmarks of corporate gover

nance are a two-tier system with its transparent and effective split into 

the management of the company (Executive Board) and its oversight 

(Supervisory Board). Overall responsibility for enterprise management 

and Group-wide risk management as well as for the definition of the 

risk strategy rests with the Executive Board of Hannover Re. The Su

pervisory Board takes responsibility for advising and monitoring the 

Executive Board in its management of the company and also with re

spect to risk management. In accordance with the principle of co-de

termination, the Supervisory Board is made up of representatives of 

the shareholders and the employees. The shareholders exercise their 

rights of co-administration and supervision in the context of the Gen

eral Meeting.

Composition of the Executive Board

The Executive Board of Hannover Re is composed of seven members, 

who are appointed by the Supervisory Board. Along with their qualifi

cations, the Supervisory Board also pays attention to diversity in the 

selection of members of the Executive Board. In view of currently on

going Board contracts, Hannover Re has set itself a target of zero for 

the quota of women on the Executive Board by 30 June 2017. In case 

of an appointment of a new member of the Executive Board, the Su

pervisory Board shall give preference to a potential female candidate 

in case of equal personal aptitude and professional qualifications.

Composition of the Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board of Hannover Re consists of nine members. 

They are appointed for a term of office until the end of the General 

Meeting that ratifies the acts of management for the 2018 financial 

year. Pursuant to statutory requirements and the Participation Agree

ment, the employees are represented by three members. Given that 

members of the Supervisory Board cannot at the same time belong to 

the Executive Board, a high degree of independence in the oversight 

of the Executive Board is assured.

When it comes to selecting the shareholder candidates who are pro

posed to the General Meeting for election to the Supervisory Board, 

care is taken to ensure that the individuals in question have the neces

sary knowledge, abilities and specialist experience. The anticipated 

commitment to a sustainable increase in the value of the company is 

similarly a central criterion in the selection of candidates. The princi

ple of diversity is also taken into account when making a selection. Al

lowing for the term of appointment of the Supervisory Board, Han

nover Re has therefore determined that it will achieve a target quota of 

30% for women on the Supervisory Board by 30 June 2017.

In order to deal with complex matters and depending on the specific 

circumstances of the company, the Supervisory Board forms commit

tees under its Rules of Procedure. These are currently the Standing 

Committee, the Finance and Audit Committee and the Nomination 

Committee. Appointments to the committees are crucially guided by 

the respective specialist aptitude required by the committee members.

In addition, ad hoc training activities are held as necessary in order to 

further enhance the expertise of the Supervisory Board. Thus, for ex

ample, training was provided for the Supervisory Board in 2016 in 

connection with the implementation of the new solvency regime Sol

vency II.

Avoidance of conflicts of interest

The avoidance of conflicts of interest is ensured through the control 

mechanisms stipulated in law and in the Articles of Association that 

exist between the three governance bodies. In order to assure the pro

vision of independent advice to and oversight of the Executive Board 

by the Supervisory Board, no more than two former members of the 

Executive Board shall belong to the Supervisory Board. Members of 

the Supervisory Board may not undertake any executive role or con

sulting functions at significant competitors of the company.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
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Avenues for dialogue on critical issues

As a general principle, all Hannover Re's stakeholder groups have the 

opportunity to report potentially critical issues to the company's high

est governance body. Within the framework of Hannover Re's estab

lished governance structures, critical concerns – including in relation 

to sustainability matters – are communicated on an ongoing basis to 

both the Executive Board and the Supervisory Board.

The shareholders of Hannover Re exercise their co-determination 

right at the Annual General Meeting of the company, in particular 

through the appointment of members of the Supervisory Board, the 

ratification of the acts of management of the Executive Board and the 

Supervisory Board, the resolution on profit appropriation and through 

their right to ask questions and obtain information.

The right of the employees to have their say in the company is ensured 

through the SE-Employee Council, the joint German Employee Council 

of Hannover Re and E+S Rück and through the three employee repre

sentatives on the Supervisory Board elected by this joint Employee 

Council.

More information on the topic at

Corporate Governance Code
Since 2003 Hannover Re has provided an annual Declaration of Con

formity with the German Corporate Governance Code (DCGK) which is 

published on the company's website and can be reviewed in the An

nual Report of Hannover Re. Furthermore, the Corporate Governance 

Principles of Hannover Rück SE are regularly revised and reflect the 

recommendations of the Code as amended.

As an instrument of self-regulation for the business world, the German 

Corporate Governance Code – the latest version of which dates from 5 

May 2015 – sets out recommendations and suggestions that are in

tended to maintain and foster the trust of investors, customers, em

ployees and the general public in the management and supervision of 

German companies. Although the Code does not have binding legal 

force, the enterprises addressed by the Code are nevertheless required 

by § 161 Stock Corporation Act (AktG) to provide an annual declara

tion as to whether or not the recommendations of the Code were and 

are complied with in the reality of the company’s business activities. If 

recommendations were not acted upon, this is to be explained and dis

closed as part of the Declaration of Conformity.

The positive attitude of Hannover Rück SE towards the Code is not 

contradicted by the fact that in the year under review the company did 

not comply with certain Code recommendations, since a well justified 

deviation from the recommendations of the Code may – as in the 

present cases – be very much in the interests of good corporate gover

nance tailored to a particular company, i.e. by reflecting enterprise- 

and industry-specific features (cf. Foreword to the German Corporate 

Governance Code). Based on what is still a high degree of fulfilment of 

the recommendations and suggestions of the Code, Hannover Re con

tinues to rank very highly among the companies listed on the DAX and 

MDAX.

More information on the topic at

AR 2015: Working practice of the Executive Board and Supervisory Board

AR 2015 : Further enterprise management principles

Website: Executive Board

Website: Supervisory Board

AR 2015: Report of the Supervisory Board

AR 2015: Supervisory Board Members

AR 2015: Declaration on Corporate Governance

Website: Corporate Governance

Website: Declaration of Conformity

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501040/working-practice-of-the-executive-board-and-supervisory-board.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501040/working-practice-of-the-executive-board-and-supervisory-board.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501030/further-enterprise-management-principles-of-hannover-re.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501030/further-enterprise-management-principles-of-hannover-re.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80867/supervisory-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80867/supervisory-board
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/8010/report-of-the-supervisory-board-of-hannover-rueck-se.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/8010/report-of-the-supervisory-board-of-hannover-rueck-se.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/8020/supervisory-board-of-hannover-rueck-se.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/8020/supervisory-board-of-hannover-rueck-se.html
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/200775/corporate-governance
https://www.hannover-re.com/200775/corporate-governance
https://www.hannover-re.com/200801/declaration-of-conformity
https://www.hannover-re.com/200801/declaration-of-conformity
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Remuneration and performance review
The correlation between the performance of Hannover Re and the re

muneration of the governance bodies is assured by a remuneration 

scheme with two components: fixed salary / non-cash compensation 

and variable remuneration. The bases for measurement of the variable 

remuneration extend over several years, thereby promoting the sus

tainable development of the company.

The profit- and performance-based remuneration (variable remunera

tion) is contingent on certain defined results and the attainment of cer

tain set targets. The set targets vary according to the function of the 

Board member in question.

The remuneration scheme for the members of the Executive Board 

was presented at the General Meeting 2012 and put to the vote. The 

shareholders were thus given an opportunity in this forum to express 

their opinion on the remuneration scheme. The motion to approve the 

system of remuneration for the members of the Executive Board was 

adopted. Hannover Re draws upon the services of an external inde

pendent consultant both with respect to the elaboration of the remu

neration scheme for the members of the Executive Board and when it 

comes to making the annual horizontal comparison with the bench

mark environment.

In accordance with Item 5.6 of the German Corporate Governance

Code a procedure is also carried out at regular intervals to evaluate 

the efficiency of the Supervisory Board; the purpose is to review the 

efficiency of the Supervisory Board's work and explore potential op

tions for improvement. In the context of this self-assessment each 

member of the Supervisory Board has the opportunity to evaluate the 

quality of the work currently performed by the Supervisory Board in 

anonymised form and to make suggestions for future optimisation.

Detailed information on the remuneration of the Executive Board, Su

pervisory Board and senior executives below the level of the Executive 

Board is published in the remuneration report within the Group An

nual Report 2015.

More information on the topic at

AR 2015: Remuneration report

Website: Executive Board

Website: Supervisory Board

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80867/supervisory-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80867/supervisory-board
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Compliance
Integrity in dealings with our business partners, shareholders and the 

public at large is practised by Hannover Re as a matter of course. It is 

for this reason that both our strategic planning and our day-to-day 

business are always conducted on the basis of the highest ethical and 

legal standards. Our revised Code of Conduct, which was adopted by 

the Executive Board in August 2015, sets out internal rules of conduct 

that are applicable worldwide. Our Code of Conduct for Suppliers sim

ilarly requires our suppliers and subcontractors to comply with sus

tainability criteria.

Ensuring confidentiality, data privacy and data security is of the ut

most importance to Hannover Re. The most significant rules in this re

gard are set out with binding effect for all members of staff in our 

Code of Conduct and in our information security and data privacy poli

cies. Furthermore, our structures ensure that customer-related data is 

handled in conformity with the German Federal Data Protection Act 

(BDSG).

In addition, with the planned implementation of a "Tax Compliance 

System" and a review of all relevant task areas and responsibilities we 

shall ensure that going forward, as in the past, Hannover Re pays its 

taxes is accordance with national statutory provisions.

Hannover Re has enshrined the observance of sanctions that may be 

relevant to the company in its Code of Conduct and Underwriting

Guidelines. Furthermore, a Sanctions Screening Guideline, training 

activities for new staff, a compliance management system for sanc

tions and verification software facilitate the early identification and 

hence avoidance of any sanction violations.

Since June 2012 our DIN EN ISO 14001-certified environmental man

agement system has been in place to protect the environment. During 

the current financial year we are also transitioning to the more com

prehensive EMAS tool (Eco-Management and Audit Scheme). In the 

future, we intend to publish an annual EMAS environmental state

ment.

As far as our commitment to society is concerned, an internal national 

and international Donations Policy ensures that our social engagement 

primarily benefits the common good.

More information on the topic at

Environment and Society

AR 2015: Compliance

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501050/compliance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501050/compliance.html
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Code of Conduct
Along with the Corporate Strategy and Corporate Governance Princi

ples, the Code of Conduct of Hannover Re sets out rules for how all 

employees of Hannover Rück SE are to behave with integrity and is in

tended to help them cope with ethical and legal challenges in their 

daily work. These rules, for example on the observance of human 

rights and combating corruption, reflect the high ethical and legal 

standards that guide our actions worldwide. We consider integrity in 

dealings with our stakeholders to be the foundation of a successful en

terprise. Both in our strategic planning and in day-to-day business, we 

therefore aspire to live up to the highest ethical and legal standards; 

after all, the image of Hannover Rück SE is shaped by the demeanour, 

actions and behaviour of every one of us. The Code of Conduct of Han

nover Re was revised and adopted by the Executive Board on 10 Au

gust 2015. The revised version of the Code of Conduct was communi

cated to all members of staff.

Since mid-2012 our Code of Conduct for Suppliers has also been in ef

fect for extensive parts of the company at the Hannover location. 

Among other things, this requires compliance with environmental and 

social standards and it forms an integral component of contracts when 

it comes to, for example, tendering and awarding infrastructure ser

vices as well as various construction works. Existing supplier relation

ships in the areas of Facilities Management and IT are also progres

sively checked for fulfilment of the Code of Conduct as part of an on

going process.

As a complementary tool, an application-supported procedure has also 

been developed for self-reporting by suppliers and service providers 

that similarly includes criteria from the Code of Conduct. The proce

dure is now used on a regular basis by Facilities Management. In the 

context of an assessment carried out in 2014 all IT suppliers were con

tacted and evaluated on the basis of a checklist. This evaluation was 

stored in the supplier management system and will be factored into 

the selection of suppliers when placing future contracts; furthermore, 

these criteria are also used for the regular evaluation of suppliers. 

Contracts with critically assessed suppliers are not renewed; an early-

warning system ensures that an adequate lead time is available to se

lect and as necessary familiarise an alternative vendor.

More information on the topic at

Supplier management

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=17&letterShow=C
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Compliance structure and report
We consider an efficiently functioning compliance structure to be an 

essential tool for ensuring adherence to external rules and regulations 

as well as requirements imposed in-house. The compliance structure 

of Hannover Rück SE was therefore most recently reviewed in 2015 

against the backdrop of compliance requirements associated with Sol

vency II.

At Hannover Re the Chief Compliance Officer as well as the Compli

ance Department ensure that employees are familiar with applicable 

laws, standards and other external directives. A worldwide compliance 

network of responsible compliance officers at the international loca

tions supports the Chief Compliance Officer in his duties and reports 

directly to him. This means that local compliance violations can also 

be reported directly outside the local hierarchy. The Executive Board 

is updated on compliance issues in an annually compiled report.

With a view to improving cooperation within the compliance network 

on the European level, Hannover Re organises an annual gathering of 

European Compliance Officers. Supplementary to this, conference 

calls are held in the other quarters when the meeting does not take 

place. This brings about closer coordination and facilitates verification 

of the implementation of compliance measures.

The Compliance Unit is complemented by Compliance Committees, 

the members of which come from the business groups as well as from 

the areas of Legal, Finance, Accounting and Investments. The Compli

ance Committees examine contracts with a special eye to compliance 

with supervisory law, accounting requirements and other standards.

Adherence to internal company policies is safeguarded by the cooper

ation between the Chief Compliance Officer and other departments 

such as Group Auditing. A Web-based and anonymous whistleblower 

system has also been set up for the Group companies so as to enable 

employees, customers and third parties to report serious compliance 

violations in the respective local language or in English. Any tips and 

the resulting measures taken are included in the annual compliance 

report. In the year under review a tip was received through the Group-

wide whistleblower system regarding alleged wrongdoing. After closer 

investigation, however, this conduct was found to be in conformity 

with the applicable rules. Employees throughout the Group are able to 

seek advice on compliance matters through an e-mail address linked 

to the Compliance Department.

Anti-corruption training

Irrespective of whether or not they belong to the ranks of manage

ment, all new members of staff at Hannover Re in Germany participate 

in our compliance training when they join the company; this covers, 

among other aspects, the topic of corruption and appropriate practices 

that are in conformity with the law. In 2015 three training activities 

were held for altogether 87 employees. In order to raise awareness 

among the workforce of compliance issues such as combating corrup

tion, we use traditional communication channels including intranet 

portals and online newsletters. Particularly important in this context 

are e-mail circulars on the latest developments in financial sanctions 

and embargos that are sent to the affected departments and Local Of

fices.

Compliance Report

The Compliance Report for the 2015 calendar year was submitted to 

the Finance and Audit Committee in March 2016. The report describes 

the structure and wide-ranging activities of Hannover Re in this con

nection. The results of the separate data privacy reporting for the 2015 

calendar year are also included in the Compliance Report. After in-

depth explorations of topics such as directors' dealings, ad hoc and 

other notification obligations, the insider list, consultancy agreements, 

data privacy and international sanctions, the report concludes that 

only a few facts and circumstances were known that would suggest vi

olations of compliance-related provisions. Altogether, six compliance-

related incidents were reported. After extensive examination of these 

incidents the necessary precautions were taken in order to ensure for 

the future that Hannover Re is in conformity with the internal and ex

ternal requirements governing its business activities. As a conse

quence of the incidents, internal audit measures were taken to im

prove the internal control system on the local level and at the interface 

between Home Office and branch as well as to monitor adherence to 

the corresponding guidelines more attentively.

A compliance risk analysis was carried out in the year under review in 

cooperation with the areas of Human Resources Management, Ac

counting and Taxation. As a result of this risk analysis, the identified 

risks of non-compliance and the steps taken to prevent non-compli

ance were documented and examined with an eye to their adequacy.

More information on the topic at

Supplier management

Organisation and process of risk management

AR 2015: Compliance

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501050/compliance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60501050/compliance.html
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Legal framework
Hannover Re's Group Legal department continuously assesses re

quirements arising out of the applicable legal framework and monitors 

them with an eye to any relevant current developments. In the year 

under review we identified only one significant change in the legal 

framework conditions relating to ecological or social aspects.

Conduct of energy audits

By means of the Act on Partial Implementation of the European En

ergy Directive dated 15 April 2015 the Federal Republic of Germany 

enacted into law the mandatory conduct of regular energy audits at 

large enterprises. Under the legislation, large enterprises that have a 

turnover of more than EUR 50 million and employ more than 250 staff 

are now required to conduct an energy audit for the first time by no 

later than 5 December 2015 and every four years thereafter. An ex

emption from the obligation to carry out an energy audit is available 

solely for companies that have an energy management system in ac

cordance with DIN EN ISO 50001 or for those that have successfully 

implemented a validated environmental management system as de

fined by the directive, known specifically as EMAS (Eco-Management 

and Audit Scheme), or have concrete plans to do so by the stipulated 

deadline. With this in mind Hannover Re decided in the year under re

view to convert its existing environmental management system ac

cording to DIN EN ISO 14001 to the more comprehensive environ

mental management system EMAS in 2016 and going forward to pub

lish an annual environmental EMAS statement in the EMAS register.

Tax framework

As a globally operating reinsurance undertaking, Hannover Re is sub

ject to the changing tax laws of the respective legal systems. We pay 

the incurred taxes according to the applicable legal provisions.

The tax expenditure of Hannover Re in the financial year was EUR 

150.6 million higher than in the previous year at EUR 456.2 million 

(EUR 305.6 million). This increase is largely attributable to the sharp 

rise in pre-tax profits compared to the previous year. In addition, the 

raising of the trade tax multiplier for the City of Hannover led to an in

crease in deferred taxes. The effective taxrate amounts to 27.3% 

(22.3%).

In order to ensure that going forward, as in the past, tax returns can 

continue to be complete and filed on a timely basis, Hannover Re is 

currently working on implementation of a "Tax Compliance System". 

In this regard it is necessary to identify all relevant task areas and re

sponsibilities, set out clear rules for them in a company-wide guideline 

and translate them into practice in the context of processes. The task 

areas in question are not exclusively those handled by the Taxation 

Department. Overall responsibility for dealing with tax matters rests 

with the Chief Financial Officer of Hannover Re.

More information on the topic at

Website: EMAS

AR 2015: Notes 7.5

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://www.emas.de/meta/english-summary/
http://www.emas.de/meta/english-summary/
http://geschaeftsbericht.hannover-rueck.de/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/German/70600705/7_5-ertragsteuern.html
http://geschaeftsbericht.hannover-rueck.de/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/German/70600705/7_5-ertragsteuern.html
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Data privacy
Ensuring confidentiality, data privacy and data security is of the ut

most importance to Hannover Re. The most significant rules in this re

gard are set out with binding effect for all members of staff in our 

Code of Conduct and in our information security and data privacy poli

cies.

Furthermore, our structures ensure that customer-related data is han

dled in conformity with all laws. In this regard, Hannover Re's Data 

Protection Officer assumes all functions, responsibilities and rights as 

set out according to the German Federal Data Protection Act (BDSG). 

His tasks include, among others, working to ensure adherence to pro

visions governing data privacy, e.g. monitoring the proper use of data 

processing programs that are used to process personal data. Sharing 

knowledge about data privacy and drawing up the annual activity re

port also form part of his scope of duties.

No complaints were received about privacy breaches affecting cus

tomer data or the loss of such data during the period under review. 

There was therefore no requirement to fulfil the duty to notify data 

breaches in the event of data mishaps pursuant to § 42a BDSG.

More information on the topic at

Sanctions
Observance of applicable sanctions plays a central role on account of 

Hannover Re's international orientation. Hannover Re has enshrined 

the requirement for compliance with sanction provisions applicable to 

the company in its Code of Conduct and Underwriting Guidelines. In 

addition, a Sanctions Screening Guideline is in place, stipulating when 

members of staff must perform sanctions screening with respect to the 

initiation of contracts and/or the payment of claims. A software-sup

ported check continuously verifies whether the company's data inven

tories include the names of persons who are subject to sanctions and 

with whom no business may be transacted. In the year under review 

additional Local Offices were connected to this software-based screen

ing tool. If the software alerts the user to any names, the reported 

alerts are investigated in a two-step process. If actual matches are de

termined between the company's data inventory and a relevant list, 

defined processes are followed in order to prevent contract formation 

or the payment of funds to listed individuals and the monies in ques

tion are frozen. The training given to new members of staff also in

cludes a section on sanctions, with the result that all new employees at 

Home Office in Hannover receive basic instruction in sanctions law. 

Underwriters and claims managers receive additional training in the 

use of the screening software as well as in the scenarios in which a 

sanctions check must be made. Further training activities are offered 

as needed and on an individual basis for affected departments. Each 

working day staff in Group Legal check the Official Journal of the Eu

ropean Union for changes in sanctions law on the EU level and publi

cise relevant changes Group-wide without delay.

Our Compliance Management System for sanctions was reviewed in 

the year under review by an external firm of auditors and consultants. 

No significant shortcomings were identified in this context.

The sanctions screening software identified one individual in the 

Group's data inventory in the year under review who is the subject of 

an assets freeze. An assets freeze was imposed on this individual in 

October 2015 and this immediately triggered an alert by the software. 

The policy was suspended at once and the incident was reported to 

the responsible authority. This incident demonstrates the effectiveness 

of the screening process.

Website: Compliance

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
https://www.hannover-re.com/141342/compliance
https://www.hannover-re.com/141342/compliance
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
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Risk management
Our risk strategy, the Framework Guideline on Risk Management and 

the system of limits and thresholds for material risks of Hannover Re 

constitute the central elements of our risk management system. The 

steering of all material risks is the task of the operational business 

units. The monitoring of all identified material risks is a core task of 

Group Risk Management.

The parameters and decisions of the Executive Board with respect to 

the risk appetite of the Hannover Re Group are fundamental to the ac

ceptance of risks. These are based on the calculations of the 

company's risk-bearing capacity. Through our business operations on 

all continents and the diversification between our Property & Casualty 

and Life & Health reinsurance business groups we are able to effec

tively allocate our capital in light of opportunity and risk considera

tions and generate a higher-than-average return on equity.

More information on the topic at

AR 2015: Opportunity and risk report

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=24&letterShow=D
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
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Risk landscape
The risk landscape of Hannover Re encompasses:

• underwriting risks in property & casualty and life & health 

reinsurance which originate from our business activities and 

manifest themselves inter alia in fluctuations in loss estimates 

as well as in unexpected catastrophes and changes in 

biometric factors such as mortality,

• market risks which arise in connection with our investments 

and also as a consequence of the valuation of sometimes long-

term payment obligations associated with the technical 

account,

• counterparty default risks resulting from our diverse business 

relationships and payment obligations inter alia with clients 

and retrocessionaires,

• operational risks which may derive, for example, from 

deficient processes or systems and

• other risks, such as reputational and liquidity risks.

 

We make a fundamental distinction between risks that result from 

business operations of past years (reserve risk) and those stemming 

from activities in the current or future years

Emerging risks play a particularly important role for Hannover Re be

cause the content of such risks cannot as yet be reliably assessed with 

respect to the treaty portfolio. It is therefore vital to detect these risks 

at an early stage and then determine their relevance. Emerging risks 

include those associated with so-called megacities as well as risks 

posed by pandemics, the use of nanotechnology and the rise in digiti

sation/cybercrime.

The internal working group on emerging risks and the natural perils 

risk management team also regularly examine and review the latest 

scientific insights into climate change. For us, as a reinsurer, climate 

change brings both risks and opportunities: on the one hand, we can 

anticipate increased demand for reinsurance services, while on the 

other hand the potentially elevated catastrophe risk may result in a 

greater financial burden for our company. Strategies for dealing with 

the risks inherent in such perils are of the utmost importance to our 

company in its reinsurance operations. It is for this reason that our de

partment specialising in the coverage of agricultural risks and the 

"Business Opportunity Management" team (from 2016 onwards: "In

novation Management") work on products that can alleviate the finan

cial impacts of climate change.

More information on the topic at

Risk landscape of Hannover Re

AR 2015: Opportunity and risk report

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/risk_landscape_of_hannover-re_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/risk_landscape_of_hannover-re_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=67&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
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Organisation and process of risk management
Hannover Re has set up risk management functions and bodies Group-

wide to safeguard an efficient risk management system. The organisa

tion and interplay of the individual functions in risk management are 

crucial to our internal risk steering and control system. Responsibility 

for Group-wide risk management and the risk strategy rests with the 

Executive Board. The Supervisory Board advises the Executive Board 

on matters of risk management – among other things – in accordance 

with its Rules of Procedure.

The central functions of risk management are closely interlinked in our 

system and the roles, tasks and reporting channels are clearly defined 

and documented in terms of the so-called "three lines of defence". The 

first line of defence consists of risk steering and the original risk re

sponsibility on the divisional or company level. Risk management en

sures the second line of defence – risk monitoring. It is supported in 

this regard by the actuarial function and the compliance function. The 

third line of defence is the process-independent monitoring performed 

by the internal audit function. Supplementary to this, Group-wide risk 

communication and an open risk culture are important to our risk 

management. Regular global meetings attended by the actuarial units 

and risk management functions serve as a central anchor point for 

strategic considerations in relation to risk communication and risk cul

ture.

The following chart provides an overview of the central functions and 

bodies within the overall system as well as of their major tasks and 

powers:

 

Central functions of risk monitoring and steering

http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/risk_monitoring_and_steering_no-header.svg
http://192.168.169.48:3000/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/layout/pic/en/risk_monitoring_and_steering_no-header.svg
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Sustainability risks and opportunities

For the purpose of early detection of emerging risks Hannover Re has 

had in place for many years an efficient process that spans divisions 

and lines of business and it has ensured its linkage to risk manage

ment. Operational implementation is handled by an expert working 

group assembled specially for this task. Along with the identification 

and evaluation of emerging risks, these specialists also focus on the 

analysis of global long-term trends. The working group reports quar

terly on its findings to the "Emerging Risk Committee", which is led by 

a member of Hannover Re's Executive Board.

Key elements in Hannover Re’s business opportunity management in

clude its various market-specific innovations in the Life & Health and 

Property & Casualty reinsurance business groups. Innovative ideas 

from our staff that can be successfully translated into new business 

models are rewarded by the company – including in financial terms. 

The stand-alone organisational unit "Business Opportunity 

Management" (from 2016 onwards "Innovation Management" as part 

of the Unit "Regulatory Affairs & Innovation") has been set up spe

cially for this purpose. This service unit deals systematically with ideas 

and business opportunities and it concentrates its activities on gener

ating additional premium volume with profit potential. In this context, 

among other things, ideas for new business opportunities are evalu

ated and refined and optimal framework conditions for acting on them 

are put in place.

Risk capital (Solvency II)

A stable financial market is of vital importance both for global sustain

able development and for us as a listed company. Particularly note

worthy in the period under review was the agreement reached in No

vember 2013 on the implementation of Solvency II effective 1 January 

2016. The Solvency II Directive has the principal goals of strengthen

ing protection for insureds, creating consistent competitive standards 

in the insurance sector within the single European market and hence 

safeguarding uniform supervisory practice in Europe. At Hannover Re 

we have long practised a risk-based, value-based management ap

proach of the type called for under the supervisory regime of Solvency 

II, and we were quick to begin preparing for the requirements of Sol

vency II. Our internal capitalisation targets comfortably exceed the 

regulatory capital requirements. Hannover Re is therefore well placed 

for the capital requirements under Solvency II. We also apply the 

know-how gained in the development of our internal capital model, 

which was approved by the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority 

(BaFin) in August 2015, to the design of individual reinsurance solu

tions for primary insurers.

More information on the topic at

AR 2015: Opportunity and risk report

Website: BaFin

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
https://www.bafin.de/EN/Homepage/homepage_node.html
https://www.bafin.de/EN/Homepage/homepage_node.html
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Stakeholder dialogue

G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27

Hannover Re maintains an open dialogue with its stakeholders and has 

made the further systematic expansion of dialogue channels a goal of 

its Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017. By sharing information and 

opinions with our stakeholders we are able to integrate, as far as pos

sible, the expectations and aspirations of the various groups into our 

business operations. Furthermore, this dialogue helps to identify risks 

and opportunities at an early stage and serves to build trust.

The stakeholder universe of Hannover Re was defined in the context of 

the elaboration of the Sustainability Strategy. The selection of relevant 

stakeholders is based on our business operations and our geographi

cal presence, and is regularly reconciled with representatives of the 

business units. The following stakeholder groups are particularly rele

vant to Hannover Re: our clients, our employees, the public sector, 

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and the capital market.

We maintain an ongoing dialogue with our stakeholders in a variety of 

ways. Through conferences, roadshows and one-to-one meetings, for 

example, we stay in contact with representatives of the capital market. 

Analysts and institutional investors make the most of our annual In

vestors' Day, among other things, to engage in an intensive exchange 

with our Executive Board. Our employees cultivate the dialogue with 

our worldwide customers through direct, face-to-face discussions. 

Furthermore, we regularly measure customer satisfaction with the in

volvement of external market research institutes. We similarly engage 

in an ongoing dialogue with political decision-makers, supervisory au

thorities and insurance industry associations – mostly in relation to 

topical issues in insurance supervision and financial market regulation 

in Germany, the European Union and on the international level. In this 

context Hannover Re contributes its specialist expertise from business 

practice to the public debate. Hannover Re is also a member of various 

associations, advocacy groups and organisations.
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Dialogue formats
In 2013, with a view to stepping up our dialogue with stakeholders on 

sustainability issues, we conducted a survey with the participation of 

30 representatives spanning the capital market, clients, staff, NGOs 

and public sector workers. According to the stakeholders, it is in the 

field of responsible enterprise management that Hannover Re's activi

ties are most widely recognised and most favourably evaluated. Room 

for improvement was identified in the areas of sustainability communi

cation and product responsibility as well as in relation to corporate en

vironmental protection and employees. Of central significance to our 

stakeholders are entrepreneurial responsibility with respect to eco

nomic aspects as well as product responsibility, including asset man

agement. It is also important to pay attention to emerging global con

cerns. These are: renewable energy sources, climate change, environ

mental protection, financial inclusion and tax policy. We took into ac

count the opinions of our stakeholders when defining the focus topics 

of our Sustainability Strategy.

Dialogue with ESG rating agencies

In keeping with our goals defined in the Sustainability Strategy 

2015-2017, we are also currently expanding the dialogue with ESG 

rating agencies. In the present Sustainability Report we are therefore 

reporting at greater length on topics that came up in discussions with 

rating agencies. These include, among other things, tax policy and the 

taxes paid by Hannover Re, current research activities on ESG topics 

and products as well as cooperation with primary insurers on the man

agement of ESG issues.

Based on the GRI Report that we published for 2014, Hannover Re 

was evaluated in the last financial year by the rating agency oekom re

search AG with an eye to its sustainability performance and – in recog

nition of its above-average fulfilment of the sector-specific require

ments – was again awarded "Prime" status. Not only that, since 2014 

Hannover Re has been listed in the FTSE4Good, a worldwide index se

ries based on sustainability ratings according to Environmental, Social 

and Governance (ESG) criteria. Furthermore, in the 2015 financial 

year Hannover Re was also evaluated by the ESG rating agencies 

Robeco SAM, Sustainalytics, Vigeo, MSCI and Sustainability Intelli

gence; the company engages in a continuous dialogue on rating-spe

cific sustainability issues as part of the annual rating processes.

Cultivating our customer relationships

We participate in an ongoing dialogue with our clients around the 

world. Customer relationships are normally maintained by individual 

divisions at Hannover Re. In this regard, the Life & Health reinsurance 

business group is especially committed to long-term customer rela

tionships founded on a trusting and partnership-based approach. 

Since 2014 we have published the quarterly newsletter "ReCent Med

ical News" as a source of information that enables our customers to 

learn about the latest research results in various fields of medicine as 

well as new methods with a bearing on medical underwriting.

The Property & Casualty reinsurance business group has organised 

the seminar series "Building Bridges" since 2012. The seminars, 

which are held once a year, enable it to respond more closely to the 

individual reinsurance needs of our customers.

International employee survey

Hannover Re also conducts employee surveys at regular intervals. In 

2015 we carried out our first international, Group-wide employee sur

vey. The purpose of this survey was, in the first place, to continue the 

dialogue around a uniform conception of values and leadership that 

had been initiated in recent years. A key finding was the very high 

level of satisfaction identified among our staff. This is true both of the 

average evaluation across all questions and for virtually all individual 

questions. The strong motivation and commitment expressed by our 

employees is especially gratifying. When it comes to room for im

provement, they pointed to a broader-based system of remuneration 

and further improvements in the support given to their continuing in

dividual training. Based on these insights, we shall evaluate the results 

in detail in the course of the current financial year and initiate mea

sures. The goals will be to leverage higher-level improvement poten

tials and to support the individual units in their efforts to engage with 

their own results.

More information on the topic at

Website: Ratings

AR 2015: International employee survey

Website: ReCent Medical News

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
https://www.hannover-re.com/177515/oekom-rating
https://www.hannover-re.com/177515/oekom-rating
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60301020/first-international-employee-survey-conducted.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60301020/first-international-employee-survey-conducted.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/579294/recent
https://www.hannover-re.com/579294/recent
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Advocacy groups and memberships
Together with its stakeholders, Hannover Re takes part in numerous 

initiatives on sustainability issues. Contributing our specialist exper

tise, we get involved in the work of associations and societies, advo

cacy groups and organisations and we support the discourse about 

sustainability in society.

In the context of the "Climate Alliance Hannover 2020", a joint project 

of the state capital and Greater Hannover region, Hannover Re has un

dertaken to emit 40% less harmful greenhouse gases by 2020 than in 

the base year of 1990. Hannover Re's emissions have been regularly 

checked every two years since 2011.

Under the "Climate Alliance" Hannover Re additionally participates in 

the Business Strategy Group of the "Master Plan 2050 for the City and 

Region of Hannover, 100% for Climate Protection".

Since 2007 Hannover Re has also taken part in the "Ecological Project 

for Integrated Environmental Technology" (Ecoprofit) of the Greater 

Hannover region. The underlying idea of the project is the connection 

between economic gain and ecological benefit through preventive en

vironmental protection. The participating companies are regularly in

volved in work on specific topics such as "Ecoprofit in the Urban De

velopment Process" and "Current Changes in Energy Management". 

The energy-saving successes already achieved are regularly publicised 

in the relevant project publications.

On the international level the Chief Executive Officer of Hannover Re 

is a signatory to the Geneva Association's "Climate Risk Statement". In 

May 2014 Hannover Re's CEO – together with the Chief Executives of 

a further 65 of the world's leading insurance undertakings – reaf

firmed his support for this declaration, which had originally been 

made in 2009. The guiding principles set out therein describe how the 

insurance industry will play its part in global efforts to tackle climate-

related risks. These include activities in the areas of product innova

tion, climate research and investment. Hannover Re is additionally 

represented on the "Extreme Events + Climate Risk Working Group" of 

the Geneva Association.

The design of our investment policy is guided primarily by the ten 

principles of the United Nations Global Compact. We work towards 

safeguarding decent working conditions in our supply chain. Our Code 

of Conduct for Suppliers requires respect for human rights and com

pliance with the core labour standards of the International Labour Or

ganisation (ILO).

International memberships

Hannover Re is a member of numerous national, regional and global 

associations, interest groups and organisations. Employees of the 

Hannover Re Group participate in working groups on various topics 

and contribute their specialist expertise to relevant discussions.

The following list shows a selection of the most significant bodies to 

which the company belongs:

• American Council of Life Insurers (www.acli.com)

• Chief Risk Officer Forum (www.thecroforum.org)

• German Insurance Association (www.gdv.de)

• Geneva Association (www.genevaassociation.org)

• Global Earthquake Model (www.globalquakemodel.org)

• Global Reinsurance Forum (www.grf.info)

• International Actuarial Association (www.actuaries.org)

• International Insurance Society 

(www.internationalinsurance.org)

• International Underwriting Association of London 

(www.iua.co.uk))

• Reinsurance Advisory Board des Verbandes Insurance Europe 

(www.insuranceeurope.eu)

• South African Insurance Association (www.saia.co.za)

More information on the topic at

Emissions

Website: Investor Relations

Website: Product responsibility

Website: Ökoprofit

Website: Geneva Association

Website: United Nations

Website: International Labour Organization

Website: Klima-Allianz

http://www.acli.com
http://www.thecroforum.org
http://www.en.gdv.de/
http://www.genevaassociation.org
http://www.globalquakemodel.org
http://www.grf.info
http://www.actuaries.org
http://www.internationalinsurance.org
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
http://www.iua.co.uk
http://www.insuranceeurope.eu
http://www.saia.co.za
https://www.hannover-re.com/122688/investors
https://www.hannover-re.com/122688/investors
https://www.hannover-re.com/171482/product-responsibilityg
https://www.hannover-re.com/171482/product-responsibilityg
http://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/%C3%96koprofit-Hannover
http://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/%C3%96koprofit-Hannover
http://www.genevaassociation.org
http://www.genevaassociation.org
http://www.unglobalcompact.org
http://www.unglobalcompact.org
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Product responsibility

People with a healthy lifestyle are – at least statistically speaking – less sus
ceptible to disease and disability. Lifestyle programmes are designed to mo
tivate people to live a healthy life. This means that insurers can grant pre
mium discounts, extend the scope of coverage or offer attractive rewards – 
while at the same time having to make lower claims payments. Hannover Re 
participates in such lifestyle programmes, contributing its know-how and 
helping its customers to carry the risk. The concepts developed for the South 
African market have the potential to grow into the largest incentive-based 
scientific wellness programme in the world; they have already been success
fully adopted in other countries.
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Product responsibility
The Hannover Re Group transacts all lines of property & casualty and 

life & health reinsurance worldwide. Our products and services are op

timally tailored to the individual requirements of our clients and the 

specific conditions of each market. In this context, our high ethical 

and moral standards are just as applicable to our products and ser

vices as they are to our dealings with our customers.

The overarching guideline for the sustainable design of our products 

and services is our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017, which has been 

approved by the full Executive Board. In 2015 we already took the first 

steps towards achieving the goals that we have set ourselves: in the 

growing microinsurance market Hannover Re intensified its collabora

tion with primary insurers in Pakistan, the Philippines and Indonesia. 

We are encouraging the development of products in response to cli

mate change, such as weather insurance and the coverage of energy 

saving warranties, by extending these products to include other Euro

pean countries. We are also taking an active part in the development 

of index-based disaster finance concepts that guarantee rapid financial 

assistance for countries in South America and Asia in the event of nat

ural catastrophes.

In designing our range of products and services we apply insights 

gained from our research activities on topics such as the turnaround in 

energy policy, climate change, new mobility and shifting demograph

ics in order to be able to identify emerging risks and devise specific 

solutions at an early stage. A Group-wide risk management system en

ables Hannover Re to maintain a dedicated focus on its potential risks. 

Social and environmental risks are similarly taken into account as part 

of the analysis of emerging risks. Furthermore, our subsidiary E+S 

Rück also offers our customers – i.e. primary insurers – various ser

vices and applications for the purpose of risk analysis.

Along with our product portfolio we have also stayed focused on our 

investment portfolio, which is managed with the same sense of re

sponsibility. Hannover Re's investment policy is geared to the genera

tion of stable and risk-commensurate returns while at the same time 

safeguarding liquidity and solvency. In addition, we incorporate ESG 

(environmental, social and governance) criteria into our investment 

policy. Not only that, the existing ESG Investment Policy was refined 

in 2016 and supplemented with a best-in-class investment approach. A 

designated ESG officer on the investment team ensures that ESG crite

ria are applied and that the policy is followed.

Hannover Re is engaged primarily in business-to-business activities 

and maintains close contacts with its customers – either directly 

through its staff or indirectly through reinsurance brokers. By means 

of conferences that we hold on specific topics, seminars, business 

trips and our presence at trade fairs and specialist gatherings, we en

able clients to share in our insights and thereby consolidate our cus

tomer relationships. Further examples of our efforts to promote dia

logue are the newsletter "ReCent Medical News" launched in 2014 to 

report on medical research with a bearing on insurance and the new 

"Building Bridges" seminar concept for property and casualty reinsur

ance.

We measure the satisfaction of our clients at regular intervals and are 

gratified by the positive outcome of the customer surveys conducted 

in the year under review. Various awards and distinctions, including 

for example the crowning of our company as "Reinsurance Company 

of the Year" by the highly regarded UK insurance magazine "Reac

tions", testify to our outstanding performance.

More information on the topic at

Corporate strategy

Sustainability Strategy

Code of Conduct

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=67&letterShow=P
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Risk expertise
In the context of its business operations Hannover Re enters into a 

broad range of risks. These risks are consciously accepted and steered 

in order to be able to act on the associated opportunities. We manage 

the process through our Group-wide risk management system, in 

which the individual elements are closely interlinked and the roles, 

tasks and reporting channels are clearly defined and documented in 

guidelines. This makes possible a common understanding of the 

Group-wide, holistic monitoring and steering of all material risks.

Social and environmental risks are considered as part of the analysis 

of emerging risks. Emerging risks are future risks that cannot be de

finitively assessed with any reliability. It is vital to detect and evaluate 

these risks at an early stage. A separate working group of specialists is 

therefore deployed Group-wide in a process that cuts across divisions. 

The members of the working group on "Emerging Risks and Scientific 

Affairs" regularly attend conferences on selected risks and engage in a 

dialogue with other globally operating risk managers. This dialogue 

encompasses, among others, universities, other reinsurers, customers, 

industry associations such as the Geneva Association and the German 

Insurance Association (GDV) as well as political actors. In 2015, for 

example, Hannover Re took part in a panel discussion organised by 

the Geneva Association on the subject of pandemics. Hannover Re also 

participates on a regular basis in a working group of the Geneva Asso

ciation focused on "Extreme Events and Climate Risks". In the context 

of the Chief Risk Officer (CRO) Forum we contribute to the develop

ment and sharing of best practices in risk management. Discussion pa

pers on topical risk issues also assist Hannover Re in the risk assess

ment process and play a part in fostering public discourse. In our Sus

tainability Strategy for the years 2015 – 2017 we have set ourselves 

the goal of further expanding the dialogue on emerging risks.

Our clients similarly benefit from Hannover Re's risk expertise. 

Through our subsidiary E+S Rück, for example, we offer primary in

surers a range of different services and applications for risk assess

ment.

More information on the topic at

Risk behaviour
The risk strategy of Hannover Re approved by the Executive Board de

fines both the strategic orientation and the risk appetite. Furthermore, 

we manage natural perils business – which is subject to particular 

volatility – by specifying risk measures, limits and thresholds in order 

to reduce potential accumulation risks for the Hannover Re Group. 

With our General Underwriting Guidelines and Special Underwriting 

Guidelines we have at our disposal dedicated policies that substantiate 

our business decisions. Our underwriters receive regular training as 

required. The policies and strategy are made available to all under

writers and are consistently applied.

As a general principle, every identified risk that is considered to be 

material is evaluated quantitatively by Hannover Re. Only risk types 

for which quantitative risk measurement is currently not possible or 

scarcely practicable are qualitatively evaluated, for example by means 

of expert assessments. Such risks include, for example, strategic risks 

and reputational risks.

Risk management is permanently integrated into Hannover Re's busi

ness processes. It is supported by transparent risk communication and 

an open approach to dealing with risks. Risk communication takes the 

form of, among other things, internal and external risk reports, infor

mation on current risk complexes published in the intranet and train

ing activities for staff. The regular sharing of information between 

risk-steering and risk-monitoring units is fundamental to the proper 

functioning of risk management.

More information on the topic at

Stakeholder dialogue

Risk management

AR 2015: Opportunity and risk report

Risk management

AR 2015: Opportunity and risk report

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
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Risk assessment
Emerging risks directly affect our treaty portfolio, not only in the form 

of potential risks (e.g. liability issues) but also in the form of opportu

nities (such as those associated with increased demand for reinsur

ance products). Close coordination therefore takes place between the 

working group on "Emerging Risks und Scientific Affairs" and Han

nover Re's central risk monitoring function. In addition, the evaluation 

results are integrated into the quarterly internal risk reports, which 

serve to keep the Executive Board – among others – updated on mate

rial risk assessments. The insights and risk assessments of the work

ing group are utilised Group-wide in order to determine any measures 

that may be needed. A committee was set up in January 2015 to safe

guard this process. The committee supports the coordination and im

plementation of recommendations relating to emerging risks. In this 

way, we ensure that the recommendations made by the working group 

are factored into underwriting decisions. The committee also takes re

sponsibility for the fine-tuning of position papers and the assessment 

of new emerging risks.

In addition, our "Future Radar" working group evaluates trends and is

sues of the future (e.g. weather derivatives, shortage of resources, 

healthcare market, cyber crime) and determines how any identified 

business opportunities can subsequently be acted on through mar

ketable primary insurance and/or reinsurance products. For this pur

pose, specific subject fields are explored by interdepartmental and in

terdisciplinary teams and analysed with an eye to business potentials 

that can be leveraged.

Climate change

Climate change, defined as naturally occurring changes in climatic 

conditions or those caused by human activities, constitutes a major 

environmental risk. Owing to the multidimensional nature of the topic, 

Hannover Re draws on the insights of not only insurance specialists 

but also geophysicists, meteorologists, seismologists and mathemati

cians. They evaluate the natural hazards, analyse their economic im

pacts and monitor them, inter alia on a regional basis.

As a member of the International Insurance Law Association (AIDA), 

we also regularly share insights with insurers and reinsurers in the 

"Climate Change" working group on coverage concepts and on loss 

events that may be attributable to climate change. By way of natural 

hazards modelling, for example, risk management standards are de

veloped for dealing with natural disasters, as illustrated by the models 

for managing windstorm, flood, hail and earthquake risks. At the be

ginning of 2015 we successfully completed the development of a simu

lation model for the earthquake risk in Germany.

In the field of natural hazards modelling we cooperate with universi

ties and research institutions and provide financial assistance to ap

propriate initiatives. For example, Hannover Re has been a long-time 

supporter of the Geo Research Center in Potsdam and the Global 

Earthquake Model Foundation (GEM), whose mission is to improve 

public understanding and awareness of earthquake risks worldwide by 

promoting science and establishing consistent standards as well as to 

reduce the impacts of earthquakes on populations and concentrations 

of values.

Hannover Re is working to build an extensive knowledge base for the 

evaluation of climate risks in cooperation with universities, govern

ment organisations and competitors. The digital library already en

compasses more than 300 scientific papers and will be further ex

panded. They tackle a range of subjects, including the effect of rising 

temperatures on natural disasters and the correlation between natural 

catastrophe events across different regions.

In addition, experts from Hannover Re regularly attend conferences – 

including the United Nations Conference on Climate Change in 2015.

Services and applications

Our subsidiary E+S Rück, which bears responsibility for German busi

ness, offers various services and applications so as to be able to iden

tify potential risks for its clients. These include, for example, simula

tion models used to calculate and capture (potentially extreme) events 

and the associated losses such as "es I bebt" and "es I hagelt" (for the 

earthquake and hail risks respectively) as well as a service offering for 

underwriting of the flood risk in Germany ("es I flutet"). Similar tools 

have been developed to assess and evaluate accident risks ("es I un

fallt"). In the area of functional disability insurance E+S Rück assists 

its customers with the aid of the underwriting software "es I meRiT" 

and thereby makes it possible to cover accident and other disability 

risks by means of risk-specific adjustments in terms and conditions – 

even for individuals with an already impaired state of health.

E+S Rück works with cooperation partners such as the rehab service 

provider RehaAssist so as to enable severely injured policyholders to 

recover as comprehensively and quickly as possible. Another coopera

tion partner is the Malteser aid agency, which helps insurance cus

tomers who have been injured – for example after an accident – to 

reintegrate into daily life by providing a range of assistance services.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=67&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=20&letterShow=D
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In life and health reinsurance we want to offer our customers broad 

and individually tailored support that extends beyond pure risk as

sumption to include the successful provision of a diverse range of ser

vices. In the field of medical Underwriting we discuss topical and rele

vant medical issues through various channels, including our newslet

ter "ReCent Medical News". Similarly, when it comes to our electronic 

underwriting manual "hr | Ascent" – which gives our customers com

prehensive support for individual risk assessment – we focus on con

tinuous revision and enhancement so as to be able to map the latest 

market developments at all times. Furthermore, our international net

work enables us to quickly and directly transfer innovative new rein

surance solutions to other markets.

More information on the topic at

Risk management

AR 2015: Opportunity and risk report

Website: ReCent Medical News

Website: hr | Ascent

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/6040/risk-report.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/366758/media-centre
https://www.hannover-re.com/366758/media-centre
https://www.hannover-re.com/58665/reinsurance-services
https://www.hannover-re.com/58665/reinsurance-services
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Sustainable insurance solutions
The Hannover Re Group transacts all lines of property & casualty and 

life & health reinsurance worldwide. By delivering sustainable insur

ance solutions such as microinsurance and agricultural insurance 

products we contribute to social development in structurally deprived 

regions. These protect people with scant financial means against fun

damental risks such as illness, disability, the consequences of natural 

disasters or crop failures. In our sustainability strategy we have set 

ourselves the goal of further expanding sustainable reinsurance solu

tions and stepping up our collaboration with primary insurers

Solutions in property & casualty insurance

Demand for the insurance of agricultural land and livestock continues 

to grow, especially in view of a steadily rising need for food and the ef

fects of climate change. This is especially true of developing countries. 

In 2015 we wrote premium in the mid-triple-digit millions (EUR) in the 

area of agricultural risks, with around three-quarters of the total 

amount coming from developing and emerging markets in South 

America, Asia and Africa.

Safeguarding agricultural production is particularly important for the 

development of poor regions. In the year under review we therefore 

embarked on cooperation projects with governments and international 

organisations with the goal of expanding agricultural insurance. In 

Peru, for example, our involvement enables more than 450,000 peas

ant families to insure their crops against damage from flood, drought, 

hail or frost and hence rely on a secure minimum income. In Burkina 

Faso our engagement enabled 6,200 farmers to obtain insurance cov

erage for their cotton production.

Particularly in view of the considerable risk potential, minimising ad

verse environmental effects is a key goal for Hannover Re. With this in 

mind, we are always interested in working together with our clients to 

develop insurance solutions specifically designed to deliver environ

mental benefits.

In cooperation with our partners "Energi" in the United States and 

"b2bProtect" in Europe, we offer concepts that create incentives for 

businesses to invest in energy-saving technologies. In this connection 

Hannover Re covers the energy savings warranties given by energy 

service providers. Building on successes in Germany, the coverage so

lution was also rolled out in other European markets. Working to

gether with its partner "b2bProtect", Hannover Re has also developed 

parametric weather insurance products for its customers that enable 

companies to protect themselves against interruptions and losses. 

These help to alleviate the impacts on business operations of adverse 

weather situations, which are becoming increasingly severe against 

the backdrop of climate change.

Generally speaking, insurance can create incentives to invest because 

the possibility of receiving deficiency payments makes the investment 

decision easier. The "Energie Einspar Protect (EEP)" programme, for 

example, incentivises private and commercial customers to invest in 

energy-saving technologies and solutions through the guaranteed re

turn on investment.

Through our activities in the area of Insurance-Linked Securities (ILS) 

we support work on index-based Disaster Finance concepts for coun

tries in South America and Asia. These would enable such countries to 

access funds in a short space of time should a natural disaster occur. 

The money could then be used immediately for first aid, helping the 

uninsured, repairing infrastructure and even to make up for lost tax 

revenues. Only a small number of these concepts have been realised 

to date. Nevertheless, organisations such as the World Bank have 

given their seal of approval to the development of these types of risk 

management concepts on the country level.

Solutions in life and health reinsurance

On the life and health reinsurance side, Hannover Re is active in the 

area of government-assisted health microinsurance solutions. Poor 

sections of the population receive basic coverage for the most impor

tant hospital treatments through state-subsidised covers offered by 

private and government health insurers alike. These programmes are 

able to reach millions of insureds thanks to their respective 

government's support. In addition to assisting with risk management 

functions, we help our customers and the various government agen

cies in particular with securing on a lasting basis and further expand

ing the development and supervision of these state-supported health 

insurance programmes for poorer sections of the population. In India 

we have been actively involved in the microinsurance market from the 

outset, with a growing business volume. The microinsurance sector is 

also expanding in less mature markets such as Pakistan, the Philip

pines and Indonesia. Here, too, we offer appropriate products in coop

eration with primary insurance partners.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
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Furthermore, we support and promote holistic lifestyle insurance con

cepts that are geared to insureds' healthy living and factor this accord

ingly into the pricing. The design and marketing of these insurance 

products is similarly carried out in cooperation with primary insurers 

and local partners. Initially rolled out in selected markets, the concept 

is being extended to other international markets such as North Amer

ica, Asia and Europe after enjoying a thoroughly positive response. 

The combination of insurance protection and an informed and healthy 

lifestyle are the key drivers behind the considerable appeal and (con

tinuing) dynamic growth of this concept.

More information on the topic at

Company portrait

Advocacy groups and memberships

AR 2015: Life & Health reinsurance

AR 2015: Property & Casualty reinsurance

Website: Life and health reinsurance

Website: Property and casualty reinsurance

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60204020/life-_amp_-health-reinsurance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60204020/life-_amp_-health-reinsurance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60204010/property-_amp_-casualty-reinsurance.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/60204010/property-_amp_-casualty-reinsurance.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/58543/life-and-health
https://www.hannover-re.com/58543/life-and-health
https://www.hannover-re.com/60720/propertyandcasualty
https://www.hannover-re.com/60720/propertyandcasualty
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Sustainability in asset management
In the context of its investment policy Hannover Re strives for stable 

and attractive returns and also takes into account environmental, so

cial and governance (ESG) criteria. We have set out in writing our sus

tainability strategy in the investment sector in our "Responsible Invest

ment Policy", which was developed in 2011 and updated in 2016. With 

this we are guided inter alia by the ten principles of the United Na

tions Global Compact, i.e. we pay attention to aspects relating to hu

man rights, working conditions, the environment and anti-corruption. 

Furthermore, we avoid exposures to issuers who are involved in the 

development and proliferation of controversial weapons.

Since mid-2012 virtually 90% of Hannover Re's investments have un

dergone half-yearly negative screening based on individual ESG crite

ria that we have developed and continuously review in cooperation 

with a service provider specialising in sustainability. The portfolio sub

ject to this voluntary screening encompasses the asset classes of fixed-

income securities (government bonds and debt securities issued by 

semi-governmental entities, corporate bonds and covered bonds) as 

well as listed equities. Securities of issuers identified as "non-ade

quate" are actively reduced as far as possible. In addition, potential 

new investments are checked in advance to see whether the issuers vi

olate the defined ESG criteria. Such exposure is rejected if this is 

found to be the case.

The criteria of the UN Global Compact are used to check entities that 

issue bonds or equities. Companies that fail to respect human rights or 

are complicit in human rights abuses thereby violate fundamental 

principles of the United Nations. Investments in securities of such en

tities are excluded, as are investments in instruments of issuers that 

disregard basic labour standards and environmental protection con

siderations. The primary concern here is with the use of forced or 

child labour and discrimination as well as with care for the environ

ment and a heightened environmental awareness. Last but not least, 

exposures to entities that have attracted attention due to corruption 

are also ruled out. When checking government issuers the focus is on 

the question of whether – and if so, which – sanctions have currently 

been imposed on them.

Aside from violations of the criteria of the UN Global Compact, we also 

avoid exposures to issuers who are involved in the development and 

proliferation of controversial weapons.

Active Ownership

In the case of listed equities we are able to influence a company's sus

tainability orientation through the exercise of voting rights. However, 

given that the proportion of listed equities in our asset portfolio is only 

around 1% of Hannover Re's total investments, the effect of engage

ment in this area is limited relative to our overall investment universe.

For this reason we have not to date adopted any voting guidelines on 

environmental and social issues in conneection with the sustainable 

orientation of our investments. In the context of our responsibility as 

an investor we concentrate on the development of the previously dis

cussed ESG criteria and the regular screening of our investments. 

Should the proportion of listed equities in our total portfolio increase 

significantly on a lasting basis, we shall revist the topic of "active own

ership" and decide on further steps.

Asset allocation of Hannover Re

as at 31 December 2015

Book value 2015: EUR 39,8 billion

Fixed-income securities: 87%

Real estate: 4%

Short-term bonds & cash: 5%

Private Equity: 2%

Listed Equities: 1%

Other: 1%

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=30&letterShow=E
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Customer orientation and satisfaction
In order to respond quickly and flexibly to individual customer re

quirements, Hannover Re emphasises flat hierarchies, direct decision-

making channels and the importance of equipping underwriters with 

the appropriate authorities. In addition, we engage in an ongoing and 

regular dialogue with our clients around the world and use their direct 

feedback on our efforts for the purposes of further refining our activi

ties. In accordance with our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017, we 

continued to step up our exchange of views with customers and ex

panded our international dialogue channels.

Our customer relationships are cultivated on the level of individual di

visions. By means of a direct dialogue we share insights with our cus

tomers on (re)insurance topics and regularly engage with the feedback 

given by our contacts. Through informational events such as the semi

nar series "Building Bridges" in property and casualty reinsurance we 

foster an exchange of ideas within the industry on a range of issues, 

including sustainability. In our customer newsletter "ReCent Medical 

News" the Life & Health reinsurance division puts out information four 

times a year on medical and socioeconomic issues. Our subsidiary E+S 

Rück holds specialist conferences to share information on claims man

agement and risk management and give presentations on topics such 

as compliance, sanctions and the reform of insurance supervision law 

associated with Solvency II. Furthermore, as part of cooperation activi

ties with primary insurers we support the development and supply of 

sustainable insurance solutions.

We survey the satisfaction of our customers at regular intervals and 

are delighted by the favourable findings in the year under review. Our 

customers see Hannover Re as a loyal, sympathetic and trustworthy 

company. This perception is shaped in part by our risk-appropriate 

prices, adequate capacities and a reliable value proposition. Over the 

years Hannover Re has been the recipient of numerous awards that 

testify to the satisfaction of our business partners. Most recently, for 

example, we were once again crowned as "Reinsurance Company of 

the Year" in 2016 by the highly regarded UK insurance magazine "Re

actions".

More information on the topic at

Code of Conduct

Stakeholder dialogue

Sustainable insurance solutions

Website: Sustainability Strategy

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
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Customer relations
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) at Hannover Re promotes 

an interactive exchange with our customers. Through a regular dia

logue and in the context of events we enable our customers to give 

feedback and initiate an exchange of knowledge on insurance topics. 

Since 2013 our seminar series "Building Bridges' has included, among 

other things, a workshop on the theme of "Customer expectations of 

reinsurers”. We visit our customers multiple times a year, not only on 

the occasion of the treaty renewals but also in connection with current 

developments and topical issues.

Customer relationships are normally cultivated on the level of individ

ual divisions at Hannover Re. In life and health reinsurance – in con

trast to property and casualty reinsurance – we have a direct local 

presence in most markets due to our decentralised approach and are 

thus able to engage in a quick and flexible exchange with our cus

tomers. In life and health reinsurance we have a direct local presence 

in most markets due to our decentralised approach and are thus able 

to engage in a quick and flexible exchange with our customers. In ad

dition to business trips to visit individual clients, we also organise 

seminars – usually on specific topics – and education & training work

shops in the markets where we operate so as to keep our customers 

informed about the latest issues and developments relating to life and 

health reinsurance as well as underwriting. Furthermore, our employ

ees attend trade fairs and expert conferences worldwide.

Customer dialogue

Unlike in retail insurance business, the reinsurance industry is not 

subject to statutory requirements to provide product or service infor

mation to its clients. By way of an ongoing dialogue we nevertheless 

endeavour to pass on new information relating to the reinsurance in

dustry to our clients. Going forward, we are also working to extend the 

dialogue on emerging risks.

In our Property & Casualty reinsurance business group a concept 

dubbed "Building Bridges" has been launched to cultivate closer cus

tomer relationships. The first seminar of the series, which was devoted 

to the theme of "Advanced Reinsurance Methods, Practices and Cur

rent Topics" and spanned several days, was held in 2012 and targeted 

20 customers from various countries. The seminar has since been of

fered once a year.

The quarterly newsletter "ReCent Medical News" exemplifies a new 

dialogue channel that was opened up in 2014 in life and health rein

surance. The issues published to date on our website, which are ac

cessible to everyone, have already presented and discussed a wide 

range of medical and socioeconomic topics.

The annual expert conferences organised by E+S Rück offer our Ger

man-speaking clients a broad range of information on specific and 

current specialist issues, such as motor insurance and telematics, as 

well as on more general overarching topics, such as regulation. We 

also provide our customers with information on Solvency II, the super

visory regime that entered into force in Europe effective 01.01.2016. 

Depending on the topic, speakers are on hand from various specialist 

disciplines, including for example physicians, lawyers or senior fig

ures from our claims management or legal departments.

We also motivate our customers to engage more intensively with sus

tainability issues in order to increase the availability of sustainable in

surance solutions. With this in mind, we further stepped up our coop

eration with primary insurers in the year under review and supported 

the development and supply of sustainable insurance solutions 

through cooperative ventures. For a detailed description of our coop

eration activities and products please see the section "Sustainable 

reinsurance solutions".

More information on the topic at

Stakeholder dialogue

Sustainable insurance solutions

Website: ReCent Medical News

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=94&letterShow=U
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
https://www.hannover-re.com/366758/media-centre
https://www.hannover-re.com/366758/media-centre
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Customer satisfaction
In order to measure the satisfaction of our customers regionally and 

Group-wide, we carried out customer surveys in the year under review 

in various markets including Italy and Australia. We are once again de

lighted at the outcome, given that our customers confirmed a high to 

very high overall level of satisfaction.

Since 2000 we have also conducted customer satisfaction surveys in 

our market department serving Germany, Austria, Switzerland and 

Italy in a three-year cycle with the goal of achieving continuous quality 

improvement and an associated boost in customer satisfaction. In Ger

many we offer a selection of products and services through E+S Rück 

that is geared to the special features of the German market. Market re

search carried out by an independent marketing institute in 2016 

found that the views of more than 90% of our German customers can 

be summed up as follows:

"E+S Rück is perceived above all as a loyal, sympathetic and trustwor

thy company that values long-term customer relationships".

In our business group of Life & Health reinsurance we commission a 

consulting agency to carry out an annual survey of reinsurance cus

tomers in the markets of North America, Europe, the UK, South Africa, 

Canada and Asia. The data give us a comprehensive customer per

spective on the quality of our services as well as an assessment of the 

perception of the Hannover Re brand in the various markets. We are 

seeing a constant improvement and rising customer satisfaction. In 

2015 our standing in the eyes of our customers on international mar

kets further improved relative to the previous year. The intensive and 

wide-ranging dialogue that we cultivate with our clients has played a 

major part in this.

In addition, since 2012 the consulting agency has also provided the 

Board members responsible for the Life & Health reinsurance business 

group with an annual global study on the development of different 

business segments, a dedicated perspective on life reinsurance mar

kets, an area-wide analysis of market penetration and market percep

tion as well as a profile of strengths and weaknesses from the 

customer's viewpoint. Most notably, in the financial solutions segment 

in the United States we are regarded as the market leader and "Best in 

Class". Our customers find us to be a business partner who is excep

tionally easy to work with. Our direct, flexible and quick approach is 

favourably evaluated by customers and considered a competitive ad

vantage in comparison with our competitors. Our regular analysis of 

the study's findings also enables us to measure the success of our 

strategy.

We process the results of our customer surveys and studies in-house 

so as to identify potential action fields.

Awards and distinctions

For many years Hannover Re has been the recipient of major acco

lades for its outstanding performance. In the current year, too, we 

have received some highly notable distinctions:

Reactions" once again crowned Hannover Re as "Reinsurance Com

pany of the Year" in 2016. Our Chief Executive Officer Ulrich Wallin 

was recognised as "Reassurance CEO of the Year" for his achieve

ments. "Reactions" also honoured Hannover Re as the best reinsurer

in Columbia this year.

In the "Intelligent Insurer North America Awards 2015" Hannover Re 

was singled out as "Best Reinsurer for Innovation". The awards for 

"Client Responsiveness" and "Expertise and Market Knowledge" simi

larly went to Hannover Re.

The Flaspöhler surveys for the Property & Casualty reinsurance busi

ness group deliver valuable insights – on an annual rotating basis – 

into how US cedants and US brokers see our company. In the 2014 

Flaspöhler US Broker Survey Hannover Re achieved the outstanding 

rating of "Best reinsurer overall" for the sixth consecutive time in 

twelve years. In the Flaspöhler US Cedant Survey for 2015 Hannover 

Re placed in the top three.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=33&letterShow=F
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=45&letterShow=L
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=10&letterShow=C
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Awards received by Hannover Re over the past five years

Year Award

2016 Reinsurer of the Year (Reactions London Market Awards)

2016 Reinsurance team of the Year: Specialty Team (Reactions London Market Awards)

2015 Best Reinsurer for Client Responsiveness; GWP > $2bn (Intelligent Insurer North America Awards)

2015 Best Reinsurer for Innovation; GWP > $2bn (Intelligent Insurer North America Awards)

2015 Best Reinsurer for Expertise and Market Knowledge; GWP > $2bn (Intelligent Insurer North America Awards)

2015 Reinsurance Company of the Year (Reactions London Market Awards)

2015 Ulrich Wallin "Reinsurance CEO of the Year" (Reactions London Market Awards)

2015 Best Reinsurer in Colombia (Reactions)

2014 Middle East Award: Best Reinsurer for Client Service (Intelligent Insurer)

2014 Best Argentina Reinsurer (Reactions Latin America Awards)

2014 Best Reinsurer in the rest of South America incl. Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Uruguay and Paraguay (Reactions Latin America Awards)

2014 Hannover ReTakaful "Best International ReTakaful Operator of the Year, ReTakaful CEO of the Year: Mahomed Akoob (International 
Takaful Summit)

2013 Ulrich Wallin "CEO of the Year" (Obermatt/Zurich)

2013 Ulrich Wallin "Outstanding Contributor of the year - Risk" (Insurance Insider)

2012 Reinsurance Company of the Year (Insurance Day

2012 London Market Award: Reinsurance Company Team of the Year Casualty and Aviation (Reactions)

Pricing

The foundation of our company’s success lies in Hannover Re being 
perceived by its clients as a sought-after business partner. If we are to 
be considered the best option, Hannover Re must offer prices 

commensurate with the risks, adequate capacities and a reliable value 
proposition. As a business-to-business service provider, the fair design 
of our products – i.e. of contracts with primary insurers – is an 
essential prerequisite for our business. Hannover Re expects integrity 
from all its employees at all times in dealings with clients; this is 
stipulated in our Code of Conduct, which is applicable worldwide.

More information on the topic at

Website: Sustainability Strategy

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=22&letterShow=D
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy


Employees

Hannover Re is "somewhat different" in many respects. Our business in
volves a complex interplay between numerous different areas. That is why 
people from more than 40 nations and a diverse range of specialist disci
plines work for our company: mathematicians, economists, business experts, 
legal practitioners, engineers, medical professionals, meteorologists, physi
cists, etc. The uncomplicated dialogue between colleagues and supervisors 
and streamlined access to decision makers are a top priority for us. Feedback 
is given quickly and directly. After all, despite state-of-the-art communication 
technologies practice shows us that short hierarchical channels are espe
cially conducive to the successful transfer of knowledge.
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Employees
Our employees are one of our company's most important success fac

tors. Employing successful staff on a long-term basis is one of the ten 

key points of our Group Strategy. With this in mind, we systematically 

support the professional growth, personal development and health-re

lated well-being of our employees and enshrine this approach in the 

strategic principles governing our human resources management.

In the context of our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017 we have de

fined concrete measures for employee development and employee ad

vancement, which we are acting on purposefully and continuously ex

panding.

As a central interface function, Hannover Re's human resources man

agement is steered worldwide from Home Office in Hannover. The 

Chief Executive Officer of Hannover Re, within whose scope of respon

sibility human resources falls, is responsible for ensuring that the 

measures defined in the Sustainability Strategy are realised.

In 2015, in keeping with the goals of our Sustainability Strategy 

2015-2017, Hannover Re further expanded its measures in the field of 

employee development and employee advancement. Thanks to our 

new learning management system, our staff are also able to view and 

book many training opportunities online and they can access blended 

learning offerings through the system. Hannover Re safeguards the 

preservation of company-specific know-how among our managers 

through an established succession management process conducted 

every two years.

When it comes to preserving the well-being of our staff, we are contin

uing our commitment to health management with a focus on the pre

vention of disease.

For the first time in 2015 we evaluated the satisfaction of our staff in 

an international, Group-wide survey and we are delighted to see a very 

good overall level of satisfaction in the workforce. We are cultivating 

the positive working environment and the motivation of our employees 

through further measures geared to promoting a work-life balance. 

Our performance-based remuneration and extensive fringe benefits, 

combined with opportunities for part-time employment and tele-work

ing, are conducive to a low staff turnover rate compared to the indus

try average.

One of the cornerstones of our successful business activities, along 

with our employees' skills and commitment, is the considerable de

gree of diversity in the workforce – since this is vital to safeguarding 

our high global quality standard. By expanding our mentoring pro

gramme we help women at our company to reflect on their profes

sional development so far and take active steps to shape their future 

career path. Our range of seminars serves to develop all the 

company's employees and is designed to encourage a positive attitude 

towards life-long learning, even among our more seasoned staff.

For Hannover Re it goes without saying that in all the countries where 

we operate it is imperative to respect and observe the respective laws 

and regulations as the legal foundation of our business activities. 

There are also recommendations and standards handed down by na

tional and international organisations. Hannover Re endorses the re

quirements contained in these conventions and recommendations and 

expects its employees, suppliers and business partners worldwide to 

observe them in their actions.

The co-determination of our staff is enshrined in their right to have a 

say through the Group-wide and/or local Employee Council. In addi

tion, the three employee representatives on the Supervisory Board of 

Hannover Re ensure the participation of our staff in this oversight 

body.

When it comes to the formulation of employee rights, it is the applica

ble laws in the various countries that are determinative for Hannover 

Re. Along with these national statutory regulations, we are guided by 

the standards of the International Labour Organization (ILO), espe

cially in relation to the issues of eliminating child and forced labour. 

Further human rights issues such as equal treatment and discrimina

tion or the right to protection of personal data are governed by the 

Code of Conduct and our information security and data privacy poli

cies, which are applicable to all employees of the Hannover Re Group.

More information on the topic at

Website: Sustainability Strategy

Website: Code of Conduct

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=79&letterShow=R
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.hannover-re.com/50943/code-of-conduct.pdf
https://www.hannover-re.com/50943/code-of-conduct.pdf
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Key figures
Hannover Re employed a Group-wide workforce of 2,568 in the year 

under review. The number of employees was thus 1.3% higher than in 

the previous year. This increase derived primarily from new staff taken 

on in Germany. The relocation of the registered office of International 

Insurance Company of Hannover SE from the United Kingdom to Ger

many also contributed to the rise in the number of employees at the 

Hannover location (3.7%). In addition, our workforce in Asia contin

ued to grow in 2015 by a further 10.1%.

Breakdown of the workforce by region, gender, employment type and employment contract in 2014 and 2015

  2015 2014

Group-wide    

Total workforce 2,568 2,534

Thereof men 1,313 1,303

Thereof women 1,255 1,231

Full-time positions 2,161 2,167

Thereof women 1,027 1,033

Thereof men 1,134 1,134

Part-time positions 316 301

Thereof women 286 269

Thereof men 30 32

Permanent positions 2,420 2,385

Thereof women 1,229 1,214

Thereof men 1,191 1,171

Temporary positions 148 149

Thereof women 84 89

Thereof men 64 60

Hannover Home Office    

Workforce 1,337 1,289

Thereof women 706 687

Thereof men 631 602

Trainees 18 20
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Number of employees by region and gender in 2014 and 2015

2015 2014

Region Number of 
employees

Thereof 
men

Thereof 
women

Number of 
employees

Thereof 
men

Thereof 
women

Germany 1,337 631 706 1,289 602 687

Europe excl. Germany 371 180 191 407 207 200

USA 283 149 134 285 146 139

South Africa 156 68 88 164 71 93

Asia 219 126 93 199 114 85

Americas excl. USA 99 52 47 90 46 44

Australia 103 49 54 100 45 55

Total 2,568 1,255 1,313 2,534 1,231 1,303

Percentage breakdown of the workforce by region in 2014 and 
2015

The steady growth of Hannover Re in recent years has necessitated a 

continuous enlargement of the workforce. This sustainable expansion 

is constantly adjusted to the company's strategic parameters and fu

ture economic prospects so as to enable long-term decisions to be 

made when it comes to approving positions and recruiting new staff. 

In the year under review, therefore, as in the previous year, there were 

no significant job losses.
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Employee development and employee advancement
The development and advancement of our personnel in terms of their 

professional and personal growth and their health is closely linked to 

Hannover Re's business success. In our Sustainability Strategy 

2015-2017, which has been approved by the Executive Board, we 

therefore again set ourselves concrete goals and we are constantly 

working to accomplish them. In 2015, for example, we expanded the 

range of training opportunities and for the first time surveyed our em

ployees on an international and Group-wide scale about their satisfac

tion.

The focus of our (further) training activities in the year under review 

was on our experienced personnel. With this in mind, we are pressing 

ahead with our specialist training programmes and individual support

ing activities on a worldwide basis. Since 2015 we have simplified ac

cess to our range of further training options through a learning man

agement system, which is available online to the employees of the 

Group. Members of staff can use the system to view and book semi

nars. Hannover Re is increasingly offering blended learning opportuni

ties – a mixture of face-to-face events and online study – through the 

system.

In order to ensure the optimal personal advancement of our employ

ees we offer them annual performance reviews with their direct super

visor. In addition, with a view to consistently improving the quality of 

our leadership, we conduct a management appraisal every two years 

and organise suitable advanced training measures.

The preservation and transfer of knowledge within the company is 

safeguarded by a standardised process for succession planning. Every 

two years we hold discussions with the two highest levels of manage

ment to identify potential successors for all positions and we define in

dividual development measures.

In order to keep our staff healthy, we are maintaining our commitment 

to health management with a focus on the prevention of disease. Given 

that most of our staff work at a desk, good ergonomic working condi

tions, relief from eye and back strain and the ability to cope with 

stressful situations are particularly important.

More information on the topic at

Sustainability Strategy
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(Further) Training
Hannover Re offers its workforce a diverse programme of (further) 

training, both in-house and in cooperation with external suppliers. In 

our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017 we have set ourselves the goal 

of expanding our further training activities for specialist and executive 

personnel. We shall achieve this aim by, among other things, extend

ing the range of training offered to our seasoned employees.

Training

For a number of years now we have participated in the Fair Company 

initiative, a campaign supported by the publications Handelsblatt and 

Wirtschaftswoche for the fair employment of interns. As a "fair com

pany", Hannover Re undertakes to comply with various fundamental 

principles, including for example not filling full-time positions with in

terns, volunteers, student employees or long-term temporary workers.

As an avenue for obtaining vocational qualifications, Hannover Re of

fers up to six places each year to study for a Bachelor of Arts in busi

ness management with an insurance concentration as part of an inte

grated degree programme.

Hannover Re assists all new members of staff with their career start 

through special basic seminars. These help the employees to navigate 

their new scope of duties.

Further training

Our programme of further training, which is open to all Hannover Re 

employees, encompasses in particular offerings in the fields of infor

mation technology, reinsurance, social and methodological skills as 

well as language courses. These opportunities were again well re

ceived in 2015. On average, each employee of the Hannover Re Group 

participated in 4.4 days of further training.

As far as the systematic expansion of our human resources develop

ment activities is concerned, we are currently putting a clear emphasis 

on further training for our professionally seasoned staff. The most re

cent local employee survey carried out in Hannover had highlighted a 

concrete need in this regard, to which we are responding with the 

newly designed seminars "Primary insurance know-how for reinsurers" 

and "Mastering complexity: Making sound decisions in complex situa

tions". The courses launched in 2014 were successfully continued in 

2015; based on the positive feedback, they have undergone targeted 

enhancements and been included in the seminar programme on a per

manent basis. These systematic learning stimuli equip our experts 

even better to keep pace with changing (market) requirements and to 

continue to act with assurance in the face of growing complexity. By 

way of these opportunities we also foster what we consider to be an 

important propensity towards life-long learning.

In the year under review we successfully launched our new learning 

management system HannoverReAcademy. This makes it possible to 

view and book all in-house training offerings from the areas of human 

resources and IT. HannoverReAcademy also serves as the platform for 

delivery of our e-learning programmes. For some years now we have 

successfully provided these in a so-called blended learning format, i.e. 

a combination of online study and face-to-face events, which is used 

inter alia for the international basic training of our new staff members. 

Administrative processes have also been simplified by the roll-out of 

HannoverReAcademy. For example, the system automatically books a 

package of suitable entry-level seminars for every new member of 

staff. This can be done on a worldwide basis because our international 

entities also have access to the HannoverReAcademy. We are thereby 

able to assure the consistently high standard of training received by 

our workforce.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
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Employee advancement
All members of staff of Hannover Re have the opportunity to take part 

in an annual performance review with their direct supervisor. During 

this review the employee's performance is evaluated according to 

company-specific criteria, and issues relating to cooperation and the 

scope of tasks as well as the goals and professional development of 

the individual employee are explored at length. Participation in this 

discussion is optional for the member of staff, although Hannover Re 

recommends an annual cycle of performance reviews. The implemen

tation Rate for performance reviews at the Hannover location was 

94% in 2015.

With a view to maintaining and improving Hannover Re's good culture 

of Leadership and communication, arrangements have been made to 

give all executives feedback on their performance as managers. This 

so-called management feedback enables employees to give their su

pervisor feedback on his or her leadership behaviour as they experi

ence it every two years in a semi-anonymous process (anonymous 

questionnaire and subsequent discussion within the team). In addition, 

managers are in turn evaluated by their direct supervisor in relation to 

their leadership performance. Appropriate supportive measures are 

agreed with the manager following completion of the management 

feedback process. The implementation rate for management feedback 

with respect to the participation of eligible managers at the Hannover 

location stood at 100% in 2014.

Management feedback was put on hold in 2015 owing to the overlap 

with issues relating to the international employee survey. Hannover Re 

offers all (new) managers not only the opportunity to attend a range of 

leadership seminars but also individual coaching support.

Succession planning
Succession planning is an important topic for Hannover Re with a view 

to the preservation and transfer of knowledge.

In a standardised process that we conduct every other year at the Han

nover location, all positions from Management Level 3 (General Man

ager/Director) upwards are analysed for the company's Home Office 

and for selected international entities. This analysis process is sup

ported by the Human Resources Management department in Han

nover.

In the context of talks with all Managing Directors in Hannover we 

first identify potential successors for every position on the General 

Manager level. Furthermore, each possible successor is evaluated in 

terms of their abilities and potentials and any required (development) 

measures are discussed. The evaluation is based on the following cri

teria: specialist expertise, methodological skills, leadership ability and 

an assessment of the potential for the envisaged management level. 

Furthermore, we also discuss other high potentials and mission-criti

cal individuals and positions.

The summary findings on possible successors for the General Man

ager positions are subsequently discussed and expanded upon on the 

level of the Board members responsible for the areas in question. In 

the same way and on the basis of the same criteria, the Board mem

bers with area responsibility also identify possible successors for the 

Managing Director positions.

The results of the succession planning, including additional comments 

by Human Resources Management, are then discussed by the full Ex

ecutive Board at its annual retreat.

The quota of women set by the Executive Board for the first and sec

ond level of management at 16.8 % by the year 2017 was already very 

nearly accomplished in 2015 at 15.1%. Managers play a pivotal role in 

any possible increase in this quota. It is incumbent upon them to en

courage leveraging of their female employees" potential more system

atically in day-to-day business and to give deliberate consideration to 

their female staff members when it comes to filling higher-level posi

tions.
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Health and wellness
The health of our staff is an essential prerequisite for the sustainable 

development of Hannover Re's business and for safeguarding our high 

quality standard. Bearing in mind that most work is done at a desk, 

good ergonomic working conditions, relief from eye and back strain 

and stress management are vital to Hannover Re's employees. To this 

end, we have put in place a range of measures as part of our company 

health management programme. The focus is therefore on the preven

tion of disease, e.g. through medical check-ups by the company physi

cian, workplace inspections, advice and treatment relating to matters 

of general medicine as well as vaccinations and vaccination advice. 

We coordinate our health management activities through our company 

physicians and in the form of extensive wellness programmes and 

sports opportunities.

In our Sustainability Strategy adopted by the Executive Board in 2015, 

we also set ourselves the goal of preserving and as necessary restoring 

the performance capability of our employees. This is something that 

we intend to accomplish through, among other things, the continua

tion and enhancement of our existing wellness programmes and pre

ventive medical check-ups. In 2015 corresponding working groups be

gan their work, defined measures and prepared them for realisation in 

2016. In August 2016, for example, the first Wellness Day was held at 

the Hannover location.

We offer our staff at Home Office in Hannover a broad range of fitness 

opportunities, for example through company sports groups dedicated 

to various types of sport as well as through cooperation arrangements 

with fitness studios. Courses in back training are offered on a regular 

basis. When it comes to individual workstations, Hannover Re is re

sponsible for providing the most ergonomic possible room layout, 

desks and chairs. Not only that, Hannover Re can organise a mobile 

massage service upon request and provides appropriate facilities at 

the Home Office location. Where required, Hannover Re pays the costs 

of special computer glasses.

A heavy workload can cause stress and then potentially lead to other 

medical issues. For several years now we have therefore offered semi

nars for staff and managers designed to help identify stress triggers, 

develop coping strategies and recommend tried and tested stress 

management methods. Offered under the name 

"Gesund.Stabil.Leben" ("Healthy.Stable.Living"), the emphasis is on 

prevention and a holistic understanding of well-being, thereby ensur

ing that challenges do not give rise to undue stress.

In the year under review Hannover Re updated the further training 

available in relation to health and the preservation of performance ca

pability and the support provided to our staff in the late phase of their 

working life. For this purpose we launched a seminar that imparts 

know-how to our employees on the correlations between the work

place and wellness and promotes awareness of resilience factors. The 

participants learn about their own individual resources that support 

them in a healthy lifestyle and in the preservation of their long-term 

ability to perform.

As part of our Sustainability Strategy we decided to set up a coun

selling service to assist with personal or professional crises. Going for

ward, this "Employee Assistance Programme" is intended to help staff 

at Hannover Home Office deal with particularly challenging situations 

in life. In 2015 various potential providers were invited to present their 

concepts for review. The programme was rolled out in mid-2016.

The risk of physical impairment to our employees, i.e. of occupational 

injuries or fatalities, is comparatively slight owing to our business op

erations as a financial services provider. Employees of Hannover Re in 

Germany reported altogether 24 accidents while at work or commut

ing in 2015. The total number of employee days lost was 12,452. The 

rate of absenteeism due to illness was slightly higher in Germany in 

2015 than in the previous year at 3.8% (previous year: 3.6%). No 

work-related fatalities were recorded among the workforce at any 

Group company.

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=39&letterShow=I
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Employee retention
The retention of our staff, i.e. ensuring that dedicated and motivated 

knowledge carriers stay with the company, is a crucial factor in Han

nover Re's success. Hannover Re again took numerous steps in the 

year under review in order to preserve our relatively low staff turnover 

rate by industry standards.

Through individual part-time models and opportunities for tele-work

ing we help our staff combine family and career. At the Hannover loca

tion we have set up a daycare facility for infants up to the age of 3.

With a view to assessing the satisfaction of its worldwide workforce, 

Hannover Re carried out a Group-wide employee survey for the first 

time in the year under review. In so doing, we achieved one of the 

goals of our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017. What is more, we are 

gratified by the favourable outcome reflected in the high level of over

all satisfaction reported by our staff.

With a view to assessing the satisfaction of its worldwide workforce, 

Hannover Re carried out a Group-wide employee survey for the first 

time in the year under review. In so doing, we achieved one of the 

goals of our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017. What is more, we are 

gratified by the favourable outcome reflected in the high level of over

all satisfaction reported by our staff.

More information on the topic at

Work-life Balance
Hannover Re would like to enable its employees to strike a balance be

tween their professional challenges and private life and has enshrined 

therefore the promotion of a healthy work-life balance in its Sustain

ability Strategy 2015-2017.

The company offers part-time and teleworking models that can be in

dividually structured and flexible working-time arrangements without 

core hours. In addition, Hannover Re's Human Resources Manage

ment division advises employees who are interested in the opportuni

ties for greater employment flexibility. This flexibility at the workplace 

can make it easier to organise everyday life in phases such as starting 

a family or preparing for the end of one's professional career, e.g. 

through partial retirement arrangements. At the Hannover location 

there are 267 different, highly customised part-time models. In addi

tion, 377 employees have a teleworking position. A variety of part-time 

working models are also offered at our locations abroad, and telework

ing opportunities are available.

Hannover Re attaches special importance to a family-friendly ap

proach. Among other measures, we operate our own company daycare 

centre at the Home Office location, offering altogether 30 places for 

all-day care of infants (up to the age of three). As part of our Sustain

ability Strategy 2015-2017 we are reviewing the need to expand the 

range of care made available to employees' children at the kinder

garten. No additional kindergarten places were required in 2015

With a view to helping employees on parental leave facilitating their 

re-entry, Hannover Re welcomes efforts by departments to actively 

maintain contacts with their staff members, e.g. by inviting them to 

important in-house meetings. On a Group-wide basis, 168 employees 

of Hannover Re were on parental leave in the year under review, 

thereof 44 men and 124 women. 37 employees returned to work from 

their parental leave in 2015, thereof 14 men and 23 women. 32 em

ployees who returned from parental leave in 2014 were still with Han

nover Re twelve months later (14 men, 18 women).

Sustainability Strategy
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Employee satisfaction
For Hannover Re, the most important part of being an attractive em

ployer is the satisfaction of its employees. We take regular feedback 

from our staff very seriously and we use their evaluations and concrete 

suggestions as a basis for continuous improvement.

For many years now we have obtained a reliable picture of our em

ployees' satisfaction through the survey of our workforce carried out 

at the Hannover location. In keeping with the goals of our Sustainabil

ity Strategy 2015-2017, we rolled out a survey of employee satisfaction 

internationally and Group-wide with the support of an external opinion 

research and management consulting firm. We achieved solid partici

pation of 70% in this survey, which was carried out in the autumn of 

2015.

A very high degree of overall satisfaction among our staff can be iden

tified as a central finding. This is true both of the average evaluation 

across all questions and for virtually all individual questions. The con

siderable motivation and dedication expressed by our staff is espe

cially gratifying. As far as potential scope for improvement is con

cerned, they identified a more broad-based system of remuneration 

and further optimisation of the support provided for their ongoing in

dividual training. On the basis of these insights we shall evaluate the 

findings in detail in 2016 and initiate measures. The goals will be to 

leverage higher-order potential scope for improvement and to support 

the individual units as they explore the findings of relevance to them 

and identify specific measures.

The turnover ratio at Home Office in Hannover of 2.5% (1.5%) was 

higher than the level of the previous year, but still well below the aver

age level expected for the industry as a whole (4.6%). The rate of per

sons leaving corresponds to the staff turnover ratio, since it refers to 

the number of employees at year-end (which already includes the new 

appointments). The trend can be understood through the comparison 

with the number of persons joining the company. The average length 

of service to the company at the Hannover location stood at 10.5 years 

in 2015.

Staff turnover by region in 2014 and 2015

  2015   2014   

Rate of persons 
joining

Rate of persons 
leaving

Rate of persons 
joining

Rate of persons 
leaving

Region Number in % Number in % Number in % Number in %

Germany 94 7.0 33 2.5 108 8.4 27 2.1

Europe excl. Germany 50 12.8 59 15.1 60 15.3 77 19.6

USA 23 8.1 24 8.5 24 8.5 17 6.0

South Africa 20 12.2 24 14.6 22 13.4 14 8.5

Asia 25 15.4 18 11.1 37 22.8 20 12.3

Americas excl. USA 14 19.4 6 8.3 11 15.3 6 8.3

Australia 9 12.0 12 16.0 24 32.0 8 10.7

Staff turnover by gender in 2014 and 2015

2015 2014

Rate of persons joining Rate of persons leaving Rate of persons 
joining

Rate of persons leaving

Gender Number in % Number in % Number in % Number in %

Men 121 9.6 85 6.8 130 10.6 72 5.8

Women 114 8.7 91 6.9 156 12.0 97 7.4

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=79&letterShow=R
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Staff turnover by age group in 2014 and 2015

2015 2014

Rate of persons 
joining

Rate of persons 
leaving

Rate of persons 
joining

Rate of persons 
leaving

Age group Number in % Number in % Number in % Number in %

Up to age 29 105 33.5 26 8.3 108 34.5 27 8.6

Ages 30 to 49 107 7.1 97 6.5 155 10.3 91 6.1

Age 50 and over 23 4.6 53 10.6 23 4.6 51 10.2

Remuneration and fringe benefits
Hannover Re pays its employees according to their skills and qualifica

tions, their specific tasks and their performance. At the same time, 

employees in Germany benefit from the security and advantages of the 

collective agreement for the private insurance industry. 93% of Han

nover Re employees at the Hannover location are covered by the col

lective bargaining agreement. The remaining 7% can be attributed to 

some non-collective agreements with managers. Group-wide, 100% of 

employees in Brazil, Italy, France, Sweden and Spain are covered by 

collective bargaining agreements.

Our Code of Conduct, which is applicable worldwide, specifies that no

body may be disadvantaged on the basis of gender. Salary increases 

and promotions follow a clearly defined process. The individual pro

motion grades are subject to transparent criteria published in the 

company's in-house intranet, which are also purely skills-based.

Throughout the entire Hannover Re Group employees are selected 

without regard to their local origin. Rather, in order to fulfil the exact

ing quality standards of our complex reinsurance services, it is neces

sary to have a diverse range of experts from various disciplines and 

with a variety of cultural backgrounds working for Hannover Re. Indi

viduals from altogether 39 nations work at the Hannover location, for 

example.

Hannover Re's expenditures for social security contributions and as

sistance amounted to altogether EUR 53.3 million in the year under 

review. Supplementary to individual and statutory retirement provi

sion, every employee in Germany is entitled to inclusion in Hannover 

Re's employer-funded retirement provision models. The amount of the 

funding contributions is determined by the individual salary levels and 

calculated according to the pay scale groups under the collective 

agreement.

Employees can accumulate further employee-funded occupational re

tirement provision by way of deferred compensation. In this case Han

nover Re pays the contributions from the employee's gross salary into 

the pension fund.

Furthermore, we offer our employees a number of additional voluntary 

benefits. All members of Hannover Re's staff are granted the same 

benefits in proportion to their working hours.

Performance appraisal targets are agreed for all managers in the con

text of our management system Performance Excellence 2.0. These 

are reflected not only in profit-oriented indicators but also in non-fi

nancial variables derived from the strategic parameters.

More information on the topic at

Remuneration and performance review
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Fostering of diversity
The diversity of our workforce is one of the cornerstones of our com

mercial success. For it is the case that different attributes such as age, 

gender, religion or origin help us to reflect within our own company 

the diverse business environment in which Hannover Re operates. We 

have therefore made the continued cultivation of diversity a goal of 

our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017. Hannover Re has been quick to 

tackle the challenges of an ageing workforce. In the context of our 

generation management, for example, we have put in place measures 

to promote cooperation between new and seasoned members of staff. 

We also offer our older members of staff courses designed to prepare 

them for retirement.

In the year under review we again systematically pursued our goals for 

fostering diversity and we successfully continued the mentoring pro

gramme for women. Over the medium term we are seeking in this way 

to increase the proportion of women in management positions.

In the year under review we again systematically pursued our goals for 

fostering diversity and we successfully continued the mentoring pro

gramme for women. Over the medium term we are seeking in this way 

to increase the proportion of women in management positions.

More information on the topic at

Generation management
Hannover Re has been quick to respond to the challenges of shifting 

demographics. By offering a suitable range of seminars for our older 

members of staff, we support their performance capability with an eye 

to specialist, personal and health considerations. A new seminar enti

tled "Purposeful steps for easing into retirement", for example, helps 

older personnel to tackle their final years with the company actively 

and prepare for the pension phase some years prior to actually stop

ping work. We are also taking various steps to counter the change in 

the age structure of our workforce by improving cooperation between 

new recruits and long-standing employees. In the past, work in mixed 

groups has proven especially helpful and promising for the company.

The age structure of our Group's workforce in 2015 again reveals a 

balanced picture: 13.3% of our employees are under 30, 62.2% are 

aged between 30 and 50 and 24.5% are over 50. A comparison of the 

age structure over the years, however, shows a trend in line with the 

shift in demographics. The proportion of employees aged 

"50 and over" rose steadily by 3.5 percentage points in the period 

from 2011 to 2015.

Age structure of the workforce in 2014 and 2015

More information on the topic at

(Further) Training

Website: Career

13.3%

63.2%

24.5%

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

(Further) Training

https://www.hannover-re.com/115640/career
https://www.hannover-re.com/115640/career
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Diversity management
Hannover Re benefits in large measure from the abilities and know-

how of its employees, whether they be female or male, older or 

younger, and from the various nationalities within the Group's work

force. With this in mind, we enshrined the fostering of this diversity in 

our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017.

Going forward, we intend to raise diversity awareness among our 

managers through training activities. In addition, we are aiming to in

crease the proportion of women in management positions and we are 

pressing ahead with the mentoring programme for women as part of 

our sustainability activities.

Our Code of Conduct, which is applicable worldwide, stipulates that 

nobody may be disadvantaged on account of their gender. The remu

neration of our employees, for example, is based exclusively on their 

skills and qualifications and is therefore independent of gender, age or 

origin. As part of our compliance structures it is possible to report any 

instance of misconduct through a whistleblower system. However, no 

cases of discrimination arose at Hannover Re in either the year under 

review or prior years.

The proportion of women and men in Hannover Re's total workforce is 

balanced. Yet women are under-represented in the company's higher 

hierarchical level compared to men. With a view to changing this and 

fostering the potential of all employees, both female and male, the Ex

ecutive Board decided in the 2012 financial year to press ahead with 

measures for the advancement of women. To this end, our existing 

personnel development tools were supplemented by a mentoring pro

gramme designed especially for women. This programme involves 

bringing female employees together with experienced senior man

agers for a period of 12 months to engage in a targeted, regular dia

logue. The mentees are encouraged to reflect on their professional de

velopment to date and to take steps to actively shape their future ca

reer. Yet for the managers too, who in some cases are members of the 

Executive Board, the role of mentor enables insights to be gained and 

leads to greater awareness of gender-related issues. The mentee-men

tor tandems have been very successful so far, prompting Hannover Re 

to plan a further increase in the number of such tandems. As a further 

step, we intend to promote awareness among our managers of "Gen

der-specific communication" by means of a seminar offering on this 

topic.

Diversity indicators

Hannover Re collects data Group-wide on the diversity of its workforce 

in relation to gender and age, and at Hannover Home Office addition

ally in relation to nationality. On ethical grounds and in part due to 

statutory regulations, we do not publish any data on other categories 

such as religious belief or disability.

At Hannover Home Office alone, the 1,337 members of staff come 

from 39 different nations and thus reflect the international dimension 

of our business operations. Two different nationalities are represented 

on the seven-person Executive Board of Hannover Re.

Breakdown of employees by country in 2014 and 2015

2015 2014

Germany 1,337 1,298

USA 283 285

UK 156 200

South Africa 156 164

Australia 103 100

Sweden 92 89

Ireland 51 48

Other 390 359

Total 2,568 2,534

Of the 94 managers working in Germany, 15 are women, or 16.0%. 

Group-wide, the gender balance of the 2,568-strong workforce is bal

anced at 48.9% male and 51.1% female. For the German companies, 

we have targeted an overall ratio of 16.8% for women in the two lev

els of senior management directly below the Executive Board by 30 

June 2017. With the proportion of women standing at 15.1% in 2015, 

we are well on track to achieving this goal.
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Breakdown into male and female employees in 2014 and 2015

In Hannover Re's personnel statistics a distinction is made between 

three hierarchical levels: Group Executive, Senior Management and 

other employees. Of the altogether 2,568 employees Group-wide, 160 

(6.2%) belong to the category of Group Executive, 531 (20.7%) to the 

category of Senior Management and 1,877 (73.1%) to the category of 

other employees.

Details of the breakdown of the various employee categories are pro

vided in the tables below.

Breakdown of employees by gender

2015 2014

Gender Number in % Gender in %

Group Executive Men 136 5.3 136 5.4

Women 24 0.9 23 0.9

Senior Management Men 355 13.8 339 13.4

Women 176 6.9 166 6.6

Other employees Men 764 29.8 756 29.8

Women 1,113 43.3 1,114 44.0

Breakdown of employees by age group

2015 2014

Age group Number in % Number in %

Group Executive Up to age 29 0 0.0 0 0,0

Ages 30 to 49 77 3.0 87 3.4

Aged 50 or over 83 3.2 72 2.8

Senior Management Up to age 29 2 0.1 1 0,0

Ages 30 to 49 352 13.7 338 13.3

Aged 50 or over 177 6.9 166 6.6

Other employees Up to age 29 339 13.2 330 13,0

Ages 30 to 49 1,168 45.5 1,187 46.8

Aged 50 or over 370 14.4 353 13.9

Men: 49.6% (2014: 48,6 %)

Women: 51.1% (2014: 51,4 %)
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Recruitmant of junior staff
As an internationally growing company, Hannover Re attaches consid

erable importance to attracting junior staff. We therefore further 

stepped up our successful recruitment activities in the year under re

view.

In recent years we have already been successful in recruiting new em

ployees who live up to our quality requirements in a timely manner. If 

we are to maintain this high level, it is vital to remain prominent and 

attractive as an employer and to know the expectations of candidates 

on the job market. As a first step, we revamped the career pages of 

our website in cooperation with other units that are active in our 

company's external presence. We put special emphasis on intensifying 

the targeted cultivation of those applicant groups that are of primary 

relevance to our company with the aid of short informational films. 

The centrepiece here is a personnel marketing video that highlights 

particularly important considerations for our target candidate groups, 

namely the challenging content of the work, collegial cooperation and 

an international atmosphere. This image video is flanked by four testi

monial films in which members of staff describe their tasks and the as

sociated appeal from their own personal perspective.

A target group analysis carried out at the end of 2015 will also enable 

Hannover Re to better calibrate its personnel marketing measures. 

The analysis of targeted and recruited employees revealed that to date 

we have had a considerable need for university graduates in mathe

matics and economics disciplines; this is, however, accompanied by 

an increasingly large proportion of candidates with career experience. 

The marketing mix for the target group of graduates encompasses var

ious measures designed to cement and enhance the profile and appeal 

of Hannover Re as an employer, inter alia by building and cultivating 

contacts with universities, attending job fairs, offering to arrange field 

trips, publishing activity reports in print journals and online, deliver

ing training in how to apply for a position etc. These measures are 

constantly reviewed with an eye to their efficiency and adjusted as 

necessary. Marketing measures aimed at the group of "Young Profes

sionals/Professionals" must be designed differently because this target 

group's media usage habits and its expectations of an employer are 

not the same as those of graduates. Planning and implementation with 

these considerations in mind forms an integral part of the overhaul of 

our employer profile for 2016/2017.

More information on the topic at

Co-Determination
The participation of employees in decision-making processes within 

the company is safeguarded by their right to have a say through the 

SE Employee Council, the joint German Employee Council of Han

nover Re and E+S Rück and by the three employee representatives on 

the Supervisory Board elected by this joint Employee Council. The em

ployee-employer relationship is governed by the Co-Determination 

Act, our Articles of Association and the Agreements with the Employee 

Council.

Employees of Hannover Re are informed Group-wide without delay of 

significant operational changes. The Supervisory Board must be ap

prised immediately of matters that can have a material influence on 

the position of Hannover Re. No precise notice period has been set for 

this purpose. In the context of their right to information, the Employee 

Council for Hannover Home Office and the SE Employee Council of 

Hannover Rück SE also duly receive all relevant information so as to 

be able to influence operational changes.

In 2015, no instances are known of business operations at Hannover 

Re that could impede the rights to freedom of association or collective 

bargaining.

More information on the topic at

Website: Career

Management structure

https://www.hannover-re.com/115640/career
https://www.hannover-re.com/115640/career


Environment and Society

Supporting contemporary art has traditionally been a cause for Hannover Re. 
In 1991, to mark the company,'s 25th anniversary, Hannover Re set up a 
foundation to benefit the Sprengel Museum in Hannover. The foundation's 
mission is to support art in Hannover through the acquisition of contempo
rary paintings and sculptures which are loaned to the Sprengel Museum. In 
2014 the Hannover Re Foundation acquired the sculpture "Another Twister" 
by the American artist Alice Aycock, which was installed in front of the 
Sprengel Museum to mark the opening of the new museum extension in 
September 2015.
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Environment and Society
Reflecting our holistic approach to sustainability, we also take respon

sibility for issues relating to the environment and society that are less 

relevant to our company as an international reinsurer. On the basis of 

sustainability criteria, therefore, we integrated concrete measures for 

environmental conservation, social engagement and the selection of 

our suppliers into our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017.

Hannover Re's environmental management system was successfully 

recertified in the year under review in accordance with the interna

tional standard DIN EN ISO 14001. We are planning to change over to 

environmental assessment according to the more extensive EMAS re

quirements – including an appropriate validation – for the current 

2016 financial year.

In the year under review we continued to pursue steps to cut our en

ergy consumption, which we were thus able to further reduce year-on-

year. We achieved the goal defined in our Sustainability Strategy 

2015-2017 of operating the Hannover location on a CO2-neutral basis 

by the end of 2015 to a level of 97%. The 3% still to be offset results 

mainly from the use of district heating and to a modest extent from pa

per consumption. This was made possible by, among other things, a 

switch to renewable energy sources in 2012 and the offsetting of 

greenhouse gas emissions caused by air travel. We regularly monitor 

the use of resources – primarily water and paper – at the Hannover lo

cation and we are consistently cutting back on our consumption. We 

manage waste according to the types and quantities produced. We ac

tively support the work of local and international initiatives on environ

mental protection.

When it comes to procurement, Hannover Re pays close attention to 

compliance with environmental and social standards on the part of its 

suppliers. We require all new and existing core suppliers to sign our 

Code of Conduct for Suppliers. Based on self-reporting, we also evalu

ate them according to sustainability criteria.

As an international reinsurer, Hannover Re is also aware of its respon

sibility to society. Thus, for example, we support universities as well as 

educational and research projects with a bearing on reinsurance busi

ness. For many years we have also lent our support to art, culture and 

music in Hannover. We encourage our employees to get involved in 

numerous projects around the world and we back international 

projects within the framework of our Donations Guideline.

More information on the topic at

Social Commitment

Website: EMAS

Website: Code of Conduct for suppliers

Website: Sustainability Strategy

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://www.emas.de/meta/english-summary/
http://www.emas.de/meta/english-summary/
https://www.hannover-re.com/173298/human-rights-and-supply-chain
https://www.hannover-re.com/173298/human-rights-and-supply-chain
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
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Operational enviromental protection
The environmental impacts of Hannover Re's business operations are 

comparatively slight. We nevertheless take our responsibility for the 

environment very seriously and we define concrete environmental tar

gets and measures in our Sustainability Strategy 2015-2017, which 

was approved by the Executive Board. With the implementation of our 

environmental management system, which was certified according to 

DIN EN ISO 14001 in 2012, we put in place standard processes for 

dealing with environmental protection and we specified concrete mea

sures in our environmental programme. The recertification of our en

vironmental management system passed off successfully in November 

2015. Going forward, we intend to meet the requirement to conduct 

an energy audit by the yearly publication of an EMAS III accordant en

vironmental statement.

The focus of our efforts to conserve the environment is on reducing 

CO2 emissions associated with the supply of electricity and heating to 

our premises as well as those caused by our business travel. We 

achieved our goal of operating on a CO2-neutral basis at our Hannover 

location by 2015 to a level of 97% in the year under review. The 

changeover to renewable energy as well as the offsetting of green

house gas emissions resulting from our air travel through the climate 

protection organisation atmosfair were key factors in this achieve

ment. The 3% that has still to be offset derives primarily from the use 

of district heating and to a modest extent from paper consumption. 

Having already converted our power supply at the German location to 

renewables, we now want to extend this progressively to our interna

tional offices as well. In addition, we make every effort to ensure the 

economical and resource-saving use of materials and raw materials 

such as paper and water at our offices. We record central consumption 

and emissions data for our Home Office in Hannover.

Furthermore, Hannover Re dedicates itself to a number of environ

mental conservation projects, including for example the local initiative 

Climate Alliance Hannover and the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), 

the international transparency initiative on emissions data.

More information on the topic at

Legal framework

Website: EMAS

Website: Sustainability Strategy

Website: CDP

http://www.emas.de/meta/english-summary/
http://www.emas.de/meta/english-summary/
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.cdp.net/en/info/about-us
https://www.cdp.net/en/info/about-us
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Environmental management
We continuously review and reduce our impact on the environment 

through our environmental management system certified in accor

dance with DIN EN ISO 14001. Responsibility for the system rests with 

the full Executive Board of Hannover Re.

The targets and measures pursued in the context of our environmental 

management system form part of our sustainability strategy and are 

regularly updated. Under the current Sustainability Strategy 

2015-2017 we plan to establish an international network for sustain

ability issues and we intend to expand the collection of environmental 

data to international locations of the Group. Reporting directly to the 

Executive Board, the Environmental Management Officer is responsi

ble for continuous refinement of the environmental management sys

tem; he also coordinates and advises on compliance with all legal pro

visions in Germany relating to the environment and takes responsibil

ity for implementation of the annual audits that are obligatory under 

the management system.

In November 2015 our environmental management system was recer

tified according to DIN EN ISO 14001:2009. Our environmental certifi

cate is thus valid for another 3 years. In the course of the current fi

nancial year Hannover Re will convert its environmental management 

system to the revised standard DIN EN ISO 14001:2015. In addition, 

for the first time in 2016 we shall draw up an environmental statement 

as per the EMAS Directive and have it validated by an environmental 

expert. The mandatory energy audits required in Germany since April 

2015 will be covered by the validated EMAS environmental statement. 

The previously existing requirements under DIN EN ISO 14001 will 

also continue to be surveyed in full as part of the EMAS validation. 

Furthermore, EMAS is notable for, among other things, a systematic 

orientation towards continuous improvement of environmental perfor

mance, the use of consistent environmental indicators in relation to 

key environmental aspects as well as the verification of compliance 

with all legal requirements.

The standards set out in our environmental management manual and 

in the supplementary instructions are mandatory for all managers and 

staff. The relevant training documents on environmental conservation 

and the environmental management system form part of the basic 

training programme given to all employees by Hannover Re.

Expenditures on environmental protection

Costs of around EUR 15,000 were incurred in the reporting period for 

the recertification audit of our environmental management system, i.e. 

the legal check and the internal audit. There are also internal person

nel costs associated with ongoing implementation of the environmen

tal management system and a Group policy providing coverage for en

vironmental impairment liability and environmental damage.

The offsets paid to the climate protection organisation atmosfair for 

our calculated CO2 emissions by our air travel amounted to altogether 

EUR 211,707 in the year under review and were therefore a major 

component of our spending on environmental protection. Train travel 

did not have to be offset because the railway operator has switched to 

green power and hence no CO2 emissions are incurred.

Our total expenditures and investments for environmental protection 

measures can therefore be put at a good EUR 300,000 in 2015.

More information on the topic at

Legal framework

Website: EMAS

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=75&letterShow=P
http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=39&letterShow=I
http://www.emas.de/meta/english-summary/
http://www.emas.de/meta/english-summary/
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Energy consumption
We collect the data on Hannover Re's energy consumption at the Han

nover location broken down into electricity and district heating (both 

in kilowatt hours).

At the beginning of 2012 we switched our electricity supply to 100% 

renewables and have since used exclusively hydroelectric power from 

our external energy providers. Electricity consumption in the year un

der review stood at 8,868,345 kilowatt hours (this equates to roughly 

31,926 gigajoules) and thus decreased again. The drop in electricity 

consumption is due to operation of a photovoltaic system at the Han

nover location; all the power that is generated is fed directly into the 

in-house grid and therefore no longer needs to be purchased from ex

ternal energy providers. The altogether 652 solar modules were in

stalled in November 2013 on the roof of the office buildings in Han

nover. In the 2015 financial year 122,740 kilowatt hours of solar en

ergy were generated through operation of the system, roughly equiva

lent to the power consumption of 41 two-person households. This en

abled us to avoid around 72 tonnes of CO2 emissions.

Electricity consumption

Electricity consumption per employee was again lower than in the pre

vious year. This reduction was achieved through an improved IT struc

ture and more efficient devices. In November 2014 we replaced the 

existing department printers in Hannover with new state-of-the-art de

vices in the corridor areas. These new devices print more quickly, flex

ibly and reliably and also deliver lower paper consumption thanks to 

optimised print management. Printers used by individual offices and 

secretary's offices were reviewed and in some instanced eliminated. 

The total number of printers at the Hannover location was thereby re

duced in 2015 from 280 to 206.

Our district heating consumption decreased again in 2015 to 

2,746,698 kilowatt hours (this equates to roughly 9,888 gigajoules). 

The underlying data in the following chart have not been adjusted to 

allow for weather conditions, i.e. the actual energy consumption fig

ures are stated.

District heating consumption

Energy-saving measures

With a view to further cutting Hannover Re's energy consumption at 

its Hannover Home Office, we systematically pressed ahead with the 

already existing measures in the year under review and initiated some 

additional steps.

In recent years we have successively raised the temperature in our 

server rooms to 26 degrees. Conservative estimates indicate that in so 

doing we have reduced the electricity consumption needed to cool the 

server rooms by around 5%, or some 50,000 kilowatt hours, since 

2012.

In 2015 we began making initial plans to relocate our backup com

puter centre, which we currently operate ourselves. Hannover Re now 

intends to hand over operation of the existing backup computer centre 

to a professional data centre operator. The PUE (power usage effi

ciency) ratio for such "shared" data centres is significantly lower than 

can be achieved in a self-operated facility. The PUE metric denotes the 

ratio of the total amount of energy used by a computer data centre to 

the energy delivered to computing equipment and it thus determines 

the efficiency of the data centre's energy usage. This increased effi

ciency will result in a further considerable energy saving. The reloca

tion of the data centre is planned for 2016.

In addition, we intend to move forward with the expansion of an en

ergy-saving, intelligent LED lighting control system. The progressive 

changeover to this LED technology had already commenced in 2013, 

and the initiative was continued in light of economic considerations. 

When plans are being made for new or changed processes and 

projects, including for example new construction activities, we ensure 

that LED technology is installed and that sufficient consideration is 

given to environmental aspects in conformity with our environmental 

management system.
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The members of Hannover Re's workforce are also encouraged to 

make energy savings. All our employees at Hannover Home Office re

ceive annual training in efficient energy consumption and environ

mental protection at the workplace. Participation is compulsory for all 

members of staff.

Hannover Re makes increasing use of state-of-the-art communication 

capabilities and continues to expand them in order to conserve re

sources in its business activities. Our standard workstations have been 

made more energy-efficient and hence more environmentally friendly. 

Notebooks, PCs and workstation printers with high energy consump

tion and CO2 emissions were replaced with more modern energy-effi

cient devices. Following the roll-out of a new unified communication 

platform it is now possible to hold web conferences at all workstations 

so as to give further impetus to the reduction of business travel within 

the Group. The IT project to restructure and optimise PC workstations 

("Next Generation Workplace") has thus been completed.

In order to ensure that not only small but also larger meetings involv

ing several participants per location can be held in the form of a web-

based conference, web conference rooms have been set up; along with 

a camera and video technology, these are also equipped with remote 

white boards, thereby making it possible to share sketches and draw

ings made at the meeting across all locations. This tool better repli

cates the feeling of a face-to-face meeting with the aim of further re

ducing business travel.

Our staff are encouraged to use public transport or cycle on their daily 

commute to work. In order to better combine their career and family 

life 28% of the workforce employed in Germany already makes use of 

the option of teleworking from home.
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Emissions
Hannover Re's CO2 emissions in Hannover in the year under review 

amounted to 8,581 tonnes, an increase of 10.0% year-on-year. The 

measured emissions are indirect CO2 emissions attributable to the 

purchase of energy or business trips. The calculation is based on the 

consumption figures for electricity, district heating and paper as well 

as our business travel.

The rise in our CO2 emissions in the year under review is due to the 

increased number of business trips associated in some instances with 

the cultivation of closer customer contacts. Such trips often cannot be 

replaced with videoconferences and are therefore subject to consider

able fluctuations. Since 2012, however, videoconferences have largely 

replaced travel motivated by internal reasons, i.e. between different 

Hannover Re locations.

CO2 emissions

Business travel accounts for around 96.8% of our total emissions. 

Since 2007 we have therefore worked together with the climate pro

tection organisation atmosfair to calculate, control and compensate 

them. The CO2 emissions caused by business travel rose sharply in the 

year under review to 8,306 tonnes.

CO2 emissions in 2015 according to causation

The greenhouse gas emissions resulting from business travel are 

caused almost entirely by air travel.

CO2 emissions from business travel by means of transport
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CO2 emissions from business travel

Measures to reduce CO2 emissions

We achieved our goal of operating the Hannover location on a CO2-

neutral basis by 2015 to a level of 97% in the 2015 financial year. 

Since 2012 we have obtained our electricity from renewable sources 

and we are planning the progressive roll-out of this measure world

wide. Furthermore, the photovoltaic facility installed on the roof of the 

Home Office building in Hannover in November 2013 enables us to 

avoid some 130 tonnes of CO2 emissions annually. Since 2008 we 

have offset the CO2 pollution associated with our air travel by making 

voluntary compensatory payments to the climate protection organisa

tion atmosfair.

Paper-intensive publications such as our Group Annual Report, quar

terly reports and documents for the Annual General Meeting are 

printed on a carbon-neutral basis. Publications such as this GRI Re

port, for example, are made available to our stakeholders only in pa

perless form as an HTML version. We have committed ourselves to 

this approach in our internal Corporate Design Manual.

In addition, we reduce, where possible, our CO2 emissions by replac

ing business travel with video conferences. In 2015 around 2,235 

video conferences were held with two or more participating locations. 

The calculated savings in CO2 emissions through video conferences 

are estimated. Assuming that, apart from the host, one person would 

have flown for each participating location, the 2,235 videoconferences 

correspond to around 24 million kilometres flown. Working on the ba

sis that roughly a third of videoconferences were held as replacements 

for air travel, this produces a saving of approximately 7.5 million kilo

metres flown; using the calculation method of our external service 

provider, this is equivalent to a saving of some 2,900 tonnes of CO2

emissions. Going forward, we remain committed to making greater 

use of videoconferences.

More information on the topic at
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Website: atmosfair

Website: Sustainability Strategy

https://www.atmosfair.de/en/home
https://www.atmosfair.de/en/home
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
https://www.hannover-re.com/178059/sustainability-strategy
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Resource consumption

Paper consumption

As a company operating in the reinsurance industry, Hannover Re 

does not make any appreciable use of physical materials. Only the pa

per consumption at our offices is relevant, and we therefore measure 

and manage this. It amounted to 6,600,810 sheets at the Hannover lo

cation in the year under review (equivalent to around 32 tonnes) and – 

with a drop of 12.6% – was thus significantly below the level of the 

previous year. Our newly implemented e-administration system 

"Ruschlikon by ACORD" also played a part here. Among other things, 

the system makes possible the paperless editing of official documents. 

In the first quarter of 2016 alone, for example, Hannover Re electroni

cally processed 7,800 loss advices and altogether 35,000 attachments.

More revealing than the paper consumption in absolute terms is the 

relative paper consumption per employee. Since 2010 we have consis

tently reduced our per capita consumption. Whereas in 2010 the fig

ure was 8,333 sheets per year and employee, this number had 

dropped to 4,937 sheets in the year under review (0.024 tonnes per 

employee). We have achieved this reduction inter alia by rolling out 

notebooks as part of our "Next Generation Workplace" programme. 

Instead of paper-intensive printouts members of staff now take their 

notebook to meetings. We avoid unintended print jobs by means of the 

"Print to me" solution implemented in the year under review. Print 

jobs are not executed immediately, but instead have to be actively ini

tiated by the user at the device. If this is not done, the computer 

deletes print jobs automatically after 3 days. The continuous drop in 

paper consumption can also be attributed to ongoing expansion of our 

document management systems.

Paper consumption

Since 2012 we have used exclusively printer paper bearing the "Eu

roblume" European environmental seal. This quality seal is awarded to 

consumer goods which are manufactured with reduced emissions and 

low energy consumption and which stand out for their restrictive use 

of chemicals and auxiliary materials. In the year under review we also 

tested the changeover over to lighter paper of a lower density. From 

that time on we have been using this paper, which has a lower wood 

content than the previously used paper and is therefore more environ

mentally friendly, in our printers.

Since 2011 we have used solely FSC-certified paper in the creation of 

printed products.

Water consumption

Hannover Re's water is supplied exclusively by the regional water util

ity company. The total water consumption in the year under review 

amounted to 17,088,000 litres and was thus higher than in the previ

ous year. The consumption per employee, on the other hand, fell by 

3.6%. The decrease was driven by the use of more energy-efficient 

and economical dishwashers in the canteen as well as the removal of 

the old dishwashers in the tea kitchens and the associated centralisa

tion of dishwashing functions. In addition, the modernisation of sani

tary facilities has helped to reduce consumption.

Water consumption

Water discharge and waste

The total weight of waste decreased sharply by 19% in 2015 to 

156,880 kilogrammes. The primary factor here was the substantially 

reduced volume of waste paper, cardboard, cartons and old files that 

had been destroyed. In addition, there is greater awareness surround

ing the use of resources, thereby avoiding waste. Furthermore, a more 

professional approach has been taken to the separation of waste for 

recycling.
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Waste Roughly half of our total waste in 2015 was recycled. All catering 

waste produced at Home Office in Hannover that requires disposal for 

hygienic or legal reasons is used to generate energy (sent to a biogas 

plant).

Waste by method of disposal for years 2014 and 2015

in kg 2015 in % 2014 in %

Recycling 84,100 53.6 98,910 51.1

Composting 5,040 3.2 5,400 2.8

Energy recovery 17,330 11.0 16,500 8.5

Combination of material recycling, 
above-ground landfill and energy 
recovery1

49,360 31.5 67,440 34.8

Electronic waste 860 0.6 5,270 2.7

Hazardous waste (e.g. energy-saving 
light bulbs, paint, varnish)

190 0.1 240 0.1

Total 156,880 100.0 193,760 100.0
1 Precise classification is not possible due to the method of waste collection    

More information on the topic at
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Engagement in initiatives
As part of the "Climate Alliance Hannover" initiative we have under

taken by 2020 to emit 40% less harmful greenhouse gases than in 

1990. Under the "Climate Alliance" Hannover Re additionally partici

pates in the Business Strategy Group of the "Master Plan 2050 for the 

City and Region of Hannover, 100% for Climate Protection".

Since 2007 Hannover Re has also taken part in the "Ecological Project 

for Integrated Environmental Technology" (Ecoprofit) of the Greater 

Hannover region. The underlying idea of the project is the connection 

between economic gain and ecological benefit through preventive en

vironmental protection. The participating companies are regularly in

volved in work on specific topics such as "Ecoprofit in the Urban De

velopment Process" and "Current Changes in Energy Management". 

The energy-saving successes already achieved are regularly publicised 

in the relevant project publications.

In 2015, as in the previous years, Hannover Re participated in the sur

vey conducted by the CDP (formerly "Carbon Disclosure Project"). In

formation related to climate change is published here with a special 

orientation towards the capital market. In 2015 we reached a score of 

91 and a performance level of “C”, thereby once again improving on. 

With this result we improved our result again compared to the previ

ous year. In 2016 we shall again participate in the CDP survey.

Hannover Re is also a member of the "Ruschlikon e-administration in 

(Re)insurance" initiative of the Association for Cooperative Operation 

Research and Development (ACORD). ACORD is a global non-profit or

ganisation working to improve data quality and information exchange 

standards for the (re)insurance industry and related financial services 

providers. Among other things, its system makes possible the paper

less editing of official documents. In the first quarter of 2016 alone, for 

example, Hannover Re electronically processed 7,800 loss advices and 

altogether 35,000 attachments through this channel. It is envisaged 

that the interface will also be rolled out with other large brokers and 

business partners, which will ultimately mean that some 70% of loss 

advices and posting transactions will be processed purely electroni

cally.

Our subsidiary E+S Rück has published detailed analyses of ap

proaches to biodiversity damage in its "Schriftenreihe" series of publi

cations (issue numbers 14 and 15). The studies show that even slight 

impairments of biodiversity can give rise to considerable environmen

tal damage. Our goal is to inform about these risks and raise aware

ness of them. As we see it, it is the responsibility of society as a whole 

to identify biodiversity risks as quickly as possible, recognise them as 

such and eliminate them.

More information on the topic at

Website: CDP

Website: Klima-Allianz

Website: Ökoprofit

Website: “Schriftenreihe” series of publications E+S Rück

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=39&letterShow=I
https://www.cdp.net/en/info/about-us
https://www.cdp.net/en/info/about-us
http://www.hannover.de/en
http://www.hannover.de/en
http://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/%C3%96koprofit-Hannover
http://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/%C3%96koprofit-Hannover
https://www.es-rueck.de/28085/schriftenreihe
https://www.es-rueck.de/28085/schriftenreihe
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Supplier management
Supplier management is of particular importance to Hannover Re. In 

addition to reducing our procurement costs, we ensure observance of 

our compliance principles and avoid associated ESG risks through 

comprehensive evaluation of our suppliers.

At the Hannover location three different areas are responsible for the 

procurement of a range of products and services: Facility Management 

(FM), Information Technology (IT) and a group made up of the various 

specialist units. Goods are purchased either directly from the manu

facturer or through suppliers. In this context a Code of Conduct for 

Suppliers safeguards adherence to environmental and social stan

dards. We carry out a corresponding evaluation of our suppliers at 

regular intervals.

By engaging in an active dialogue with our suppliers Hannover Re is 

able to build sustainable and robust relationships with its vendors. 

Furthermore, the ongoing professionalisation of our procurement as

sures our competitiveness. We are currently taking steps to give 

greater consideration to cost/benefit aspects, improvement of service 

quality and the standardisation of services and conditions. Not only 

that, through consolidation of the portfolio of IT service providers we 

are also able to reduce costs. Our systematic supplier management 

brings about efficient and transparent processes and serves to acceler

ate procurement.

More information on the topic at

Website: Code of Conduct for suppliers

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=67&letterShow=P
https://www.hannover-re.com/173298/human-rights-and-supply-chain
https://www.hannover-re.com/173298/human-rights-and-supply-chain
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Code of conduct for suppliers and supplier evaluation

Code of conduct for suppliers

Since mid-2012 our Code of Conduct for Suppliers has been in force 

for large areas of the company at the Hannover location. The Code of 

Conduct was developed by the areas of Facility Management (FM) and 

Information Technology (IT) with the support of Group Legal Services. 

It requires, among other things, compliance with environmental and 

social standards and forms an integral contractual component in, for 

example, the tendering and contracting by FM of infrastructure ser

vices as well as various construction projects.

Specifically, the Code of Conduct for Suppliers requires respect for hu

man rights and compliance with the core labour standards of the Inter

national Labour Organisation (ILO). The evaluation and selection of 

new suppliers by the areas of Facility Management (FM) and Informa

tion Technology (IT) also ensures that the risk of child, forced and 

compulsory labour can be ruled out. The Code of Conduct for Suppli

ers further requires that the right of freedom of association, e.g. to 

join trade unions and the employee council, must be safeguarded.

Supplier evaluation

Based on the criteria of the Code of Conduct for Suppliers, Hannover 

Re has also developed an application-supported process for self-re

porting by suppliers and service providers. The procedure is used on a 

regular basis by Facility Management. In the context of an assessment 

carried out in 2014 we wrote to all IT vendors and evaluated them us

ing a checklist. This evaluation was stored in the supplier management 

system and will be factored into the selection of suppliers when plac

ing future contracts; furthermore, these criteria are also used for the 

regular evaluation of suppliers. Contracts with critically assessed sup

pliers are not renewed; an early-warning system ensures that an ade

quate lead time is available to select and as necessary familiarise an 

alternative vendor.

The evaluation of IT suppliers at the Hannover location is carried out 

using the supplier management system "ServiceNow". This system 

makes it possible to assign all vendors to the category that reflects 

their rating: Strategic (A-Supplier), Bottleneck (B1-Supplier – high 

strategic importance but low volume), Leverage (B2-Supplier – high 

volume, low importance, easily replaceable), Noncritical (C-Supplier) 

or Blacklist (Suppliers are in violation of our requirements and will re

ceive no further orders). Suppliers who are assessed critically in an 

ESG risk category are assigned to the blacklist. No further orders are 

placed with such suppliers. All non-IT core vendors are evaluated 

along similar lines in a separate supplier management tool.

The review of suppliers in the year under review produced a positive 

outcome. Specifically, Hannover Re did not identify any suppliers at 

which freedom of association or the right to collective bargaining is 

significantly jeopardised or a substantial risk of child labour or forced / 

compulsory labour exists.

More information on the topic at

Website: Code of Conduct for suppliers

https://www.hannover-re.com/173298/human-rights-and-supply-chain
https://www.hannover-re.com/173298/human-rights-and-supply-chain
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Social Commitment
As the third-largest reinsurer in the world, Hannover Re is aware of its 

responsibility to society. With our 50 years of experience on the rein

surance market, we consider our actions to be responsible and for

ward-thinking and we recognise our social obligation.

Responsibility for Hannover Re's social engagement rests with the full 

Executive Board, the members of which are jointly accountable for the 

implementation and refinement of strategic issues relating to sustain

ability.

Our investment in the community is regulated by our Group-wide Do

nations Guideline, which rules out donations to political parties and 

churches or other political or religious organisations as well as organi

sations for the protection of historical monuments and animal welfare. 

Compliance with this guideline is verified by the Group Auditing func

tion.

Our social engagement extends beyond our location in Germany to 

our international subsidiaries, with their specific projects catering to 

social concerns in their own country. Content-wise, our support is 

concentrated on the areas of research, learning, art and music as well 

as on assisting our employees with their voluntary contributions to so

ciety. We are particularly dedicated to the sustainable development of 

the City of Hannover, where our company's Home Office is located.

More information on the topic at

Research
In the field of natural hazards modelling we cooperate with universi

ties and research institutions and provide financial assistance to ap

propriate initiatives. For example, Hannover Re has been a long-time 

supporter of the Geo Research Center in Potsdam and the Global 

Earthquake Model Foundation (GEM), whose mission is to improve 

public understanding and awareness of earthquake risks worldwide by 

promoting science and establishing consistent standards as well as to 

reduce the impacts of earthquakes on populations and concentrations 

of values. Since 2006, with a view to also promoting the growth of aca

demic disciplines relevant to the insurance sector, we have helped to 

fund a visiting professor position at the University of Göttingen with a 

concentration in Anglo-American contract and tort law. In this way we 

are seeking to encourage a more international approach to the study 

of law. In addition, we support university research activities by spon

soring an endowed professorship in actuarial science and financial 

mathematics at the University of Hannover and we work with the Com

petence Centre for Insurance Science. We further support the work of 

thematically relevant Associations of Friends at various universities, 

including for example the Förderkreis des Instituts für Ver

sicherungswesen at Cologne Technical University and the Verein 

Braunschweiger Finanz- und Wirtschaftsmathematiker e.V. at the Uni

versity of Braunschweig. We are also a member of similar societies at 

the University of Hannover, the University of Ulm and the University 

of Oldenburg. Above and beyond our aforementioned involvement, we 

regularly offer field trips for students and systematically place various 

projects and topical issues with university departments.

More information on the topic at

Product responsibility

Social Commitment

Website: Geo Research Center Potsdam

Website: Global Earthquake Foundation GEM

Website: Kompetenzzentrum Versicherungswissenschaften

http://192.168.169.48:3000/reports/hannoverre/annual/2016/nb/English/9060/.html?entry=80&letterShow=R
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/home/
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/home/
https://www.globalquakemodel.org/
https://www.globalquakemodel.org/
https://www.versicherungskompetenzzentrum.de/3935.html
https://www.versicherungskompetenzzentrum.de/3935.html
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Support for art, culture and music

Hannover Re Foundation

Supporting contemporary art has traditionally been a cause for Han

nover Re. In 1991, to mark the company's 25th anniversary, Hannover 

Re set up a foundation to benefit the Sprengel Museum in Hannover. 

The foundation's mission is to support art in Hannover through the ac

quisition of contemporary paintings and sculptures which are loaned 

to the Sprengel Museum. It also funds publications and events to ac

company the exhibitions. The foundation was originally equipped with 

capital of DM 1 million. The foundation's capital currently amounts to 

EUR 600,000.

Opened in 1979, the Sprengel Museum ranks among the most promi

nent museums of twentieth-century art with its extensive collection 

and diverse programme of exhibitions. Works of art acquired by the 

foundation and provided to the Sprengel Museum Hannover on per

manent loan include pieces by, among others, Gerhard Richter, Don

ald Judd, Ronald B. Kitaj, Georg Baselitz, Sigmar Polke and Bernd 

Koberling. In 2014 the Hannover Re Foundation acquired the sculp

ture "Another Twister" by the American artist Alice Aycock, which was 

installed in front of the Sprengel Museum and handed over to the mu

seum on permanent loan to mark the opening of the new museum ex

tension in September 2015. The roughly 6-metre high white alu

minium sculpture symbolises a tornado and is intended to send a clear 

message that with the new extension the winds of change are blowing 

through the museum. At the same time the work references the busi

ness model of Hannover Re.

Hannover as a centre for art

As part of its engagement in art Hannover Re also sees itself in the 

role of a sponsor for locally based institutions, supporting not only the 

Sprengel Museum but also the Kunstverein Hannover, the Wilhelm 

Busch Museum in Hannover and the Kestnergesellschaft Hannover. 

Since its founding in 1916 the Kestnergesellschaft has sought to pro

file internationally important artists and their latest works. The spot

light here is just as much on fine arts, architecture, fashion and design 

as it is on current music and literature or philosophy and the humani

ties. In its role as a "Kestnerpartner" Hannover Re is able to promote 

the society's work on a continuous and lasting basis.

Hannover Re's art collection

It was in the mid-1980s that the former Chief Executive Officer Claus 

Bingemer set about building the foundation of the company's own art 

collection. Since that time the collection, which now numbers some 

300 exhibits by 72 artists, has been continuously expanded. These 

days, decisions on acquisitions are taken by a Board of Trustees that 

has dedicated itself specifically to promoting contemporary art. We re

alise that such collections can give expression to the unmistakable 

identity of an undertaking and we see enormous potential in the field 

of tension between art and business. The works are divided into three 

major groupings: abstract art of the post-war modern era, figurative 

contemporary art and international art of the twentieth century. A spe

cial quality of the pieces in the collection is that they are not attached 

to one of the many diverse currents of modern and postmodern art, 

but rather – with exhibits by Werner Heldt, Hans Uhlmann, Ernst Wil

helm Nay, Georg Meistermann and HAP Grieshaber – they reference 

artistic positions that were ostracised during the Third Reich. A fur

ther exceptional point of emphasis is on works by artists of the former 

GDR, such as the Leipzig-based Bernhard Heisig and Wolfgang 

Mattheuer and their pupils.

The exhibits that make up the collection are displayed in the 

company's Home Office premises in Hannover as well as in the sur

rounding garden areas and inner courtyards of the office complexes.

Exhibition series "Masterclass Students"

The series of exhibitions dedicated to "Masterclass Students" has been 

held since 2014. It profiles the work of students at Braunschweig Uni

versity of Art on an annual rotating basis. Current works by four young 

artists taking the masterclass course are displayed in the foyer of Han

nover Re's Home Office building in Hannover. Along with the art col

lection, which is split into the three aforementioned work groups, con

temporary art is just as much a focus for Hannover Re. In this context, 

the company's cultural engagement also extends to promoting young 

artists from the Lower Saxony region. The artistic positions selected 

from the graduating class are prominently displayed to staff and visi

tors alike in the foyer of the company's premises for intensive contem

plation and exploration. The cooperation with Braunschweig Univer

sity of Art thus not only serves to promote young artists but also fos

ters mutual dialogue.

Guided tours of the exhibition and artist talks are offered for the work

force. At the end of the latest exhibition pieces by all four artists were 

purchased for the company's own collection.
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Advancement of talented musicians

Every year since 1998 E+S Rück, Hannover Re's subsidiary with re

sponsibility for the German market, has organised an examination 

concert for graduating soloists in cooperation with Hannover Univer

sity of Music, Drama and Media. This support gives "master students" 

a particularly valuable opportunity to take their final examination with 

a large orchestra. At the same time the concerts enable E+S Rück to 

offer its clients a musical highlight as part of the "Hannover Forum" 

event.

More information on the topic at

Employee engagement and donations
By making regular donations and enabling corporate volunteering, i.e. 

releasing employees for charitable activities during working hours, 

Hannover Re supports social projects around the world. In so doing, 

we contribute our expertise in the area of reinsurance, whenever pos

sible.

Hannover Re staff in Hannover support the "Christmas tree campaign" 

for St. Joseph Kinder- und Jugendhilfe, a charitable institution that as

sists children and adolescents in Hannover between the ages of two 

and twenty who no longer live with their parents. Hannover Re em

ployees regularly help to realise their Christmas dreams in order to 

make the holiday season more special.

Our branch in South Africa assists students in the discipline of actuar

ial science and those taking a Bachelor of Commerce degree with a 

concentration in accounting. We also support needy pupils at a local 

high school.

At our subsidiary in Florida the workforce supports the "New Hope for 

Kids" campaign: children and their families who find themselves in 

difficult life situations are assisted with cash donations or through the 

personal efforts of employees.

With our Donations Guideline, which is applicable Group-wide, Han

nover Re has defined its own policies for this social engagement. In 

our Sustainability Strategy we have set ourselves the goal of reviewing 

the guidelines and recording the social activities undertaken Group-

wide. We attach crucial importance to the common public interest of 

the social groups and projects supported by our company. Conse

quently, Hannover Re did not make any contributions to political par

ties, politicians or related institutions in the reporting period or in pre

vious years.

More information on the topic at

Social Commitment

Website: Sprengel Museum Hannover

Website: Kestnergesellschaft

Website: Kunstverein Hannover

Website: Wilhelm-Busch-Museum

Website: University of Art Braunschweig

Social Commitment

Website: St. Joseph Kinder- und Jugendhilfe

http://www.sprengel-museum.de/
http://www.sprengel-museum.de/
http://kestnergesellschaft.de/en/
http://kestnergesellschaft.de/en/
http://www.kunstverein-hannover.de/en/start.html
http://www.kunstverein-hannover.de/en/start.html
http://www.karikatur-museum.de/
http://www.karikatur-museum.de/
http://www.hbk-bs.de/en/
http://www.hbk-bs.de/en/
http://www.st-joseph-jugendhilfe.de/
http://www.st-joseph-jugendhilfe.de/


GRI Index
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About this report

G4-18, G4-19, G4-20, G4-21

With its Sustainability Report on the 2015 financial year Hannover 

Rück SE is publishing information on social, environmental and gover

nance topics within the Group for a fifth consecutive year. Our Sus

tainability Report was drawn up in accordance with the G4 Guidelines 

of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) as well as the G4 Sector Disclo

sures for the Financial Services industry. The report has been com

piled in conformity with the "Core" option, which contains the essen

tial elements of a sustainability report. Furthermore, with a view to 

satisfying the information requirements of our stakeholders and the 

rating agencies as comprehensively as possible, we are providing ad

ditional information (Link GRI Content Index). The reporting period is 

from 1 January to 31 December 2015. Significant developments in 

2016 have been included up until the editorial deadline in October 

2016. Unless otherwise indicated, the particulars refer to the entire 

Hannover Re Group.

The report was submitted for the GRI Materiality Disclosure Service 

and GRI has confirmed the correctness of the location of the G4 Mate

riality Disclosures (G4-17–G4-27).

The present Sustainability Report reflects the issues and challenges of 

sustainable development that are material to our company. It takes 

into account the requirements of stakeholders who are of major signif

icance to Hannover Re. The fundamental principles on which the re

port is based are materiality, the inclusion of stakeholders, the sustain

ability context and comprehensiveness. A materiality analysis was car

ried out in 2014 in order to identify the issues most relevant to the 

company.

The following overview differentiates between the material action 

fields and issues according to their internal and/or external relevance 

and indicates which GRI aspects are covered.

Action fields / Material issues Differentiation

Relevance within the Group Relevance outside the Group

Governance and Dialogue

Responsible, value-based enterprise 
management

X X

Compliance X X

Risk management X X

Stakeholder dialogue X X

Product responsibility

Risk expertise X X

Sustainable insurance solutions X X

ESG criteria in asset management X X

Customer orientation and 
satisfaction

X X

Employees

Health management X

Executive development / Employee 
advancement

X X

Employee retention X

Diversity X

Co-determination X

Environment and Society

Operational environmental 
conservation

X X

Supplier management X

Social commitment X
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Survey methods and calculation bases for the 
data

Unless otherwise stated, we report on Hannover Re's activities Group-

wide.

The stated environmental indicators refer to the Hannover location 

(degree of coverage: 52,1 % of worldwide workforce). We use data 

collected internally from various departments as well as consumption 

data contained in the bills received from our electricity and district 

heating supplier.

For the purpose of calculating our CO2 emissions from business travel 

we adopt the calculation methods of our offset provider "atmosfair" 

and of Deutsche Bahn AG. We establish the CO2 savings from the use 

of videoconferences by utilising data from our service provider "Tata 

Communications" as well as Hannover Re's own internal calculations 

and estimates made on this basis.

In order to make the report more easily readable we have avoided 

gender-specific duplications and instead used the masculine form 

throughout.
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GRI Content Index
"in accordance with Core"

General Standard Disclosures

G4 Indicator Description Reference Explanation

Strategy and Analysis

G4-1 Foreword by the 
Chairman of the Executive 
Board

G4-2 Description of key 
impacts, risks, and 
opportunities

Organizational Profile

G4-3 Name of the organization

G4-4 Primary brands, products, 
and services

G4-5 Location of the 
organization’s 
headquarters

G4-6 Countries where the 
organization operates

G4-7 Nature of ownership and 
legal form

G4-8 Markets served The total number of services that we offer cannot be specified 
owing to the complex, specialised and in some cases individually 
tailored contractual arrangements.

G4-9 Scale of the organization

G4-10 Employee structure

G4-11 Employees covered by 
collective bargaining 
agreements

G4-12 Description of supply 
chain

Foreword

Risk management

AR 2015: Organisation 
and process of risk 
management



AR 2015: Foundations 
of the Group



Organisational profile

Product portfolio

Website: Property & 
casualty reinsurance



Website: Life & health 
reinsurance



Organisational profile

Organisational profile

Hannover Re at a 
glance



AR 2015: Shareholding 
structure



Organisational profile

Company portrait

Key figures

Organisational profile

Product portfolio

AR 2015: Financial 
position and net assets



Employees key figures

Generation 
management



Diversity Management

Remuneration and 
fringe benefits



Co-Determination

Supplier management

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/601010/business-model.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/601010/business-model.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/601010/business-model.html
https://www.hannover-re.com/60720/propertyandcasualty
https://www.hannover-re.com/60720/propertyandcasualty
https://www.hannover-re.com/60720/propertyandcasualty
https://www.hannover-re.com/58543/life-and-health
https://www.hannover-re.com/58543/life-and-health
https://www.hannover-re.com/58543/life-and-health
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/4060/shareholding-structure.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/4060/shareholding-structure.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/4060/shareholding-structure.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/602050/financial-position-and-net-assets.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/602050/financial-position-and-net-assets.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/602050/financial-position-and-net-assets.html
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G4-13 Significant changes in the 
organization’s size, 
structure, ownership

G4-14 Observance of 
precautionary approach 
or principle

G4-15 Participation in and 
support for externally 
developed charters, 
principles and initiatives

G4-16 Significant memberships

Identified material aspects and boundaries

G4-17 List of consolidated 
entities

G4-18 Process for defining the 
report content

G4-19 Material Aspects

G4-20 Material Aspects within 
the organization

G4-21 Material Aspects outside 
the organization

G4-22 Effects of any 
restatements of 
information

The presentation of information has not changed in comparison 
with the previous year.

G4-23 Changes in the Scope, 
Aspect Boundaries or 
measurement methods

Any significant changes in the Scope, Aspect Boundaries or 
measurement methods applied are noted at the appropriate point 
in the report.

Stakeholder engagement

G4-24 List of stakeholder groups

G4-25 Identification of 
stakeholder groups

G4-26 Approach to stakeholder 
engagement

G4-27 Recognition of key topics 
and concerns raised by 
stakeholder groups

Report profile

G4-28 Reporting period The reporting period of Hannover Re's Sustainability Report 2015 
is the 2015 financial year (1 January to 31 December 2015). 
Comparative values from prior years are available for selected key 
figures. The editorial deadline for Hannover Re's Sustainability 
Report 2015 was October 2016. Significant developments in 2016 
have therefore already been taken into account and disclosed 
accordingly.

G4-29 Date of most recent 
previous report

Hannover Re’s most recent Sustainability Report was published in 
October 2015. Further information on the topic of sustainability is 
published at shorter intervals on the company’s website and 
regularly in its Group Annual Report.

Organisational profile

AR 2015: 4.3 Major 
acquisitions and new 
formations



Risk management

Organisation and 
process of risk 
management



Advocacy groups and 
memberships



Advocacy groups and 
memberships



AR 2015: 4.2 
Consolidated 
companies and 
complete list of 
shareholdings



Materiality analysis

About this report

Materiality analysis

About this report

About this report

About this report

Stakeholder dialogue

Stakeholder dialogue

Stakeholder dialogue

Stakeholder dialogue

http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600403/4_3-major-acquisitions-and-new-formations.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600403/4_3-major-acquisitions-and-new-formations.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600403/4_3-major-acquisitions-and-new-formations.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600403/4_3-major-acquisitions-and-new-formations.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600402/4_2-consolidated-companies-and-complete-list-of-shareholdings.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600402/4_2-consolidated-companies-and-complete-list-of-shareholdings.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600402/4_2-consolidated-companies-and-complete-list-of-shareholdings.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600402/4_2-consolidated-companies-and-complete-list-of-shareholdings.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600402/4_2-consolidated-companies-and-complete-list-of-shareholdings.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/70600402/4_2-consolidated-companies-and-complete-list-of-shareholdings.html
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G4-30 Reporting cycle Annual

G4-31 Contact point for 
questions regarding the 
report or its contents

Karl Steinle, 
General Manager Corporate Communications 
Tel. + 49 511 5604-1500 
karl.steinle@hannover-re.com

Julia Hartmann,
Senior Investor Relations Manager 
Tel. + 49 511 5604-1529
julia.hartmann@hannover-re.com

Melanie Raudzis-Bokelmann
Investor Relations Manager 
Tel. +49 511 5604-1729
Melanie.raudzis@hannover-re.com

G4-32 GRI Content Index The Sustainability Report 2015 has been drawn up in accordance 
with the Core option.

G4-33 External Assurance for 
the report

External Assurance for the report

Governance

G4-34 Governance structure We do not make any breakdown according to age group or 
belonging to a minority.

G4-35 Process for delegating 
authority for economic, 
environmental and social 
topics

G4-36 Responsibility for 
economic, environmental 
and social topics

G4-38 Composition of the 
highest governance body 
and its committees

We do not report on membership of under-represented social 
groups.

We do not record competences relating to economic, 
environmental and social issues.

G4-39 Independence of the 
Chair of the highest 
governance body

G4-40 Nomination and selection 
processes for the highest 
governance body

Experience in relation to environmental and social issues is not 
included in the selection process for the Executive Board or 
Supervisory Board.

G4-41 Processes for avoidance 
of conflicts of interest

G4-42 Role of highest 
governance body with 
regard to strategy and 
goals

G4-43 Measures to develop and 
enhance the highest 
governance body’s 
knowledge of 
sustainability

G4-44 Evaluation of the highest 
governance body’s 
performance with regard 
to sustainability

Governance structure

Value-based 
management



Responsible enterprise 
management



Management structure

Website: Supervisory 
Board



Website: Executive 
Board



Management structure

AR 2015: Declaration 
on Corporate 
Governance



Management structure

AR 2015: Declaration 
on Corporate 
Governance



Management structure

AR 2015: Declaration 
on Corporate 
Governance



Sustainability Strategy

Management structure

Remuneration and 
performance review



AR 2015: 
Remuneration report



https://www.hannover-re.com/80867/supervisory-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80867/supervisory-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80867/supervisory-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
https://www.hannover-re.com/80850/executive-board
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605010/declaration-on-corporate-governance-_br_-pursuant-to-_-289-a-commercial-code-_hgb_.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
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G4-45 Role of the highest 
governance body with 
regard to sustainability 
risks and opportunities

G4-46 Role of the highest 
governance body in 
reviewing the 
effectiveness of risk 
management

G4-47 Frequency of the highest 
governance body’s review 
of sustainability risks and 
opportunities

G4-48 Responsibility for the 
sustainability report

G4-49 Process for 
communicating critical 
concerns to the highest 
governance body

G4-50 Critical concerns 
communicated to the 
Executive Board / 
Supervisory Board

G4-51 Remuneration policies for 
the highest governance 
body and senior 
executives

Environmental and social objectives are not currently included in 
the performance criteria of the remuneration policy, but could be 
agreed in individual objectives.

G4-52 Process for determing 
remuneration

G4-53 Expression of views by 
stakeholders on the 
aforementioned 
remuneration

Ethics and integrity

G4-56 Values, principles and 
codes of conduct

G4-57 Grievance mechanisms, 
questions

G4-58 Grievance mechanisms

Organisation and 
process of risk 
management



Organisation and 
process of risk 
management



AR 2015: Opportunitiy 
and risk report



Organisation and 
process of risk 
management



AR 2015: Opportunitiy 
and risk report



Foreword

Management structure

Management structure

Remuneration and 
performance review



AR 2015: 
Remuneration report



Remuneration and 
performance review



AR 2015: 
Remuneration report



Remuneration and 
performance review



Strategy and 
Management



Governance and 
dialogue



Compliance

Supplier management

Compliance structure 
and report



Compliance structure 
and report



http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/604010/risk-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
http://annual-report.hannover-re.com/reports/hannoverre/annual/2015/gb/English/605020/remuneration-report.html
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Specific Standard Diclosures

G4 Indicator Description Reference Explanation

Category: Economic

G4-DMA Management approach

Economic Performance

G4-EC1 Direct economic value generated 
and distributed

We do not record any indicators on the financial value 
generated by our investments in local communities.

G4-EC2 Financial implications and other 
risks and opportunities for the 
organization's activities due to 
climate change

G4-EC3 Coverage of the organisation's 
defined benefit plan obligations

G4-EC4 Financial assistance received 
from

Hannover Re did not receive any subsidies or other forms of 
support from the government in the year under review.

Market Presence

G4-EC5 Ratios of standard entry level 
wage by gender compared to 
local minimum wage at 
significant business locations

In order to satisfy the exacting quality standards of our 
complex services, Hannover Re deploys highly qualified 
personnel worldwide. The level of salaries reflects this high 
skills level. There is consequently no risk of undershooting a 
local minimum wage.

G4-EC6 Proportion of senior management 
hired locally at significant 
business locations

Indirect Economic Impacts

G4-EC7 Development and impact of 
infrastructure investments and 
service supported

G4-EC8 Nature and extent of significant 
indirect economic impacts

The indirect economic impacts of our business operations 
cannot be quantified owing to their potentially endless reach.

Category: Enviromental

G4-DMA Management approach

Sustainability 
management



Hannover Re at a 
glance



Risk management

Sustainable 
insurance 
solutions



AR 2015: Strategy

Hannover Re at a 
glance
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Materials

G4-EN1 Materials used by weight or 
volumne

Energy

G4-EN3 Energy consumption within the 
organization

Presentation in joules is not considered to be expedient for 
internal management purposes.

G4-EN5 Energy intensity Presentation in joules is not considered to be expedient for 
internal management purposes.

G4-EN6 Reduction of energy consumption

G4-EN7 Reduction in engery requirements 
of products and services

Water

G4-EN8 Total water withdrawal by source Consumption and emissions data

G4-EN10 Percentage and total volume of 
water recycled and reused

As a non-manufacturing company, Hannover Re has not taken 
steps to recycle and reuse water.

Biodiversity

G4-EN11 Operational sites in, or adjacent 
to, protected areas

The land used by Hannover Re is not located in or adjacent to 
protected areas. As a company operating in the insurance 
industry that uses its premises solely for office work, our 
offices are normally located in cities or municipalities.

G4-EN13 Habitats protected or restored The land used by Hannover Re is not located in or adjacent to 
protected areas. As a company operating in the insurance 
industry that uses its premises solely for office work, our 
offices are normally located in cities or municipalities.

Emissions

G4-EN15 Direct Greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions (Scope 1)

G4-EN16 Energy indirect Greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions (Scope 2)

G4-EN17 Other indirect Greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions (Scope 3)

G4-EN18 Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
intensity

 

G4-EN19 Reduction of Greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions

 

Effluents and Waste

G4-EN22 Total water discharge by quality 
and destination

As a non-manufacturing provider of insurance services, the 
issue of water discharge is of minor relevance to Hannover Re. 
The volume of water discharged in the reporting period 
corresponds to the volume of water consumption (cf. Indicator 
EN8) and thus totalled 17,088,000 litres. Our water is 
discharged into the municipal sewage network. 
Environmentally critical effluents are not discharged in 
connection with Hannover Re’s business operations.

G4-EN23 Total weight of waste by type and 
disposal method
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Products and Services

G4-EN27 Initiatives to mitigate 
environmental impacts

 

G4-EN28 Reclamation of packaging 
materials

As a provider of reinsurance products this Indicator is not 
applicable to our company. Hannover Re nevertheless strives 
for a high level of recycling and low consumption of materials.

Compliance

G4-EN29 Monetary value of significant 
fines and total number on non-
monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with environmental 
laws and regulations

Hannover Re was not required to pay any significant fines in 
the reporting period or in previous years due to non-
compliance with environmental laws or regulations. Nor were 
any non-monetary sanctions imposed on Hannover Re.

Transport

G4-EN30 Environmental impacts of 
transporting products and 
materials

Our reinsurance services do not cause any significant 
environmental impacts through transporting. We make 
systematic efforts to reduce business trips by our employees, 
especially air travel, and pay offsets for all remaining 
emissions.

Overall

G4-EN31 Number of grievances about 
environmental impacts filed, 
addressed, and resolved through 
formal grievance mechanisms

Supplier Environmental Assessment

G4-EN32 Percentage of new suppliers thate 
were screened using 
environmental criteria

 

Environmental Grievance Mechanisms

G4-EN34 Number of grievances about 
environmental impacts filed, 
addressed, and resolved through 
formal grievance mechanisms

Category: Social

Sub-category: Labor practices and decent work

G4-DMA Management approach
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Employment

G4-LA1 Total number and rates of new 
employee hires and employee 
turnover by age group, gender 
and region

G4-LA2 Benefits provided to Full-time 
employees that are not provided 
to temporary or parttime 
employees, by significant 
business loactions

G4-LA3 Return to work and retention 
rates after parental leave, by 
gender

Labor/Management Relations

G4-LA4 Minimum notice periods 
regarding operational changes, 
including whether these are 
specified in collective agreements

Occupational Health and Safety

G4-LA5 Percentage of total workforce 
represented in formal joint 
management-worker health and 
safety committees that help 
monitor and advise on 
occupational health and safety 
programs

All employees in Germany are fully represented by the Health 
and Safety Committee. It goes without saying that we meet all 
legal requirements under the Occupational Safety Act.

G4-LA6 Type of injury and rates of injury, 
occupational diseases, lost days, 
and absenteeism, and total 
number of work-related fatalities, 
by region and by gender

We do not collect data on occupational diseases or gender-
specific figures on absenteeism and accidents.

G4-LA7 Workers with high incidence or 
high risk of diseases related to 
their occupation

 

G4-LA8 Health and safety topics covered 
in formal agreements with trade 
unions

  Our business operations, i.e. the provision of reinsurance 
services, do not give rise to any health and safety risks that are 
covered in formal agreements with trade unions.

Training and Education

G4-LA9 Average hours of training per 
year per employee by gender and 
by employee category

We do not record training days by employee category or 
gender.

G4-LA10 Programs for skills management 
and lifelong learning that support 
the continued employability of 
employees and assist them in 
managing career endings

 

G4-LA11 Percentage of employees 
receiving regular performance 
and career development reviews, 
by gender and by employee 
category
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Diversity and Equal Opportunity

G4-LA12 Composition of governance 
bodies and breakdown of 
employees per employee category 
according to gender, age group, 
minority group membership, and 
other indicators of diversity

 

Equal Remuneration for Women and Men

G4-LA13 Ratio of basic salary and 
remuneration of women to men 
by employee category and by 
significant business locations

 

Supplier Assessment for Labor Practices

G4-LA14 Percentage of new suppliers that 
were screened using labor 
practices criteria

 

Labor Practices Grievance Mechanisms

G4-LA16 Number of grievances about labor 
practices filed, addressed, and 
resolved through formal 
grievance mechanisms

 

Sub-category: Human rights

G4-DMA Management approach

Investment

G4-HR2 Total hours of employee training 
on human rights policies or 
procedures concerning aspects of 
human rights that are relevant to 
operations, including the 
percentage of employees trained

Non-discrimination

G4-HR3 Total number of incidents of 
discrimination and corrective 
actions taken

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

G4-HR4 Operations and suppliers 
identified in which the right to 
exercise freedom of association 
and collective bargaining may be 
violated or at significant risk, and 
measures taken to support these 
rights
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Child Labor

G4-HR5 Principles and measures relating 
to the prevention of child labor

Forced or Compulsory Labor

G4-HR6 Principles and measures relating 
to the prevention of forced or 
compulsory labor

Security Practices

G4-HR7 Training of security personnel Hannover Re does not employ any security personnel of its 
own and has assigned this function to external service 
providers. The risk of human rights violations in the context of 
Hannover Re’s business is extremely slight and in our 
assessment, therefore, this Indicator is in principle not relevant 
to our sustainability management.

Supplier Human Rights Assessment

G4-HR10 Percentage of new suppliers that 
were screened using human 
rights criteria

Human Rights Grievance Mechanisms

G4-HR12 Number of grievances about 
human rights impacts filed, 
addressed, and resolved through 
formal grievance mechanisms

No human rights violations have occurred to date at Hannover 
Re and we therefore do not consider the establishment of a 
grievance mechanism for human rights violations to be 
relevant to our company.

Sub-category: Society

G4-DMA Management approach

Local Communities

G4-SO1 Percentage of business locations 
with implemented local 
community engagement, impact 
assessments, and development 
programs

G4-FS13 Access points in low-populated or 
economically disadvantaged areas 
by type

With a few exceptions, as a reinsurer – i.e. as a business-to-
business service provider – we do not have any direct contact 
with initial customers. Our business activities do not, in 
principle, create access points to financial services.

G4-FS14 Initiatives to improve access to 
financial services for 
disadvantaged people

Anti-corruption

G4-SO4 Communication and training on 
anti-corruption policies and 
procedures
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Public Policy

G4-SO6 Total value of political 
contributions by country and 
recipient/beneficiary

Anti-competitive Behavior

G4-SO7 Total number of legal actions for 
anti-competitive behavior, anti-
trust, and monopoly practices and 
their outcomes

No legal actions for anticompetitive behaviour, anti-trust or 
monopoly practices were taken against Hannover Re in the 
reporting period or in previous years; consequently, there are 
no findings to report.

Compliance

G4-SO8 Monetary value of significant 
fines and total number of non-
monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with laws and 
regulations

No significant fines were payable by Hannover Re in the 
reporting period or in previous years for non-compliance with 
laws and regulations. Nor have any non-monetary sanctions 
been imposed on Hannover Re.

Supplier Assessment for Impacts on Society

G4-SO9 Percentage of new suppliers that 
were screened using criteria for 
impacts on society

Grievance Mechanisms for Impacts on Society

G4-SO11 Number of grievances about 
impacts on society filed, 
addressed, and resolvedthrough 
formal grievance mechanisms"

Sub-category: Product responsibility

G4-DMA Management approach

Product and Service Labeling

G4-PR3 Type of product and service 
information required by the 
organization’s procedures for 
product and service information 
and labeling, and percentage of 
significant product and service 
categories subject to such 
information requirements

The reinsurance industry is not subject to any statutory 
requirements to provide product or service information to its 
clients. On the contrary, in the context of taking out a 
reinsurance treaty it is normally the primary insurers that are 
required to provide detailed information to reinsurers about 
their business operations and the reinsured portfolio so that 
the reinsurer can accurately assess the risks.

G4-PR4 Total number of incidents of non-
compliance with regulations and 
voluntary codes concerning 
product and service information 
and labeling, by type of outcomes

In the reporting period there were no incidents of non-
compliance with Hannover Re’s duties to provide information 
about products or services. Nor were there any incidents of 
non-compliance with voluntary codes governing requirements 
to provide information.

G4-PR5 Results of surveys measuring 
customer satisfaction
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Marketing Communications

G4-PR6 Sale of banned or disputed 
products

Hannover Re does not conduct any advertising measures 
aimed at end customers in the sense of product marketing. 
Isolated marketing activities are carried out for the Hannover 
Re and E+S Rück brands, for example through image 
advertisements and information brochures about the 
company’s orientation. Sales promotion takes place solely 
through individual contacts with clients. In view of Hannover 
Re’s extremely modest advertising expenditure, no special 
programmes for adherence to laws and standards related to 
marketing communications have been put in place.

G4-PR7 Incidents of non-compliance with 
advertising and marketing 
guidelines

  Hannover Re does not conduct any advertising measures 
aimed at end customers in the sense of product marketing. 
Isolated marketing activities are carried out for the Hannover 
Re and E+S Rück brands, for example through image 
advertisements and information brochures about the 
company’s orientation. Sales promotion takes place solely 
through individual contacts with clients. In view of Hannover 
Re’s extremely modest advertising expenditure, no special 
programmes for adherence to laws and standards related to 
marketing communications have been put in place.

Customer Privacy

G4-PR8 Total number of substantiated 
complaints regarding breaches of 
customer privacy and losses of 
customer data

Compliance

G4-PR9 Monetary value of significant 
fines for non-compliance with 
laws and regulations concerning 
the provision and use of products 
and services

In the reporting period and in the preceding years Hannover 
Re was not required to pay any significant fines for non-
compliance with laws or regulations concerning the provision 
and use of products and services. Nor have any non-monetary 
sanctions been imposed on Hannover Re.

Product Portfolio

G4-FS6 Percentage of the portfolio for 
business lines by specific region, 
size (e.g. micro/sme/large) and by 
sector

G4-FS7 Monetary value of products and 
services designed to deliver a 
specific social benefit for each 
business line broken down by 
purpose

 

G4-FS8 Monetary value of products and 
services designed to deliver a 
specific environmental benefit for 
each business line broken down 
by purpose

 

Active Ownership Approach

G4-FS11 Percentage of assets subject to 
positive and negative 
environmental or social screening

Audit – Management Approach included in G4-DMA Product Responsibility

Data privacy
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